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Composite materials have been used in design since antiquity, as the description of the Ulises’ arch
in the Odyssey suggests [1]. The great advantage provided by the use of composite materials in the
design process is that it allows tailoring the mechanical properties of the components, in order to obtain
the highest specific strength or stiffness and, consequently, reduce the overall weight. The possible
combinations of matrix, reinforcement, and technologies, on the one hand, provide many more options
to the designer and, on the other hand, widen the fields that need to be investigated to obtain all the
information requested for a safe design.

This Special Issue contains a variety of approaches aimed to draw directions for the designers of
applications characterized by different technology readiness levels, at different dimensional scales and
technological process phases.

Design of the material: A number of papers may be categorized in this way, from different points
of view. In [2], the toughening of the matrix through polymeric nano veils is described. This is a
popular research topic because employing low-cost electrospinning technology is easily possible to
obtain non-woven nanostructured veils starting from different liquid polymers. The research activity
is based on the relatively recent review presented in [3], and since then, different research groups have
provided results in this field [4–7].

In [8], the concept is widened, since the epoxy resin is reinforced by a microcapsule system to
achieve a self-healing goal. In this case, there are no reinforcing fibers, because the role of the epoxy
resin is functional (i.e., electrical insulation) and not structural; nevertheless, the authors obtained a
very promising repair efficiency and rate.

The papers [9,10] consider two different aspects of interleaving viscoelastic materials between
long fiber reinforced plastics layers. In fact, while [9] focuses the attention on the positive effect of
macroscopic viscoelastic elements on the slamming damage in Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastics (GFRP),
in [10], thin viscoelastic layers are interleaved with Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics (CFRP) plies in
order to improve the damping properties of the laminate.

Differently from the previously mentioned ones that focus on matrix properties modification,
the works [11,12] are more related to fibers. In [11], several methods for measuring the fiber content in
naval applications are shown. This is of paramount importance for design purposes, since the fiber
fraction is the quantity most of the mechanical properties are most sensitive to, according to the rule of
mixtures. On the other hand, in [12], an analytical model is proposed and experimentally validated to
describe the shear behavior of fabrics with different weave patterns, in which tension-shear coupling is
considered. This is done under large shear deformation.

Improvement of the technological processes: Dealing with composite materials, it is not possible to
separate the material properties from the technological production processes. In [13,14], two dry fiber
techniques are studied. In particular, [13] shows the numerical simulation of the channel distribution
in a liquid resin infusion using an approach similar to the one reported in [15]. Differently, [14] presents
an experimental activity on the resin transfer molding process following the previous activities on the
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topic [16,17] of the research group. The papers [18,19] focus on the electric deposition of composite
coatings and coupled waterjet and laser surface treatments.

Structural design methods: Even if just one paper belongs to this category [20], it is described
separately because it is the one dealing with applications at TRL6 or higher and contains numerical and
experimental analysis. Moreover, a synthesis of a complete design and fabrication of an automotive
part, in particular the photovoltaic panel of a solar vehicle, is presented. The general requirements
of this class of vehicles are described in [21], while the design process for the structure and some
mechanical components can be found in [22–25]. The paper contained in this Special Issue deals with a
multi-objective design optimization in which not only the lamination sequence but also the topology
of the component is modified to obtain optimum performances.

Research directions: This Special Issue touched several hot research topics showing that, to improve
how designers can use composite materials, different activities are needed. New functional properties
may be sought for maintaining or improving material mechanical performances; while low cost,
high-volume processes would open a wider market for composite components, so this is a further
wide research field; finally, general topological optimization methods for layered materials will allow
us to reduce the weight in the most advanced sport of aerospace applications further.
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Featured Application: The present findings may find application in manufactured composite

material for engineering purposes, load-bearing parts, and structural components.

Abstract: This paper presents an investigation on fracture behavior of carbon/epoxy composite
laminates interleaved with electrospun nanofibers. Three different mats were manufactured and
interleaved, using only polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), only polysulfone (PSF), and their combination.
Mode-I and Mode-II fracture mechanics tests were conducted on virgin and nanomodified samples,
and the results showed that PVDF and PSF nanofibers enhance the Mode-I critical energy release rate
(GIC) by 66% and 51%, respectively, while using a combination of the two registered a 78% increment.
The same phenomenon occurred under Mode-II loading. SEM micrographs were taken, to investigate
the toughening mechanisms provided by the nanofibers.

Keywords: composite laminates; nanofibers; fracture; polyvinylidene fluoride; polysulfone

1. Introduction

Carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer composites (CFRP) are applied widely in various industries,
such as electronics, construction, and aeronautics. Among different resins, epoxy is the most frequently
used because of its good mechanical properties, suitable fatigue resistance, and low shrinkage while
curing. On the other side, its highly crosslinked structure leads to brittleness and thus to poor resistance
to crack propagation [1,2]. Among the several methods that have been presented during the years to
increase the fracture toughness of carbon/epoxy laminates [3–6], interleaving polymers [7–9], in the
form of particles, films, or nanofibrous mats [10–16], has proved to be one of the most effective.
In particular, nanofibrous mats have been found to be a suitable choice because of their high porosity
(which lead to rapid penetration of epoxy) and the strengthening effects they are able to provide.

Literature reviews on nanofibers reinforcing composites are wide, and many polymers, such as
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) [17–20], polyvinyl butyral (PVB) [21–23], polysulfone (PSF) [10,11,24],
Nylon [25–32], phenoxy [33,34], and carbon [35–37] nanofibers, have been used to enhance composites’
mechanical properties. Saghafi et al. [20] Showed that PVDF nanofibers can increase Mode-I fracture
toughness by about 43%, while another study [19] in this field had completely reverse outcomes.
The considerations showed that the main reason was a non-suitable curing process and the high
thickness of the nano-mat in the second study. As seen, some limited study was also conducted

Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 5618; doi:10.3390/app10165618 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci5
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regarding the effect of PSF nanofibers on fracture behavior of nanomodified laminates. For instance,
Li et al. [10] used PSF nanofibers and PSF/carbon nanotube (CNT) hybrid nanofibers for increasing
Mode-II energy release rate (GIIC) of carbon/epoxy laminate. According to results, PSF and the
best combination of hybrid nanofibers (PSF + 10%wt of CNT) improved GIIC by about 11% and
50%, respectively.

The interesting matter in this regard is the toughening mechanisms that lead to improved
properties when polymeric nanofibers are interleaved. (1) Fiber bridging: When nanofibers do not
melt during curing cycle, they bridge the two layers they are interleaved between, thus hindering
fracture propagation [38]. (2) Phase separation: Some nanofibers, such as polycaprolactone (PCL),
due to the heat provided during the curing process, change shape to spherical particles and distribute
in the matrix during curing, increasing fracture toughness due to crack deflections [11]. (3) Some other
thermoplastic polymers, such as PVDF, melt and mixed with epoxy during curing, due to high porosity
of the mat, and a plastic zone is produced in front of crack tip, capable of absorbing energy during
loading [17].

Interleaving nanofibers that can act different toughening mechanisms is an interesting topic,
and this is what this paper means to present. Recently, Zheng et al. [39] used a combination of nylon
nanofibers and PCL film as interleave to increase the interlaminar fracture energy of carbon/epoxy
laminates. The results demonstrated a synergistic effect; for instance, Mode-I fracture tests proved
that fracture toughness for the laminates interleaved by nylon and PCL, separately, were enhanced by
30% and 50%, respectively, while a remarkable increase of 110% occurred for the laminates interleaved
by nylon/PCL. In the present study, the effect of mixing two other mechanisms, i.e., phase separation
and plastic zone, is considered. For this aim, electrospun PSF, PVDF, and PSF/PVDF nanofibers were
produced separately and interleaved between carbon/epoxy laminate. Then, Mode-I and Mode-II
fracture tests were conducted to investigate their effect. For deeper investigation, SEM pictures were
also taken to find out toughening mechanism.

2. Materials and Methods

Electrospinning is a technique that uses a high-potential electrostatic field to produce fibers in
scale of nano and micro. The machine used to produce the nanofibers is made of (1) a high-voltage
source with positive or negative polarity, (2) a syringe pump with Teflon tubes to carry the solution to
needles, and (3) a conductive collector, in the form of a rotating drum. The electrospinning process
is schematically shown in Figure 1. In the following subsections, further information regarding the
applied materials and electrospinning parameters, such as voltage and injection rate, are presented.

Figure 1. Schematic picture of producing nanofibers by using the electrospinning process.
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2.1. Polymers

Polysulfone (Udel® 3500) and polyvinylidene fluoride (Solef® 6008) polymers in the form of
pellets and powder, respectively, were supplied by Solvay Specialty Polymers. Their properties are
presented in Table 1. Acetone and N, N-Dimethylacetamide (DMAc) and Dimethyl sulfoxide purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich Co. were used as the solvent for preparing polymeric solutions.

Table 1. Polysulfone (PSF) and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) properties (source: datasheet provided
by Solvay website).

PSF (Udel® 3500) PVDF (Solef® 6008)

Forms Pellets Powder
Density (g/cm3) 1.24 1.75–1.8

Water absorption (24 h, 23 ◦C) 0.3 <0.04%
Melt temperature (◦C) 316–371 170–175

Glass transition temperature (◦C) 50 −40
Tensile modulus (GPa) 2.48 1.8–2.5
Tensile strength (MPa) 70.3 30–50
Tensile elongation (%) 50 to 100 20–300%

2.2. Electrospinning

The “lab unit” electrospinning machine by Spinbow company (Bologna, Italy) was used for
producing 30 m thick nanofibrous mats. The polymeric solutions of PSF and PVDF were made as
follows: (1) PSF solution was prepared by dissolving 23 g of polymer in 90 mL of DMAc and 10 mL of
acetone. (2) The second solution was produced by dissolving 15% (w/v) PVDF powder in a 30:70 (v/v)
of Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and Acetone. The solutions were poured into two separate syringes
and then transferred to the electrospinning machine. The electrospinning parameters are presented in
Table 2.

A continuous electrospinning process was conducted for producing pure PSF and PVDF
nanofibrous mat, but as the electrospinning machine was not equipped with two separate high-voltage
sources and syringe pumps, and due to different feed rates for the two polymers, the process was
discontinuous for the mixed (PVDF/PSF) nanofibrous mat: PSF and PVDF nanofibers were electrospun
for 1 and 2 min, respectively, until the desired thickness was obtained. SEM pictures of PVDF and PSF
nanofibers are shown in Figure 2.

(a) (b)
Figure 2. Produced nanofibers: (a) PVDF and (b) PSF.
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Table 2. Electrospinning parameters.

Electrospinning Parameters PSF (Udel® 3500) PVDF (Solef® 6008)

Applied voltage (kV) 22 12
Feed rate (mL/h) 1.2 0.6

Collector speed (rpm) 100 100
Needle tip-collector distance (mm) 120 120

Temperature (◦C) 25 25

2.3. DCB and ENF Specimens

Double cantilever beam (DCB) and end-notched flexure (ENF) specimens were manufactured and
tested under Mode-I and Mode-II fracture loadings, according to ASTM D5528 [40] and guidelines
provided by [41], respectively. The samples were manufactured by stacking 14 layers of prepreg woven
carbon/epoxy laminates (twill 2/2 240 gsm supplied by Impregnatex Composite Srl) on each other,
and the nanofibrous mat and a 15 m thick Teflon layer interleaved between mid-layers. After the
lay-up, samples were sealed completely, using a vacuum bag, and transferred to an autoclave to cure:
from room temperature to 170 ◦C (at 1 ◦C/min), then 1 h at 170 ◦C, from 170 ◦C to 190 ◦C (at 1 ◦C/min),
then 20 min at 190 ◦C, and finally the oven was shut off and kept closed until complete cooling. Samples
were 20 mm wide and 4.2 mm thick, the initial crack length was 59 mm for DCB samples and 40 mm for
the ENF ones, and total length was 140 mm (DCB) and 150 mm (ENF). Three samples were produced
for each configuration.

2.4. Mode-I Interlaminar Fracture Test

In order to load the samples, aluminum blocks were glued to each side of the samples, as shown
in Figure 3. In order to observe the delamination progress by a digital image correlation (DIC) system
and measure the crack length (more details in Reference [42]), one side of each sample was coated with
a white paint first, and then with a black paint, to obtain a random pattern. The tests were performed in
a universal testing machine (Instron 8033), at a constant crosshead speed of 1.5 mm/min. The following
expression was used to calculated GIC [40]:

GIC = 3Fδ/2Ba, (1)

where F is the applied load, δ is the displacement of loading point, B is the width of specimen, and a is
the crack length.

Figure 3. Double cantilever beam (DCB) samples after white painting.
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2.5. Mode-II Interlaminar Fracture Test

ENF samples were used to conduct Mode-II fracture tests in a three-point bending load
configuration, as shown in Figure 4, at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min, on the same machined
used for Mode-I tests. Span length was 100 mm; therefore, the distance between the crack tip and the
loading point was 35 mm. For calculating GIIC, the following formula was applied [41]:

GIIC = (4.5aˆ2 Fδ)/(B(0.25Lˆ3+3aˆ3)), (2)

where a, B, L, F, and δ are the crack length, specimen width, span length, force, and displacement,
respectively.

Figure 4. End-notched flexure (ENF) sample under Mode-II test.

3. Results

3.1. Test Results

Figure 5 shows the force-displacement curves for the reference and modified samples under DCB
loadings, and Table 3 presents the results. As seen, the PSF and PVDF did not affect the slope of
the linear loading phase before crack propagation. An interesting phenomenon is observed while
the crack propagates. In the reference laminate, a high number of short rises and falls of the force is
registered, unlike the modified laminates, especially the PSF- and PVDF/PSF-modified ones, where a
lower number of variations is registered (see the orange ovals in the figures). In nanomodified samples,
the force rises after a drop up to about 6N, which is 15% of the maximum load.

The maximum load (Fmax) was 32.7 N for the reference laminate, and it increased 11% and 21% by
applying PSF and PVDF nanofibers, respectively; GIC for the non-modified sample is 255 N/m, whereas,
for the PVDF, PSF, and PVDF/PSF samples, it is 423, 384 and 454 N/m, respectively. By comparison with
the reference, the energy-release rate of PSF- and PVDF-modified laminates was enhanced by 51% and
66%, respectively, and a higher enhancement of 78% was obtained by using the mixed nanofibrous mat.
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Figure 5. Mode-I fracture test (DCB) outcome for reference (a) PSF-only, (b) PVDF-only, (c) PVDF/PSF
(d) nanomodified samples.

Table 3. DCB test results.

Reference PVDF PSF PVDF/PSF

Maximum load (N) 32.7 ± 2 39.6 ± 0.5 36.3 ± 1.5 39.6 ± 0.5
Variation (%) +21 +11 +21

GIC (N/m) 255 ± 7 423 ± 53 384 ± 9 454 ± 26
Variation (%) +66 +51 +78

ENF test curves are shown in Figure 6, and the results are presented in Table 4. The behavior
of the two types of samples differs at the fracture initiation stage. The crack started to propagate
60–80 N below the Fmax in both control the PSF-modified samples. In this critical point, the slope of
force-displacement curve decreases, flagging a crack propagation. In the PVDF-modified laminate,
the crack initiation was followed by a force drop, about 40–60 N, in various samples. Then, the force
increased again up to the maximum load. The force-displacement curve of the laminates interleaved
by PVDF/PSF has some similarities with both of the two other modified samples. In the stage of crack
initiation, a very small force drop was observed, and then the load increased about 10–20 N, up to the
Fmax with a lower slope.
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Figure 6. Mode-II fracture test (ENF) outcomes for reference (a), PSF-only (b), PVDF-only (c) and
PVDF/PSF (d) nanomodified samples.

According to Table 4, reference and PSF-modified laminates have similar values of maximum
load and GIIC. Therefore, the PSF nanofibers do not show significant effect on toughening the virgin
laminate, while its influence in Mode-I loading was positive. On the other hand, PVDF and PVDF/PSF
nanofibers increased the GIIC of the laminate by 57% and 75%, respectively. It is interesting to note
that, although the influence of PSF nanofibers on GIIC was negligible, its mixture with PVDF had a
synergistic effect. A similar phenomenon was observed by Zheng et al. [39]. They used PCL film,
nylon nanofibers, and their mixture for toughening carbon/epoxy laminates: According to their results,
presented in Table 5, each interlayer individually increased GIIC by 20%, while their mixture almost
doubled it.

Table 4. ENF test results.

Reference PVDF PSF PVDF/PSF

Maximum load (N) 477 ± 13 523 ± 15 478 ± 12 558 ± 16
Variation (%) +10 / +17

GIIC (N/m) 182 ± 3 285 ± 2 199 ± 9 318 ± 29
Variation (%) +57 +9 +75
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Table 5. The influence of PCL film, Nylon 66 nanofibrous mat, and their mixture on GIIC [39].

Sample Reference Nylon 66 Nanofiber PCL Film Nylon 66/PCL

GIIC (N/m) 1420 ± 60 1710 ± 120 1700 ± 90 2820 ± 120
Variation (%) - 20.4 19.7 98.6

3.2. Toughening Mechanisms

Figure 5 shows the force-displacement curves for the reference and modified samples under DCB
loadings, and Table 3 presents the results. As seen, the PSF and PVDF did not affect the slope of
the linear loading phase before crack propagation. An interesting phenomenon is observed while
the crack propagates. In the reference laminate, a high number of short rises and falls of the force is
registered, unlike the modified laminates, especially the PSF- and PVDF/PSF-modified ones, where a
lower number of variations is registered (see the orange ovals in the figures). In nanomodified samples,
the force rises after a drop up to about 6N, which is 15% of the maximum load.

Figure 7 presents the SEM micrographs of the fractured surfaces of the reference and nanomodified
laminates. As seen in Figure 7a, the surface of fractured neat epoxy is smooth, a sign of a brittle
type of fracture; instead, for the other samples, images show a different situation and various
toughening mechanisms.

Due to high porosity and specific surface area, PSF mats were easily impregnated by the epoxy.
On the other hand, owing to PSF’s high viscosity and fast curing of resin, the diffusion of PSF in the
epoxy was more difficult. Subsequently, the nanofibers were dissolved in the resin. By continuing the
curing process, PSF started a phase separation from the epoxy and changed to spherical particles (see
Figure 7b). When the crack tip reached these particles, it was restrained and deflected from its path,
requiring higher energy to propagate.

4. Discussion

As the curing temperature of composite laminates was higher than the melting point of PVDF
(170 ◦C), the nanofibers melted. As mentioned before, the porous nature of nanofibrous mats caused
the epoxy to permeate completely into the PVDF mats before hardening, and, therefore, the PVDF
blended with the epoxy by the end of curing process (see Figure 7c). Since PVDF is a thermoplastic
polymer, its toughness is higher than thermosets like epoxy; therefore, more energy is required for
crack propagation in the blend of PVDF/epoxy. Furthermore, a plastic zone area was detected in front
of the crack tip, which could again absorb more energy in comparison with the crack propagated in
pure epoxy. Figure 7d illustrates the sample modified by PVDF/PSF nanofibrous mat, showing both
the toughening mechanism of each individual nanofiber, i.e., melted PVDF and PSF spherical particles,
which both hindered fracture propagation.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Cont.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Morphology of fractured surface in (a) reference, (b) PSF-, (c) PVDF-, and (d)
PVDF/PSF-modified laminates.

5. Conclusions

In this study, two thermoplastic polymers, i.e., PVDF and PSF, were applied individually and at the
same time, in form on nanofibers into CFRP, to study their influence on GIC and GIIC. The investigation
produced the following results:

1. Interleaving reference laminates with nanofibers made of both polymers lead to increased Mode-I
and Mode-II energy-release rates;

2. PVDF nanofibers offer better results than PSF nanofibers: the first improved GIC and GIIC by 57%
and 66% against 9% and 51%, respectively, of the latter;

3. Mixed PVDF/PSF nanofibrous mat had a synergistic influence, increasing Mode-I and Mode-II
energy-release rate by 75% and 78%, respectively. These results are similar to the results presented
in Reference [39], in which PCL film/nylon nanofibers were applied.

4. SEM micrographs showed that PSF started to engage in phase separation from the epoxy and
changed to spherical particles during curing process. Hence, when the crack tip reached these
particles, it deflected from its main path and absorbed energy.

5. When PVDF nanofibers are interleaved, they mix with epoxy and melt during cure, creating a
plastic zone in front of the crack tip, requiring higher energy for it to propagate. The melting is a
critical factor; otherwise, the PVDF cannot affectively toughen the laminates.
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Abstract: Minor physical damage can reduce the insulation performance of epoxy resin, which
seriously threatens the reliability of electrical equipment. In this paper, the epoxy resin insulating
composite was prepared by a microcapsule system to achieve its self-healing goal. The repair
performance to physical damage was analyzed by the tests of scratch, cross-section damage, electric
tree, and breakdown strength. The results show that compared with pure epoxy resin, the composite
has the obvious self-healing performance. For mechanical damage, the maximum repair rate of
physical structure is 100%, and the breakdown strength can be restored to 83% of the original state.
For electrical damage, microcapsule can not only attract the electrical tree and inhibit its propagation
process, but also repair the tubules of electrical tree effectively. Moreover, the repair rate is fast, which
meets the application requirements of epoxy resin insulating material. In addition, the repair behavior
is dominated by capillarity and molecular diffusion on the defect surface. Furthermore, the electrical
properties of repaired part are greatly affected by the characteristics of damage interface and repair
product. In a word, the composite shows better repair performance to physical damage, which is
conducive to improving the reliability of electrical insulating materials.

Keywords: self-healing; epoxy resin; microcapsule; insulating composite; breakdown strength;
physical damage; electrical tree

1. Introduction

Epoxy resin has been widely used in the field of electrical insulating materials due to its high
insulation strength, stable chemical performance, and excellent weatherability [1–4]. However, in the
process of manufacture, transportation, and operation, the material can be deteriorated gradually by
various factors (such as electrical, thermal, and mechanical factors). The deterioration can lead to the
physical damage in material, such as micro-voids and micro-cracks [4–8]. In addition, micro defects
can distort the electric field and lead to partial discharge, reducing the insulation performance of
material [9–11]. Furthermore, the existing technologies are difficult to detect and repair the damaged
parts. And most methods require maintenance after the power outage [11–15]. Therefore, the physical
damage has a great impact on the operation of electrical power system. If the insulating material has
the self-healing ability, the further deterioration of defects can be prevented in time. So, the electrical
and mechanical performances of material can be restored, which can greatly reduce the impact of tiny
physical damage on the power system. However, the existing research on self-healing material are
mostly related to the mechanical performances of building and coating material, and rarely involve the
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insulating material [16,17]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop the self-healing epoxy resin insulating
composite. It can prolong the service life of insulating material fundamentally and improve the
reliability of electrical power system.

Recently, the self-healing technologies are mainly divided into two types: intrinsic and
extrinsic [17–21]. The repair behavior of intrinsic material is mainly realized by the reversible
chemical reaction or the diffusion of macromolecules [18,19]. However, the intrinsic method has higher
requirements on the properties of material, and its application range has some limitations. Compared
with the intrinsic material, the extrinsic material has better weatherability, wider application range
and more manufacturing process [20,21]. Moreover, among them, the microcapsule system has higher
stability, better repair rate and less damage to the matrix material structure [16,17,21]. Considering the
operation environment and repair requirements of insulating material, the microcapsule system was
selected as the research object in this paper. For microcapsule/epoxy resin composite, the self-healing
characteristic of electrical performances have not been involved yet, and the repair behavior is still lack
of systematic mechanism [20–22].

At present, there are few reports about self-healing insulation material. In the aspect of simulation,
the static stress distribution of the microcapsule used for epoxy resin insulating material was
simulated [2]. The results confirmed that the internal stress of insulating material can lead to
the rupture of the microcapsule, thereby completing the repairing behavior. However, it does not
involve the repairing ability of actual insulating material. In terms of experiment, the ability of
microcapsule to repair electrical tree damage in epoxy resin was studied [23]. The results showed that
the microcapsules can delay the development of electrical trees. But the change rules and mechanism
of repair performance are still insufficient. In addition, the migration behavior of superparamagnetic
nanoparticles was used to repair the electrical tree damage in polymers [24]. However, this method
requires the stimulation of an external magnetic field, which belongs to the inductive repair system.
There is still a certain gap with the active self-healing target of insulating material. Therefore, the
research on the self-healing epoxy resin insulating material remains to be deepened.

In this paper, based on the preparation of microcapsule/epoxy resin composite, its self-healing
performance to physical damage was analyzed by the tests of scratch, cross-section, electric tree, and
breakdown. Furthermore, the repair mechanism was analyzed by the capillary theory and molecular
diffusion model on the defect surface. In addition, the change of alternating current (AC) breakdown
strength of epoxy resin composite was studied innovatively. Combined with the reaction mechanism
and the interface electric field model, the changes of composite electrical insulation performance were
explained. The goal of this work is to explore the repair ability of insulating material to physical
damage and prolong the service life of insulation material fundamentally. Furthermore, the work in
this paper can lay an experimental foundation for the development of self-healing insulation material.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials and Preparation

In the existing research, the microcapsule system of urea-formaldehyde (UF) resin coated epoxy
resin is mostly selected to achieve the self-healing behavior in epoxy resin matrix [2,17,20]. However,
previous studies did not consider the application requirements of epoxy resin insulating material.
Although the compatibility of the epoxy repairing agent and the epoxy matrix is good, the curing rate
of epoxy repairing agent is slow. It is not suitable for the timely requirement of repair behavior in
insulating material. Especially, in high electric field, the epoxy repairing agent cannot suppress the
partial discharge in time. The reaction rate of dicyclopentadiene (DCPD) is faster. And the dielectric
constant of its reaction product (i.e., polydicyclopentadiene (PDCPD)) are close to those of epoxy
resin, which can effectively homogenize the local high field of the defect, thus reducing the impact of
structural damage [23]. Therefore, the UF/DCPD microcapsule was selected in this paper.
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2.1.1. Preparation of Microcapsule

In this paper, the microcapsule was prepared by the “two-step” in-situ polymerization. The
two-step method is to first obtain the UF prepolymer. And then the prepolymer undergoes the
polycondensation reaction in the core emulsion to form UF shell. Therefore, the two-step reaction
process is stable and controllable, and the performance of the products are superior. The raw materials
used are all analytical reagent (AR) level.

(1) UF prepolymer

First, the urea was dissolved in deionized water, then formaldehyde solution was added, and
the pH was adjusted to 8.0~9.0. The reaction time was 1 h. at 70 ◦C. After the solution was cooled to
room temperature, the UF prepolymer was obtained. The mass ratio of urea to formaldehyde was
about 1:2.3 to ensure the sufficient content of dimethylol urea in prepolymer, which can enhance the
net structure of UF product.

(2) Microcapsule

The DCPD emulsion was obtained by mixing sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS) emulsifier,
melted DCPD and deionized water at 400 rpm for 30 min. In order to obtain the good dispersion and
stability of emulsion, the dosage of SDBS was about 5% of the DCPD mass. Subsequently, the UF
prepolymer, the UF curing agent ammonium chloride and the UF water resistant modifier resorcinol
were added in the emulsion. The mass ratio of UF prepolymer to DCPD was about 2:1 to ensure the
encapsulation effect of microcapsule. The dosage of ammonium chloride and resorcinol were about
1.5% and 2.5% of the prepolymer respectively to ensure the curing and modification effect of wall
material. After that, the emulsion pH was slowly adjusted to about 3.0. The acidification time was
controlled about 30 min to obtain the intact sphericity of microcapsule. Finally, the microcapsules were
obtained by reaction at 60 ◦C for 3 h.

2.1.2. Preparation of Self-Healing Epoxy Resin Insulating Composite

The temperature factor has a great influence on the curing reaction rate of epoxy resin and material
properties. Thus, the room temperature curing system of epoxy resin-low molecular weight polyamide
was selected to facilitate the operation of doping microcapsule and ensure the basic properties of
insulating material. The raw materials used are all AR level.

First, 80 parts of epoxy resin E-51 was diluted with 20 parts of epoxypropane butyl ether
660 as the matrix. Then 60 parts of room temperature curing agent polyamide, 3 parts of curing
accelerator tri (dimethylamine methyl) phenol (DMP-30) and 10 parts of toughening agent dibutyl
phthalate were added in matrix to obtain the epoxy room temperature curing system. After that, the
microcapsule and the catalyst for core material (i.e., repairing agent) were mixed into the epoxy room
temperature curing system to obtain the microcapsule/epoxy resin composite system. In addition,
Grubbs’ second-generation catalyst with better stability and catalytic efficiency was selected to improve
the effect of self-healing. And the dosage of catalyst was 10% of the microcapsules mass.

The composite system was mixed for 30 min at room temperature to ensure uniform dispersion.
Then the bubbles in the system were removed by ultrasonic oscillation for 1 h and vacuum treatment
for 20 min. Finally, it was cured for 4 days in the room temperature (25 ± 1 ◦C).

According to the relevant literature [16,25] and my previous work (as shown in Table 1), the
important basic properties (such as thermal stability, Young’s modulus and tensile strength) of
composite with about 1 wt. % microcapsule are more in line with the application requirements of
epoxy resin insulating material.
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Table 1. Basic performances of composite with different concentrations of microcapsule.

Basic Performances of
Composite

Concentrations of Microcapsule in Composite

0 wt. % 0.5 wt. % 1 wt. % 5 wt. % 10 wt. %

Repair efficiency to scratch
about 25 μm wide (%) 0 ≥50 ≥70 ≥73 ≥76

Thermal decomposition
temperature (°C) 396.8 ± 1.5 399.1 ± 1.9 402.7 ± 2.3 400.3 ± 2.1 391.0 ± 3.9

Young’s modulus (GPa) 2.67 ± 0.03 2.63 ± 0.13 2.50 ± 0.21 2.34 ± 0.17 2.11 ± 0.33
Tensile strength (MPa) 51.6 ± 2.7 50.0 ± 1.9 46.1 ± 3.1 40.3 ± 2.9 32.6 ± 3.7

As the insulating material for industrial products, the thermal and mechanical properties of
epoxy resin are crucial for its application. Moreover, the composite with 1 wt. % microcapsule has
the best thermal stability and better mechanical properties on the premise of higher repair efficiency.
Preliminary analysis shows that the effect of microcapsule on the basic properties of polyethylene is
mainly related to the introduction of interface and impurities by microcapsule.

On the one hand, the local state formed by the interface structure can anchor the macromolecular
chains in the matrix material, improving the stability of matrix structure [25]. And the stable internal
structure can hinder the invasion of external factors (such as thermal factor). Thus, appropriate
number of interfaces can improve the properties of material (such as thermal stability). On the other
hand, the excessive impurities and interface defects can increase the defect structure in the matrix
material. Furthermore, the dispersion of microcapsules will be deteriorated with the increase of
microcapsule concentration, affecting the properties of matrix material. Thus, higher concentration of
microcapsules can reduce the properties of epoxy resin (such as mechanical properties and thermal
stability). Therefore, the performances of composite are affected by the concentration of microcapsule.

Overall, when the dosage of microcapsule was about 1% of the epoxy matrix mass, the
comprehensive properties of composite are better. Thus, the more appropriate concentration (1 wt. %)
was selected to study the repair performance of composite to physical damage and exclude the influence
of other secondary factors.

2.2. Methods

In this paper, the repair performance of composite to physical damage was verified from mechanical
damage and electrical damage. Moreover, the effect of microcapsule on the tree discharge and insulation
strength of epoxy resin were explored.

2.2.1. Mechanical Damage Test

The scratch damage was used to simulate the mechanical damage in epoxy resin insulating material
to verify the repair behavior to physical damage. The scratches were carried out with China Tianchuang
QHZ scratch tester. The morphology of scratches was observed by China Guanggu SGO-PH80 optical
microscope (OM). According to the optimum polymerization temperature (about 45 ◦C) of repairing
agent (DCPD), the curing temperature (above 60 ◦C) of reaction product (PDCPD) and the normal
operating temperature (less than 155 ◦C) of epoxy resin insulating material, the temperatures of 60 ◦C
were selected in this paper. The heating time was 30 min and 60 min, respectively.

Moreover, the alternating current (AC) breakdown strength of samples was carried out to verify the
self-healing effect to mechanical damage in electrical insulation performance. The breakdown strength
was tested on the platform constructed by Ningxia High Voltage Electronic Instrument Company
JNC801 transformer. The cylinder-plate electrodes manufactured according to GB/T 1048-2006 standard
were used as the electrodes, which are made of brass. In addition, the electrodes and samples were
immersed in 25# mineral insulating oil to prevent the surface discharge. The breakdown test for each
type of samples was repeated 20 times.
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Furthermore, the cross-section test was carried out to further observe the reaction process of
repairing agent. And the Czech Tescan MIRA3 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to make
an intuitive comparison between the pure sample and composite.

2.2.2. Electrical Damage Test

The self-healing ability of composite to electrical damage was verified by electrical tree. The
needle-plate electrode system was used to initiate electrical tree. The needle electrode was inserted
into the sample during the preparation process, while the curvature radius of the needle tip was
5 μm. The plate electrode was contacted the sample through conductive adhesive, and the distance
between electrodes was 3 mm. Moreover, the sample was immersed in transformer oil to prevent the
surface flashover. In the experiment, using the pressure platform in Section 2.2.1, the AC voltage of
10 kV/50 Hz was applied for 60 min at room temperature. The morphological characteristic of electrical
tree was observed by OM.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Repair Performance of Mechanical Damage

3.1.1. Structural Change of Scratch

Figure 1 shows the OM results of pure epoxy resin and its composite. Compared with the pure
epoxy resin, there are obvious microcapsules in composite. And the microcapsules have excellent
dispersion in the epoxy resin matrix without obvious rupture. The excellent dispersion and intact
morphology of microcapsule in the matrix can ensure the better repair effect of damage based on the
less influence on the basic properties of matrix material.

  

Figure 1. Morphology of epoxy resin samples. (a) Pure epoxy resin. (b) Microcapsule/epoxy
resin composite.

Figure 2 is the OM results of the scratch test. The composite without catalyst was added as the
contrast to verify the repair effect to scratch damage more intuitively. The scratch could cause physical
structural damage to epoxy resin insulating material. And the scratch width in pure epoxy resin had
no obvious change after heating. The results indicate that the original epoxy resin insulating material
does not have any self-healing ability to physical damage. Moreover, the influence of heating factor on
the physical damage (such as scratch) in epoxy resin material is very small, which can be ignored.
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Figure 2. Morphology of the scratch: (a) Unheated pure LDPE epoxy resin; (b) Heated pure epoxy
resin for 30 min; (c) Heated pure epoxy resin for 60 min; (d) Unheated composite without catalyst;
(e) Heated composite without catalyst for 30 min; (f) Heated composite without catalyst for 60 min;
(g) Unheated composite; (h) Heated composite for 30 min; and (i) Heated composite for 60 min.

The scratch can destroy the microcapsules in the sample, resulting in the rupture of wall structure.
And the heating condition would cause the core material to flow out. For the composite without
catalyst, the unreacted DCPD was volatilized by heating. So, the scratch of this composite had no
repair effect, which is similar to the pure epoxy resin. When the composite contained catalyst, its
repair behavior is shown in Figure 3. The melted repairing agent (DCPD) flowed to the damaged area,
contacted with the catalyst and reacted to form solid repair product (PDPCD) at the defect area. In other
words, the microcapsule can fill the damage structure. Therefore, the scratch structure was reduced
dramatically. If the scratch width is taken as the criterion of the repair efficiency, the self-healing rate is
70%~100%.

Furthermore, infrared results (as shown in Figure 4) show that the filler in scratch is really the
PDCPD (3050 cm-1 and 3003 cm-1 indicate = C–H, 2926 cm−1 and 2851 cm−1 indicate –CH2–, 1701 cm−1

and 1633 cm−1 indicate C=C) [26]. In addition, the carbon-carbon double bonds are retained after the
reaction, which makes the stiffness and toughness of product reach an excellent balance. Thus, the
good repair effect of the damaged part is ensured.
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Figure 3. Repair behavior of composite.
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Figure 4. Infrared spectroscopy analysis of the filler in scratch.

The repair effect around the region of ruptured microcapsule is more obvious, and the scratch is
almost completely repaired. The main reason is that the damage region near the microcapsule would
contact a large number of core material preferentially. Moreover, the reaction rate of core material is
relatively fast, leading to the repairing agent having already begun to react in the diffusion process.
Furthermore, the comparison between Figure 2h,i shows that the reaction process of core material
is concentrated in the first 30 min. It proves that the repair reaction speed is fast, which can better
meet the timely requirement of damage treatment in insulating material. Thus, the repair ability of
microcapsule can effectively and timely prevent the further deterioration of insulating material.

In short, the obvious self-healing ability of composite to physical damage can be proved by the
comparison of three groups of scratch experiments. The repair performance of insulating material to
physical defects is realized, thus ensuring the reliable operation of electrical equipment.

3.1.2. Structural Change of Cross-Section

The SEM results of cross-section are showed in Figure 5. From Section 3.1.1, the repair behavior
was concentrated in the first 30 min. So, the samples of cross-section were heated for 30 min. Compared
with the pure epoxy resin, there are obvious microcapsules in the composite. And the dispersion of
microcapsules is great, which is similar to the OM results in Figure 1. Moreover, the microcapsule
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has obvious core-wall structure and it can be damaged in the cross-section operation (as shown in
Figure 5c). It indicates that the wall structure of microcapsule has the rupture response to the stress
change of insulating material.

  

 

Figure 5. Cross-section characteristics of epoxy resin. (a) Pure epoxy resin; (b) and (c) Composites
before reaction; and (d) Repair effect.

The reaction effect of the repairing agent is shown in Figure 5d. When the microcapsule was
damaged, the core material flowed out and reacted in the damage area. And the PDCPD product
appeared as the irregular flocculent material at the cross-section. The flow of DCPD due to the
gravity influence is the main reason for the concentration of repair product at the section bottom. This
phenomenon also proves that he fluidity of core material is well, which meets the design requirement
of repair behavior.

The repair mechanism can be analyzed by combining the capillary flow theory and the molecular
diffusion model on defect surface [27]. With the appearance of the minor damage in matrix, the pressure
difference would be formed on both sides of the defect. And due to the DCPD is the Newtonian liquid
between 32.5~172 ◦C, the repairing agent would continuously diffuse into the defect depth under the
capillary effect. Meanwhile, the core material covers the defect interface to form the surface or body
containing the repairing agent. And then the repairing agent molecules attract and react with each
other. Although the molecular weight of DCPD is small, its molecular space structure is complex. So,
the arrangement of molecule in the reaction process is irregular, resulting in the irregular morphology
of repair product. Therefore, the core material of microcapsule can achieve the better repair effect to
the physical damage, but the regularity of product is still needed to be improved.

All in all, the experimental results intuitively demonstrate that the doping effect of microcapsule
in epoxy resin insulating material is excellent. The wall structure of microcapsule has timely response
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to the stress change in matrix. And the fluidity and reactivity of core material is great. Therefore,
it is proved that the epoxy resin insulating composite based on microcapsule system can repair the
damaged parts quickly and automatically.

3.1.3. Change of Insulation Strength to Scratch Damage

Breakdown strength is one of the most important macroscopic performances of insulating material,
which can be affected by damage defects. Moreover, the scratch defect can equivalent to the structural
damage. Therefore, alternating current (AC) breakdown strength of damaged samples is measured.
From Section 3.1.1, the damaged samples were heated for 30 min.

This experiment can reflect the influence of physical damage on the epoxy resin insulating material
and the repair effect of composite on its electrical properties. Due to the breakdown data usually have
great dispersion, the Weibull distribution (as shown in Formula (1)) is used to reduce the error [28].

F(U) = 1− exp
[
−
(U
α

)β]
, (1)

where, U is the breakdown voltage value; α is the scale parameter, indicating the breakdown voltage
value when the material failure probability is 63.2%; and β is the shape parameter, indicating the
dispersion of data.

The AC breakdown strength is shown in Figure 6. The breakdown strengths of epoxy resin before
and after doping the microcapsule are maintained at about 45 kV/mm, which indicates that the 1 wt. %
microcapsule has little effect on the insulation strength of epoxy resin. On the one hand, the impurities
and interface defects introduced by microcapsule will destroy the original continuous structure of
matrix material. It can make the internal electric field distribution uneven, thus reducing the electrical
insulation performance of matrix [29]. On the other hand, the microcapsule distributes evenly in epoxy
resin, which can reduce the influence of impurities on the internal structure of matrix. In addition, the
local state can be formed by the interface between microcapsule and epoxy matrix, resulting in many
charge traps. The migration of carrier can be affected by charge traps. In other words, the microcapsule
can shorten the average free path of carrier, which improves the insulation performance of matrix
material [1]. Therefore, the breakdown strength of composite is not decreased significantly, which can
meet the application requirements of epoxy resin insulating material.

 

Figure 6. (a) Weibull probability. (b) Alternating current AC breakdown strength of epoxy resin.

After the scratch treatment, the breakdown strengths of the pure sample and its composite are all
reduced by about 10 kV/mm. Moreover, the breakdown point occurs at the scratch site. It is proved
that the physical defect (such as a scratch) can directly affect the electrical insulation performance of
insulating material, threatening the safe operation of electrical equipment. And the similar decrease
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amplitude of breakdown strength proves that the 1 wt. % microcapsule has little effect on the original
properties of epoxy resin.

There are three main reasons for the influence of scratch on breakdown strength: (1) According
to the theory of electrical-mechanical aging, the micro-defect in the material can distort the electric
field and form a high field strength area at the damage site [11]. And the electric field at the scratch
was more concentrated, so the breakdown strength was reduced. (2) Physical damage would directly
reduce the thickness in the direction of breakdown. At the same external electric field, the field strength
at the scratch was greater. Therefore, the breakdown would occur at the scratch. (3) The physical
damage can be equivalent to the filling of another dielectric. In this experiment, the oil used in the test
replaced the epoxy resin in the damaged parts. And the insulation strength of oil is lower than that of
epoxy resin. Considering the interface charge effect, more space charge would be accumulated at the
interface between oil and epoxy resin [29], which exacerbates the electric field distortion and caused
the breakdown phenomenon.

After heating, the breakdown strength of pure epoxy resin is fluctuated slightly, and there is
no obvious recovery. Therefore, the physical damage (such as a scratch) has a greater impact on the
electrical breakdown characteristics of insulating material. And the degradation of insulation property
is permanent and cannot be recovered by itself. Compared with the pure sample, the insulation
strength of the composite obviously rises after heating. Moreover, the breakdown strength of composite
can be restored to about 83% of its initial state.

The microcapsule can not only repair the physical structure of damage site, but also eliminate
the impact of damage on the electrical insulation property of the epoxy resin. On the one hand, the
thickness of the defect in the breakdown direction is increased by the filling ability of the microcapsule,
improving its microstructure. In other words, the repair ability of the microcapsule can inhibit the
distortion and concentration of the electric field at the damage site. On the other hand, the dielectric
constant of the repair product (PDCPD) is about 2.78 which is closed to that of epoxy resin (about
3). Therefore, the repair product can effectively uniform the local high electric field and reduce the
electrical-mechanical stress of the damage site [11]. Thus, the development of electrical breakdown can
be effectively inhibited. In addition, the local state can be introduced by the interface area between
the repair product and matrix martial. The discharge energy initially concentrated on the defect can
be dispersed by the charge transport of the lower barrier around the local state [1]. Therefore, the
electrical insulation property of damaged composite can be restored after repair.

Based on the self-healing mechanism, the incomplete repair phenomenon of breakdown strength
in composite is explained in this paper. On the one hand, the reaction rate of repairing agent is too fast
and the scope of scratch damage is relatively large. So, the reaction process of the repairing agent may
have been completed when the damaged part is not completely covered by the repairing agent. In
other words, a part of the physical damage gap is still retained, which is similar to the repair result in
Figure 2h. Moreover, as shown in Figure 5d (i.e., the reaction result of cross-section), the surface of the
product is uneven and there is a physical difference between the product and the matrix. Thus, there
are still some physical defects in the damaged area after repair. So, the insulation performance of the
material cannot be restored to its initial state. On the other hand, although the electrical properties of
PDCPD and epoxy resin are similar, there are still some differences in the material properties. The
density of PDCPD (about 1.03 g/cm3) is less than that of epoxy resin (about 2 g/cm3), so the local
low-density area will be formed in the repair site [5]. Thus, the disorder of structure and the density
of charge trap are increased, reducing the electrical insulation property. Therefore, the breakdown
strength of the damaged composite can be raised after the repair, but it still cannot be restored to the
initial state.

In general, the experiment results prove that the composite can do repair its electrical insulation
property. Therefore, the decrease of breakdown strength caused by physical damage in insulating
material can be alleviated, improving the reliability of the power system. At present, the research on
self-healing insulating material is still in the exploratory stage. Although a small part of insulation
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strength is sacrificed, composite can quickly restore its insulation performance after damage. Thus, the
composite has good research value.

3.2. Repair Performance of Electrical Damage

In the actual operation process, the electrical tree is the main factor leading to the insulation failure
of insulating material [30]. The electrical tree can cause the irreversible structural damage of micron and
above, thus directly threatening the safe operation of power system [30,31]. Therefore, the self-healing
performance to electrical tree can greatly improve the service life of insulating material. However, there
are still few reports about it. This paper mainly studies the propagation stage of electrical tree in epoxy
resin. The results are shown in Figure 7. From Section 3.1.1, the heating condition is 60 ◦C/30 min.
This paper observes the panorama of the electrical tree by the mosaic of multiple graphs to ensure
the clarity.

 

 

Figure 7. Morphology of the electrical tree. (a) Unheated pure epoxy resin. (b) Heated pure epoxy
resin. (c) Unheated composite. (d) Heated composite.

Compared with pure epoxy resin, the size of the electrical tree in composite is decreased
significantly, which is similar to the result in [23]. In addition, the electrical tree in composite tends
to develop into a microcapsule and branches near the microcapsule. It can be concluded that the
local electric field can be affected by the microcapsule, which attracts the propagation of the electrical
tree. When the electric tree develops into the microcapsule, it can break the wall structure of the
microcapsule and consume some energy. The residual energy will turn into a new branch, thus the
propagation of the electric tree is inhibited. On the other hand, the continuity of the original structure
in epoxy resin can be destroyed by microcapsule, thus hindering the propagation of the electrical tree.
Therefore, the electrical tree in the composite tends to develop towards the microcapsule area, and its
overall size is decreased.
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After heating, the morphology of electrical tree in pure epoxy resin has no obvious change. In
composite, except for the main branch of electric tree, the other branches disappeared after heating.
Moreover, the width of the main branch in the composite is decreased after heating. Thus, the composite
exhibits the obvious self-healing ability to electrical damage. The repair mechanism is similar to that
described in Section 3.1, the wall structure of the microcapsule can be broken by the electrical tree,
while the core material (repairing agent) can flow into the tubules of the electrical tree through the
action of capillary and molecular diffusion. Thus, the partial tubules of the electric tree are filled with
repaired product. In addition, due to the dielectric constant of the reaction product being close to that
of the epoxy resin, the compatibility between the PDCPD and the matrix is good. Therefore, the local
high electric field is weakened, which can further inhibit the development of the electric tree.

Due to the influence of the voltage condition in this paper, the size of the electrical tree is relatively
large. Thus, the repairing agent cannot completely repair all the tubules of the electrical tree. However,
the temperature and electric field coexisted in the actual operation of the epoxy resin insulating material.
And the propagation time of the actual electrical tree is longer [23,30]. Therefore, the repairing agent
in the microcapsule has a good opportunity to repair the electrical tree in its early stage. In other
words, on the premise of reasonable control of the microcapsule concentration, epoxy resin insulating
composite is fully capable of repairing the electrical damage.

The damage to the electrical tree has been regarded as an irreversible permanent defect [24]. In
this paper, the microcapsule can not only inhibit the propagation of electrical tree, but also repair the
tubules of electrical tree effectively. It has good application value in reducing the harm of electrical
damage to insulating material.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the preparation method and self-healing performance of the microcapsule/epoxy
resin insulating composite were explored exploitively and creatively. Moreover, the repair performance
to physical damage and the change rule of electrical insulation performance are emphatically studied.
The application advantage of self-healing insulating composite is proved by linking the micro-changes
with the macro-properties. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) For the mechanical damage, the microcapsule/epoxy resin composite exhibit excellent self-healing
ability. The repair efficiency of scratch width is 70%~100%, and the repair rate is relatively fast.
Moreover, the core material of the microcapsule has great fluidity and reactivity. In addition, the
repair process is mainly affected by the action of the capillary and molecular diffusion model on
the defect surface.

(2) For the electrical damage, the repair effect of composite to the electrical tree is obvious. The
microcapsule can not only attract the electrical tree and inhibit its propagation, but also repair
the tubules of electrical tree effectively. It has good application value in reducing the harm of
electrical damage to insulating material.

(3) Physical damage can reduce the insulation strength of material, thus threatening the stability of the
power system. The composite can not only fill the structural defect caused by electrical damage
(such as an electrical tree) and mechanical damage (such as a scratch), but also homogenize the
local high electric field in the defect area, restoring its insulation strength. The restoration effect
of electrical insulation performance is mainly affected by the reaction effect of repairing agent
and the interface characteristic between the repair product and the matrix material.

In addition, the microcapsules are uniformly dispersed in epoxy resin insulating material with
great morphology. It is conducive to repairing the damaged parts effectively on the premise of ensuring
the basic properties of the material (such as thermal and mechanical properties).
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Abstract: Planing hull vessel built with polymer matrix laminates and fiberglass reinforcements
(GFRP) suffer structural damage due to the phenomenon of slamming during navigation, due to the
impact of the boat hull on the free surface of the water at high speed. A modification in the manufacture
of the laminates for these fast boats is proposed, consisting of the insertion of an additional layer of a
hybrid material, formed by elastomer encapsulated in an ABS polymer cell. Using GFRP specimens
made from pre-impregnated material and reproducing the characteristic impacts of slamming, it is
possible to compare the modified material with the introduction of the viscoelastic layers with the
response under the same conditions as the unmodified laminates. Additionally, the panels have been
tested using impacts due to weight drop at different energies, which allow determining the material
damage threshold as a function of the energy absorbed, and to establish a comparison with the GFRP
panels modified by observation in fluorescent light. It is verified that the proposal to reduce the effect
of these impacts on the generation of damage to the material and its progression throughout the
service life of the vessel is effective.

Keywords: slamming; damage; viscoelastic layer; prepreg; OoA

1. Introduction

Slamming is an important event during the navigation of the ship, and it appears as a sudden
force that vertically impacts the ship in the bow and generates energy from the impact between the
hull and the water surface. This force translates into pressure that acts on a very small surface and
is so unpredictable that it still requires investigation [1]. This impact and its damage to the ship is
so important, that the sailors are very cautious, they reduce the speed so as not to suffer additional
damage during the voyages. The complexity of the phenomenon is due to the fact that the fluid enters
the bottom of the ship due to the angular difference between the body surface, expanding at high
speed. This generates very high pressures that are very important issues in the design of the ships.
The answers about this phenomenon and its influence on the structure of the vessels have not been
fully resolved and it is more complicated when they are GFRP planning vessels [2,3].

Tests have been carried out with complete models that try to simulate the real scale of the effect of
slamming on the boat [4]. Experiments with complete ship models look for the global answer, it is
quite expensive and to this must be added computational models and long-term simulations that try to
explain the damage caused by the pressure whip in the ship’s material. This is directly related to their
premature aging. For this reason, mathematical models and reproductions of the fatigue event on the
ship’s hull are an important option for analyzing the response of the impacted structure [5].
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The material used in this work is that of ships constructed of GFRP based on pre-impregnation
cured in the oven. The phenomenon of slamming for these materials has the particularity that the impact
of the sea is converted into energy that dissipates, producing different levels of damage, being one of
the most important parameters in the design of the ship [6]. The purpose of the investigation is to
reduce the damage produced on composite material by slamming impacts, so that it does not expand
within the laminate. And prevent it from skipping between the layers, causing intralaminar and
interlaminar damages that change the flexural stiffness.

The use of viscoelastic materials has been an option to try to absorb noise and impact on structural
surfaces. Its use in GFRP vessels has been studied in some ways in the laboratory, to observe its
benefits in energy dissipation [7]. Protection against damage energy was successfully demonstrated as
it takes advantage of the fact that composite materials have high stiffness ratios and moderate level of
damping. Combining high levels of energy dissipation with minimal structural stiffness achieves good
results [8].

Elastomers with their Poisson constant property close to 0.5 allow them great elongations and
energy absorption when restrained, therefore they are the key to the design of the viscoelastic sheet.
By encapsulating the elastomer within a rigid polymer, it allows to play with the weight of the sheet,
its adhesion capacity and its thickness. Considering that it will be placed in the hull of the boats,
the benefits of not increasing the weight of the ship is interesting. A hexagonal design is proposed,
which allows creating a set of cells that are grouped together with each other when manufactured and
can form an easy to apply set.

Taking advantage of the properties of viscoelastic, Hooke’s Law in three dimensions shows that
viscoelastic must have only one exposed and free surface for compression, and its other two restricted
directions. In such a way that the proposed viscoelastic layer has exposed the elastomeric material
to be compressed inside a capsule. As a rigid plastic, ABS was chosen in previous investigations,
which is very common in the market. As a linear elastomer, the TPU type is also widely used today.
The proposed analysis of comparing cyclical slamming pressures with vertical impact is directly related
to the requested compression.

The viscoelastic properties of these materials, confined in a less deformable material, contribute in
a very significant way to improve the performance of the material in service and dissipate a greater
percentage of the energy received on impact, minimizing the damage generated in the material due
to the slamming pressure peaks generated during navigation. For this reason, the energy produced
in each of the impacts is studied in the laboratory from the perspective of the vertical impact due to
drop weight, introducing an energy accumulated in the reproduction of slamming. This added to the
microstructural observation, shows significantly the behavior of the damage evolution [9,10]

Among the questions pending in previous studies, was the problem of the adhesion of the
viscoelastic sheet on the matrix. Through cohesive theory model studies, this concern has been
answered for designers, who must consider within their structural calculations that the stress and
strain limits do not exceed the adhesion and spread propagation thresholds.

The test performed is a modified version of the ISO 11343, a standardized Wedge Peel test method
that allows to measure the dynamic resistance of structural adhesives to cleavage at different strain
speeds. In the application that is envisaged for this viscoelastic layer in GFRP, designed for protection
of the hull of high-speed crafts against slamming impact events, it is important to measure the adhesion
strength between the protective layer and the laminate. The test used for this purpose consist of a
wedge with an acute shape being driven at a defined velocity into the adhesive bond between both
substrates. The wedge induces a bending causing the bond to fracture and adherends to peel apart.
The cleavage force and the dynamic resistance to cleavage are consequently calculated from the test
force-displacement curve. Because the method is basically grounded in the mechanics of bending
beams, it can be analyzed quantitatively using standard fracture mechanics analysis.

The absorbed energy is considered as a representative parameter of the behavior of composite
materials when subjected to impact loads, and to study the energy behavior during impact,
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accelerometers with a computer data acquisition system have been used to quantify the energy
returned. By observing impact forces and displacement, initial deformation and restitution are
analyzed [11,12].

With the tests presented and the results are expected to answer the question designers if the
viscoelastic sheet is ready for use in the construction of new boats GFRP. Energy parameters are also
established to define how much the useful life of the planing hull vessel will improve, at the discretion
of the manufacturers and users.

The present work is an extension of the previous investigations of the authors of this paper,
referring to the use of the viscoelastic layer to improve the performance in the GFRP. The tests carried
out in previous studies are presented in this article with complements that try to solve the new
questions formulated by the designers: is it feasible to install the viscoelastic sheets in the GFRP planing
vessel? Are they protected from the cyclical impact of slamming according to the previously resolved
benefits and shortcomings? [13,14] For this reason, the cyclical slamming tests are complemented with
the vertical impact due to weight drop to present its benefits from the perspective that the designer
wishes to observe. The research aims to show another type of mechanical response of the viscoelastic
layer under the perspective of vertical impact, and that the builders have different options for its use.
The sheets are inexpensive and easy to cure in the construction of planing hulls.

The work has been organized according to the flow of activities shown in Figure 1, in order
to present the experimental results from the definition of the experimental method, the slamming
pressure levels to be used in vertical impacts, and with this information present discussion in which
the comparison of results shown.

 

Figure 1. Organization of the research presented.

2. Materials and Methods

The reproductions of slamming impact were made with the equipment presented in Figure 2. It is
composed of a variator-electric motor assembly coupled to a cam with a shaft supported by two flexible
supports to dissipate the reaction energy of the cam when pressing the panel and protect the drive
from possible excessive lateral loads. The cam is keyed while remaining fixed to the shaft and rotates
between 200 to 320 RPM. The panel was installed at its base with gauge screws that allowed exerting
pressures between 0 to 1200 kN/mm2 and the panel is adjusted crosswise to the cam. A revolution
counter was installed, and the temperature control was carried out with a thermal imager, to avoid
that the temperature does not reach the glass transition temperature of the material due to friction.

Two types of panels were made of GFRP, without viscoelastic layer which was called “unmodified”
and with viscoelastic layer which was called “modified”. Some were made from Gurit WE-91 triaxial
(0◦/45◦/90◦) pre-impregnated OoA (Out-of-Autoclave curing), cooled to −18 ◦C, vacuum cured.
The panels were manufactured using 3 fabrics of 1 mm each, cut to 270 × 270 mm corresponding to the
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frame dimension of the test equipment. In the panels with the viscoelastic sheet, it was included after
the first triaxial sheet. All the panels included a strain gauge at 40 mm from the impact zone.

 

Figure 2. Reproduction equipment for slamming impacts.

For the manufacture of the viscoelastic sheets, a printer was used with two independent extruders
so that there is no contamination between the materials. They were printed on a thermal surface.
For the manufacture of the outer capsule, 3 mm acrylonitrile butadiene styrene or ABS was used.
A linear thermoplastic polyurethane or TPU was used for the inner elastomer. Figure 3 shows a generic
viscoelastic layer. Depending on the manufacturing date for the experiments, the color type of the ABS
varies, so there are black and blue.

 
Figure 3. Generic viscoelastic layer.

The curing process of the panels was with a vacuum pressure bag and in an oven at a temperature of
120 degrees Celsius for 90 min. This process was applied to unmodified panels as well as modified panels.

A 12-m-long vessel constructed from GFRP was selected, and the maximum allowable slamming
pressure values were calculated. This pressure occurs from the midsection towards the bow at the
bottom of the ship. The purpose was to perform the slamning reproductions with lower values,
in such a way that the failure of the material is due to propagation of the damage due to the cyclic
load. The ABS classification rules for high-speed boats, Chapter 3, Section 2.2 [13] were used for the
calculation. The ship’s bottom pressures were calculated for the fully loaded condition, operating at
maximum speed according to the selected geographic navigation area: The Galapagos Islands.

Three-point bending tests were performed to experimentally determine the pressure threshold
from which damage begins to occur on the unmodified material. Cured specimens were cut from a
panel into strips 15 mm wide by 250 mm long. They were flexed beyond their elastic limit until the
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tension machine registers non-linearity, indicating the appearance of the first micro-cracks equivalent
to the damage threshold as seen in Figure 4.

 

Figure 4. Three-point Bending test.

A machine for vertical weight drop testing was built. The impactor carriage falls by gravity
on two chrome rails to reduce the effect of friction. The panels to impact were installed at its base,
with all its edges embedded. It has an anti-bounce system with a laser reader to control the number of
impacts. It has an acceleration sensor or gravitometer installed that sends the information to a data
acquisition system and tabulates the acceleration G-force versus the time of impact. The equipment has
a frame-shaped structure to which all parts are secured. The impactor was made with electromagnets
for holding and launching. The guide bolts allow more weight to be added to it. At the bottom of the
impactor it has the impact tip with a magnetized sphere. The number of impacts is controlled with a
laser reader. Figure 5 shows the detail of the impact equipment and its parts.

 

Figure 5. Weight drop impact equipment.

With the data on the forces of gravity read by the accelerometer, the following formulation is
applied to calculate the energy absorbed and energy returned.

Gi: dimensionless number of gravities i given by the gravitometer.
For each Gi data reading the following parameters were calculated:

Δti: time interval (s)
M: impactor mass (kg)
fi: impact force (N)
x: impactor displacement (m)
ki: kinetic energy of impact (J) received by the impactor
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Ei: impact energy (J) delivered by the impactor
Eo: initial energy of the impactor (J)
Ea i: energy absorbed by the material (J).

The results of the impact tests were processed with the following formulation to obtain the values
under the curves of impacted energy and absorbed energy, and to be able to estimate the energy that
transforms into damage.

f (t) = 9.81∗M∗Gi (1)

xi =
3
2
∗ 9.81 ∗Gi ∗ Δt2

i (2)

ki =
1
2
∗ 9.812 ∗Gi ∗M ∗ Δt2

i (3)

Ei =
3
2
∗ 9.812 ∗Gi ∗M ∗ Δt2

i (4)

Ea i = Eo − (|Ei| − |ki|) (5)

The impact tests were carried out in different energy ranges, varying the impactor weight
and height.

To observe micro cracks within the laminate after impact and to make a comparison between
unmodified and modified panels, characterization was performed with fluorescent penetrating inks to
expose the sections to ultraviolet light with the procedure presented in Figure 6. The panels in the
impact area were cut from 60 × 60 mm and drilled with a 0.5 mm drill bit, for the purpose of immersing
them in a fluorescent penetrating liquid. Sectional cuts were made in the specimens, to observe
their different intralaminar delaminations in interlaminar with fluorescent light. In the case of panels
with viscoelastic sheet, this was withdrawn during exposure, because it is important to compare the
viscoelastic layers protected.

 

Figure 6. Test evaluation procedure for fluorescent penetrating inks.

In order to know the adhesion force that the viscoelastic sheet has once cured in the modified panels,
shear tests adjusted to the Cohesive model theory were performed to estimate the damage initiation
phase force, the maximum force at which detaches the sheet and the behavior of the propagation force
of the detachment. For the shear tests, single-layer panels of Mat 200 were manufactured. This allows
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the blade to work only on the viscoelastic sheet and the matrix as seen in Figure 7, the universal testing
machine was used with a very fine steel blade, which will make the cut parallel to the viscoelastic.

 

Figure 7. Shear test equipment.

3. Results

3.1. Slamming Pressure Values

For the calculation of slamming pressures according to the ABS classification rules, the typical
GFRP vessel with length between 12 to 15 m and sailing at a nominal speed of 22 knots was considered.
The site of operation is in the Galapagos Islands with an ocean of Beaufort scale 4, that is to say with
waves of height of 1.5 to 1.8 m and frequencies of 14 to 19 s of bottom sea. The maximum design
pressure at the bottom of the boat was between 1800 kN/m2 to 1050 kN/m2.

From the results of the three-point bending test to determine the damage threshold of the laminate,
it was determined that over the 2300 μm/m of deformation, the curve was no longer linear and
corresponded to the desired threshold.

Using the Finite Element Method (FEM), the force that caused deformations equivalent to those
that cause damage to the material was estimated in the model. Figure 8 shows the symmetric model
with the load at its center and a detail of the section in the impact zone of the same model. The results of
the elastic strain have been plotted for a value in the maximum impact zone of 834 μm/m corresponding
to a pressure of 385 kN/m2.

 
Figure 8. FEM model.
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The pressure range in which the slamming tests could be carried out was determined to be 260 to
820 kN/m2. The same procedure was applied to calculate the damage threshold pressure, which was
obtained from 358 kN/m2.

3.2. Slamming Tests for Unmodified Panels

Table 1 shows the tests carried out on the unmodified panels. The variables presented are
the slamming pressure in kN/m2 applied by the equipment on the contact surface, the number of
cycles applied and the frequency in RPM of the impacts. The frequency variation depended on the
motor-variator, so that the pressure on the cam does not produce loads that affect the system.

Table 1. Variables used in unmodified panels for slamming tests.

Panel # Pressure (kN/m2) Cycles (×105) Frequency (RPM)

A 260 2.10 210
B 400 1.50 220
C 630 1.81 220
D 810 0.21 310
E 830 0.21 310
F 420 0.27 310

In the 810 kN/m2 and 830 kN/m2 panels, the number of cycles of each group in these panels
depended on the temperature of the cam which, due to friction, reached 70 ◦C. These panels had
greater damage, in a low number of cycles of the order of 2 × 104.

Panel D reached 85% damage in the area of contact with the cam. It was observed that the first
micro cracks appeared at 2 × 102 impacts and were already highly visible at 1 × 102 cycles. The first
damage observed as slight white shadows were in the areas where the sides of the cam meet. They then
lined up toward the center of the contact surface and show the evolution of damage as slamming
strokes increase. Figure 9 shows the results of the test.

 

Figure 9. Evolution of unmodified panel D damage at 0.21 × 105 impact cycles with P = 810 kN/m2.

Damage spread could be observed in real time at this pressure level and was first expanded by
the penultimate laminated −45◦ layer on the strain gage side. At the end of the test it was found that
breaks had already formed in the panel that passed from side to side in the laminate. Normalizing
the percentage of damage between the maximum damage area value for each test in panels A–E. It is
observed in Figure 10 that the evolution of the damage has a similar behavior for low energy impacts,
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and similar behavior for high energy impacts. This according to the pressure values presented in
Table 1 values used in the slamming tests of unmodified panels.

 

Figure 10. Normalized damage evolution on unmodified panels.

The change in flexural stiffness was evaluated with the results of the strain gage using panel F.
In Figure 11 are the results of the for a deformation of 1 × 103 μm/m at the slamming pressure point
in the 0.27 × 105 test cycles with a pressure of 420 kN/m2. The data has a representative ascending
line, which indicates that as the micro cracks increase, the panel loses rigidity. This is in accordance
with the type of damage observed on the panel on the opposite side of the impact. These values were
calculated from the deformations obtained with the strain gages.

 

Figure 11. Evolution of flexural stiffness in panel unmodified F up to 0.27 × 105 impact cycles with
P = 420 kN/m2.

These results will be considered for the relationship between low energy slamming impacts and
vertical weight drop tests. It is clearly identified in the results that some values presented in the graph
correspond to high energy tests, and other tests correspond to low energy tests. Composite material
has a defined energy absorption boundary.

3.3. Vertical Weight Drop Tests for Unmodified Panels

The impact tests were carried out in different energy ranges for a certain number of rebounds,
and with the strain gage the maximum deformation of the panel was measured. These results are
shown in Table 2.

Figure 12 shows the sequence of damage to the panels on the impact side, for the different energies
tested with vertical weight drop. The sequence allows visualizing the increase in damage that occurs
as the applied energy increases.
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Table 2. Variables used in unmodified panels for vertical weight drop tests.

Impact (J) Maximum Deformation (μm/m) # of Rebounds

10 502 1
20 749 1
30 1130 1
40 1401 1
50 1710 1
60 1828 1

 

Figure 12. Unmodified panels impacted by vertical weight drop test from 10 J to 60 J of energy.

As the impact energy was increased, the microcracks were observed to be oriented in the direction
of the fiber. The largest number of observed micro cracks evolved over the 45◦ layer. To a lesser extent
in the 0◦ layer. Impacts less than 40 Joules can be considered low energy, while those greater than
40 Joules high energy, where the panels already show delamination and deep separation of layers.
The phenomenon of slamming is a low energy process, for which the panels impacted at 30 J are the
best to be considered for comparison with the panels tested in fatigue.

When characterizing the panels tested with penetrating inks, it was observed that they had indeed
entered the delamination, being easily seen under ultraviolet light. Sections sequentially are exposed
to fluorescent light as seen in Figure 13 for impact at 40 Joules respectively, in which interlaminar
delamination can be easily observed.

 

Figure 13. Unmodified panel sections exposed to ultraviolet light impacted at 40 J.
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As expected in a laminated composite material, the breaks in the matrix are vertical and connect
with delamination between layers, producing a ladder shape. The breaks observed in the lower layers
indicate that the impact energy was converted into damage and was jumping from one layer to another.
It is also important to note that according to the orientation of the layers, the delamination moves from
left to right starting from the vertical direction of impact.

The accelerometer records the acceleration force (G), at a frequency of 104 Hz. According to the
suggested equations, they show that the acting force versus displacement has the profiles presented
in Figures 14 and 15. The peaks of damage that occurs as the impactor breaks each of the layers.
The impactor slows down each time a new delamination occurs. Records the acceleration variations
when micro cracks occur in the matrix. In the case of the low energy impact of 30 Joules, the impact force
reaches its maximum value by breaking layer 5. Thereafter the layers offer resistance to deformation.
In the case of impact at 50 Joules of high energy, the impactor has enough force to continue breaking all
the layers until 9 at which it has already bounced.

Figure 14. Comparison of the force vs. displacement diagram for an impact at 30 J in unmodified panel.

Figure 15. Comparison of the force vs. displacement diagram for an impact at 50 J in unmodified panel.

The acceleration curve also allows you to compare how fast laminate damage is and which layers
absorb the most damage energy. In the case of the 30 Joule curve, between layers 4 and 5 there is a large
increase in damage energy, indicating that this layer broke and delaminated. This is in accordance
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with what was observed in the sections of the material exposed to penetrating ink and ultraviolet light.
In contrast to the panel at 50 Joules, the high energy impact imposes a lot of kinetic speed, and the first
layers up to 6 breaks at the same time interval.

The assessment of the absorbed energy is observed in Figure 16 for impacts of 20, 30 and 40 Joules.
The curves clearly show that the panel absorbs energy that is returned in the form of kinetic energy,
and over a certain time interval its capacity to absorb energy decreases, indicating that there is more
damage within the panel.

 

Figure 16. Energy absorbed by vertical energy impacts on unmodified panels.

The absorbed energy curve that has the best configuration is the 30 Joule curve, while the 60 Joule
curve has an uncharacteristic trend, which is correctly related to the detachment and breakage of the
matrix and the fiber that was observed in the test.

In the 20 Joule curve, its little variation is consistent with that observed in the panel after impact.
The microcracks and directions of the delamination are very light. This indicates that little energy was
transformed into damage and most was returned to the impactor.

3.4. Slamming Tests for Modified Panels with Viscoelastic Layer

The slamming tests carried out on viscoelastic modified panels are shown in Table 3.
They correspond to the G panel test with high slamming energy whose microdeformation is close
to the damage threshold. And the tests with panels H, K and L with cyclic impacts at low energy.
The frequency variation depended on the motor-variator, so that the pressure on the cam does not
produce loads that affect the system.

Table 3. Conditions of the slamming tests to modified panels with viscoelastic sheet.

Panel # Pressure (kN/m2) Cycles (×105) Frequency (RPM)

G 801 0.20 302
H 343 0.27 309
K 302 0.27 320
L 295 0.27 320

During panel G tests it was observed that over the 1 × 103 cycles, the first microcracks in the
matrix were observed on the viscoelastic sheet. It was a high energy test and at the end of the test
no delamination or cracks were observed on its surface. Panels K and L showed little damage to the
matrix, and these were analyzed for adhesion with shear tests. Panel K is shown in Figure 17, which at
1 × 103 impact cycles already shows the appearance of microcracks, whose damage evolution was
not significant.
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Figure 17. Modified panel K impacted at 1 × 103 cycles with 343 kN/m2 slamming pressure.

The use of Mat fiberglass allowed the micro cracks that appeared inside the panel to be well
visualized. During the test, the ambient temperature could be controlled so that there were no problems
with the panel temperature. The control was made with the thermal imager and did not reach more
than 50◦. Also, the crystallinity of the resin, allowed to observe that there was no detachment of the
viscoelastic during the test.

For the modified panel F, 2.7 × 105 impacts were made with a slamming pressure of 343 kN/m2,
evaluating its change in flexural stiffness. The change versus cycles is presented in Figure 18. It is
observed that the representative line has a low magnitude slope and the data tends to change in a lower
value. This is related to what was observed during the test, in which few microcracks and damage
evolution after impact are observed. The protection of the viscoelastic layer is clearly observed because
the damage is minimal on the face after impact. The orientation of fiber damage is not clearly defined.
The results are considered good because they have an acceptable tendency, and in high energy levels
there is also a concordance in flexural stiffness.

 

Figure 18. Evolution of flexural stiffness in modified panel F up to 0.27 × 105 impact cycles with
P = 343 kN/m2.

3.5. Vertical Weight Drop Tests for Modified Panels with Viscoelastic Layer

The tests for vertical drop in weight were carried out in different energy ranges, varying the
impactor weight and height as seen in Table 4. This in order to observe results for low energy and high
energy tests.
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Table 4. Conditions of the vertical weight drop tests on panels modified with viscoelastic layer.

Impact (J) Deformation Maximum (μm/m) # of Rebounds

20 252 1
40 655 1
80 991 1

120 1040 3

The tests carried out on the panels with a viscoelastic layer with impact energies for weight drop
of 20 and 40 Joules are shown in Figure 19. The impact of 20 Joules presents little damage on the
surface with little failure of adhesion with the laminate matrix. In contrast, in the 40 Joules panel,
the damage is much greater and there is a complete cradle separating the viscoelastic lamina with the
matrix. The impact is punctual and there is a noticeable difference with the high energy slamming test.
The vertical weight drop tests obtained similar results for the low energy case. Over 30 Joules the data
obtained is applicable for a comparison.

 

Figure 19. Impact tests for gravity weight drop of 30 and 40 J of energy to modified panels.

The modified panels were treated in the same way with fluorescent penetrating inks to assess the
type of damage. During the cut, the viscoelastic sheet came off. This is seen in Figure 20. It should
be noted that the viscoelastic layer came off due to the oil cut. The sections were 2 mm thick and
despite the slow cutting speed, this affected their adherence. The cutting speed was very slow and
oiled, to prevent fragments of composite material from sticking to the sections and showing erroneous
results under fluorescent light.

 

Figure 20. Characterization with penetrating ink to panels impacted at 40 J and 80 J.

It can be seen in the cross sections that the impacted laminate layers before the viscoelastic layer
have damage to the matrix and fiber. The layers after this have little delamination. The matrix shows
few vertical breaks and the ladder joints are not clearly visible. Delamination do not take a lateral
direction due to the orientation of the layers but appear intermittently and hardly visible. All sections
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exposed to ultraviolet light show the same behavior. Vertical impact is similar to a fatigue event shown
in slamming trials.

According to the results of the accelerometer and the use of the respective formulation, the behavior
of the panel during the impact at 40 and 80 Joules is observed in Figures 21 and 22. It is observed
that the impactor breaks layers 1, 2 and 3, and then experiences a decrease in force. This means that
the impact force is damped by the viscoelastic layer. The impactor breaks the next layers, from the
decreased force causing less damage. Depending on the impact force, the impactor does more or less
damage to layer 9 on which it has bounced. Both results, the presence of the viscoelastic sheet is fully
identified. At the 80 Joules high-energy impact, the layers broke at similar time intervals, until the
interference of the viscoelastic layer. The acceleration curve is clearly marked as it affects the impactor
and protects subsequent layers.

Figure 21. Comparison of the force vs. displacement diagram for an impact at 40 J in modified panel.

Figure 22. Comparison of the force vs. displacement diagram for an impact at 80 J in modified panel.

The energy absorbed by the modified panels for impacts of 30, 40, 80 and 120 Joules is shown in
Figure 23. It is observed that the panels maintain their capacity to absorb impact energy, which indicates
that the damage does not increase proportionally as which increases the impact energy. This is indicative
of less damage to the matrix, which accumulates the kinetic energy imposed by the impactor. It is
observed that at 120 Joules, the absorbed energy curve does not show the typical tendency of composite
materials to high energy impacts. It does not have the ability to return all damage, but it does return
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damage energy to the impactor. This is identified in the negative slope in the intervals that the impactor
reaches layer number 9. In such a way that the curve clearly shows that the material receives little
damage for high energy vertical impacts. This result is unrelated to slamming energy impacts.

 

Figure 23. Energy absorbed by impact of weight drop tests on modified panels.

3.6. Adhesion Tests

Adhesion tests gave the expected results according to the “Cohesive Theory Model”. Panels K
and L were shear tested after being subjected to 0.27 × 105 slamming cycles. Figure 24 shows specimen
K with the detachment of the viscoelastic. The tests were carried out on two sides in order to have
more results to know the behavior of the adhesion of the sheet to the matrix.

 

Figure 24. Panel K tested with the shear test.

Special care was taken when the specimen was placed in the presses, so that it is in line with the
blade. The speed of the machine was calibrated so that the test is carried out at the minimum capacity.
In such a way that the results are representative of the different acting forces in the cohesive zone

The resulting forces that were obtained in the tests are shown in Figure 25 for panels K and L.
The damage initiation phase is clearly identified in each of the tests, and there is little difference in
the value of maximum force. That is required for the viscoelastic sheet to peel off. Once detached,
the team was able to test the propagation of the detachment of the layer. The maximum force value
corresponds to the shear force of the laminate so that the adhesion fails.

The results of the test were bin visualized in the damage of the test piece, because the use of the
mat cloth allowed it to be crystalline. The blade when entering between the viscoelastic sheet and the
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matrix, could be followed to ensure that the test is well performed. The final data of the trial should
correspond to the threshold of viscoelastic adhesion damage with an epoxy matrix.

 

Figure 25. Adhesion force obtained with the shear test.

4. Discussion

If the damage caused by the impact of slamming that occurs in the hulls of the GFRP vessels could
be observed in the tests. These do evaluate the evolution of the energy that is being converted into
damage inside the laminate.

The insertion of a viscoelastic layer effectively mitigates the damage caused by the slamming
phenomenon by reproducing the impacts under controlled laboratory conditions. The protection from
the damage presented allows to absorb the dissipation of destructive energy, protecting the structure of
the ship’s hull and increasing its useful life. This brings a new perspective to the design of the ships and
their scantlings, since the viscoelastic modification changes the way in which the stress concentrations
are distributed in the hull of the boats. Comparing with the flexural stiffness values obtained along the
scale of applied cycles, we observe in Figure 26 that over the 5 × 103, the unmodified and modified
panels begin to distance in magnitude. The unmodified panel quickly gains flexural stiffness while the
modified panel remains and does not change significantly.

 

Figure 26. Comparison of the change in flexural stiffness during the slamming test with 0.27× 105 cycles.

The panels impacted in pressure levels with values above and below the damage threshold
calculated with the three-point flex test, marked an additional parameter to relate it to the maximum
slamming pressure recommended by the ABS rules for the type of vessel selected.
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Visual observation of the damaged surface within the contact area with the cam served to calculate
the percentage of damage. This is related to the stress values that exceeded the damage threshold,
transformed into microcracks.

The characterization by fluorescent penetrating inks, allowed us to physically observe how the
damage does not propagate in the same way under the layers of the viscoelastic sheet, mixing this
damage between the impact shock and the normal tension due to the flexion of the panel on the tensile
side. Figure 27 shows two cut sections in the impact area already characterized by an unmodified and
a modified panel, both impacted at 40 Joules. In the panel without modifying the interlaminar and
intralaminar damages, they are linked, producing internal breaks in the laminate between layers 5 and
9 with important separations to the matrix. On the other hand, in the modified panel, the viscoelastic
sheet protects the section of the laminate between layers 6 and 9, which correspond to those subsequent
to the sheet. This means that it has returned the energy of damage and therefore little damage is
observed on the underside, corresponding to microcracks and no delaminations.

 

Figure 27. Comparison of the impact section for weight drop at 40 J characterized with fluorescent
penetrating inks for unmodified panels (a) and modified panels (b).

Figure 28 shows the same comparison, but for a test of 80 Joules. Damage to the unmodified panel
is very severe and unusable. On the other hand, the damage for the modified panel is less. If there is
delamination of layers 6 to 9 that correspond to the layers after the viscoelastic layer, but not in all the
layers. Viscoelastic layer protected these layers from severe impact damage.

 

Figure 28. Comparison of the impact section for weight drop at 80 J characterized with fluorescent
penetrating inks for unmodified panels (a) and modified panels (b).

According to these results, when comparing the absorbed energy calculations shown in Figure 29,
there is a notable difference in the amount of energy for the same test at 30 Joules of impact. The modified
panel absorbs little energy and returns it in a better way demonstrating protection.
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Figure 29. Comparison of energy absorbed by impacts of weight drop test.

5. Conclusions

The proposed methodology is a form of reproduction to assess damage during navigation,
according to the slamming pressures that occur at the bottom of the hull of a boat. The pressures
exerted on the GFRP for this case, is related to the percentage of damage produced per cycle with a
tendency to increase pressure intensity. This is because the microcracks that align quickly with the fibers
with the highest tension, are oriented to reach the fracture due to the decrease in stiffness and increased
brittleness of the material. Penetrating ink tests confirm these results. The equipment is suitable for
conducting low energy slamming impact tests in which the microcracks are aligned interlaminar for
medium energy level impacts in which interlaminar damage also produces intralaminar damage.
The impact energy was definitely absorbed by the viscoelastic layer. The viscoelastically modified GFRP
protects itself from cyclical impact shocks from slamming, and the measure of maintaining the flexural
stiffness is the ability to extend the life of the hull of ships made from this material. The adhesion
values of the sheet allow designers to define their laminates so that the stresses of the material do not
exceed the release values of the viscoelastic layer. The correct location of the viscoelastic sheets in the
areas of greatest concentration of stresses due to the hit of the ship with the sea, is a starting point in the
modification of shipbuilding to produce new types of more resistant ships. The viscoelastic sheet after
this extensive investigation is ready to be inserted in the new constructions of planing hull vessels.
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Abstract: This work aims to identify the damping properties of a commercial viscoelastic material
that can be embedded and cured between the layers of composite laminates. The material may be
adopted for reducing the vibration response of composite panels, typically used in automotive and
aerospace applications, e.g., as vehicle body shell components. In order to objectively estimate the
actual potential to enhance the noise vibration and harshness aspects, the effects of the viscoelastic
material on the modal parameters of carbon/epoxy thin panels are quantitatively assessed through
experimental modal analysis. Two different experiments are conducted, namely impact hammer
tests and shaker excitation measurements. Based on the results of the experimental campaign,
the investigated material is confirmed as a promising solution for possibly reducing the severity of
vibrations in composite panels, thanks to its high damping properties. Indeed, the presence of just
one layer proves to triple the damping properties of a thin panel. An approximate damping model is
derived from the measured data in order to effectively simulate the dynamic response of new design
solutions, including thin composite panels featuring the viscoelastic material.

Keywords: CFRP laminate; thin composite panel; viscoelastic material; vibration response; damping;
experimental modal analysis

1. Introduction

The number of technological applications featuring composite materials is constantly increasing.
For instance, composites are commonly adopted for manufacturing ship hulls and possible solutions
to improve their resistance to slamming damage are currently investigated [1]. Additional examples
are machine tools with parallel kinematics architecture [2] and robotic exoskeletons [3], to which the
use of composite materials has been recently extended.

With reference to automotive applications, carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) laminates have
been used in the past three decades to manufacture body shell components of sports cars, like the hood,
since they exhibit a convenient combination of high strength and low weight [4]. Currently, they are
under consideration also for possible use in other (mass-market) classes of cars, notwithstanding
higher production costs [5,6]. Indeed, the use of lightweight materials is essential to lower the power
consumption, particularly for hybrid and electric vehicles, hence, permitting them to fulfill sustainable
mobility policies [4,5,7–9]. Moreover, they may permit to meet more stringent safety requirements in
case of impacts [10–13].

The vehicle body shell components can be particularly critical from the noise vibration and
harshness (NVH) standpoint. Indeed, such parts may exhibit undesired elastodynamic effects
triggered by several sources, e.g., the engine/driveline operation, vibrations due to the road roughness,
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aerodynamic loads, and possible impacts with small particles, like raindrops [14–17]. This may result
in a reduced comfort for driver and passengers. Hence, in this perspective, the dynamic response of
CFRP panels for automotive applications must be carefully assessed.

Numerous advanced materials have been developed to limit the vibration severity of structures
and components by increasing their structural damping [18–24]. While the research is still ongoing,
promising results have been obtained [1,25–27]. In particular, Townsend et al. [1] studied the use of
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) cells filled with thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) elastomer
to improve the durability of glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) hulls for high-speed boats.
Liao et al. [26] investigated the influence of fiber orientation on the damping properties of CFRP
cantilever beams featuring a single viscoelastic layer (copolymer of ethylene and acrylic acid—(PEAA)).
Similarly, Berthelot and Sefrani [27] studied the effects of multiple design parameters (e.g., thickness
and position of the viscoelastic layers) on the structural damping of GFRP cantilever beams with
the addition of neoprene. Araùjo et al. [25] investigated the possibility of enhancing the structural
damping of laminates with a viscoelastic core by optimizing the core thickness through genetic
algorithms. This study focuses on a viscoelastic material that can be embedded and cured inside
CFRP laminates, known as SMACWRAP®, manufactured by SMAC-Montblanc Technologies (Toulon,
France). Such material has been preliminarily selected by the industrial partner involved in the
research, on the basis of market analysis, supply chain policy, and technical aspects (e.g., stacking
and lamination processes). Its effects on the modal parameters of thin carbon/epoxy panels are
investigated by means of back-to-back experimental tests on very simple specimens. The main goal is
to quantitatively assess its actual damping properties. To the authors best knowledge, whereas the
dynamic response of composite sandwich beams with lightweight honeycomb core and SMACWRAP®

layers has been assessed in [28,29], no data are available on thin panels.
The paper outline is as follows: Section 2 describes the tested specimens, the experimental setup

and the signal processing techniques adopted for the analyses; a numerical model implemented to
support the analysis of the data is also illustrated. In Section 3, the results of the experiments are
reported and discussed; in addition, a possible approximate damping model is defined. In the final
section, the main conclusions of the study are drawn.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Specimens

Two specimens are produced for the experimental tests, namely CFRP rectangular panels
with a layer of SMACWRAP® embedded (referred to as PY) and without the viscoelastic material
(PN), respectively.

The panel PN is a carbon/epoxy laminate consisting of four twill plies, hand lay-up with a
0◦/0◦/0◦/0◦ stacking sequence. Lamination is performed by means of vacuum bagging and autoclave
process. The overall dimensions of the panel PN after lamination, namely the sides of the rectangular
shape, pl and ps, and the total thickness, as well as its final mass are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Specimen overall properties.

Specimen Description Long Side (pl) [mm] Short Side (ps) [mm] Thickness [mm] Mass [kg]

PN 4 twill plies 800 580 1.49 1.008

PY 4 twill plies
3 SMACWRAP strips 800 580 1.62 1.055

The specimen PY has the same length (pl) and width (ps) of the panel PN (Figure 1, Table 1).
It is produced by embedding three strips of SMACWRAP® of length sl and width sw (Table 2) between
the two plies of the stack that are closest to the mold, according to the schematic shown in Figure 1,
which represents the top view of the rectangular panel. Hence, the three strips lie on the same layer of
the stack. A proper spacing, cs, is left between adjacent strips to improve the structural properties of
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the laminate, as suggested by the manufacturer of the viscoelastic material. Conversely, only a small
spacing, ss, (or no spacing at all) is left between the strips and the panel sides, because the specimen
is going to be clamped at all its edges for the experimental tests (see Section 2.2). Then, the panel is
laminated with the same process adopted for the PN specimen. The geometric and mass properties of
the PY panel, after lamination, are shown in Table 1.

 
Figure 1. Schematic of the PY panel layout (top view).

Table 2. Properties of the SMACWRAP® strips embedded in the panel.

Parameter Value

Density [kg/m3] 1190
Thickness (single strip, uncured) [mm] 0.20

Strip length (sl) [mm] 800
Strip width (sw) [mm] 150
Side spacing (ss) [mm] 15

Central spacing (cs) [mm] 50

2.2. Experimental Setup and Test Procedures

In order to perform the measurements, each panel is fastened between two steel frames (Figure 2)
by means of sixteen M10 through-screws, tightened with a controlled torque of 30 Nm. The size and
mass properties of the steel frames are summarized in Table 3. The outer dimensions of the frames
match the dimensions of the specimens. Hence, each specimen can vibrate as a rectangular plate
characterized by the inner frame dimensions (il and is in Figure 2a and Table 3) and clamped at its
edges. This kind of constraint aims to simulate typical boundary conditions featured by CFRP panels
used in automotive applications, such as the car roof fixed to the vehicle body. Then, the steel frame is
suspended by using low-stiffness elastic ropes, with the short sides vertically directed (Figure 2b).
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. Experimental setup: (a) schematic of the steel frame and of the excitation/measurement nodes;
(b) photo of the specimen PN excited by the shaker at node in1.

Table 3. Properties of the steel frames.

Parameter Value

Total mass (2 frames + bolts) [kg] 11.54
Outer long side (ol) [mm] 800
Outer short side (os) [mm] 580
Inner long side (il) [mm] 720
Inner short side (is) [mm] 500

Experimental modal analysis (EMA) is performed by using two different excitation techniques,
namely impact and shaker excitations. A modal geometry consisting of 12 nodes is adopted to
represent the specimens (Figure 3). In particular, 6 nodes (referred to as Pij, i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . , 3)
are associated with the panel; 4 nodes (Ck, k = 1, . . . , 4) are associated with the corners of the steel
frame; 2 nodes (in1 and in2) are the locations on the panels excited by the shaker. It can be noticed
that only six accelerometers are attached to the panels, to not significantly alter the tested system
dynamics due to excessive additional masses. Such a limited spatial resolution is reasonably supposed
to cause an aliased estimation of the mode shapes. A simple finite element (FE) model of the panels
was thus preliminarily implemented with the aim (i) to let the numerical modal analysis support the
experimental data processing (see Section 2.4) and (ii) to pinpoint adequate locations of nodes Pij
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for a straightforward visual identification of the main mode shapes. The vibration response of the
specimens along the Z direction (perpendicular to the panel plane) is measured at all nodes Pij and
at node C1 by means of IEPE piezoelectric accelerometers (PCB Piezotronics Inc., Depew, NY, USA).
Node C1 permits to monitor the behavior of the steel frame, in order to possibly identify spurious
mode shapes involving vibrations of the frame itself, which should be excluded from the analysis.

 
Figure 3. Geometry of the modal model: C2–C4 are active in the impact tests only; in1 and in2 are
active in the shaker tests only.

Impact test is performed by exciting all the specimens’ nodes except in1 and in2, perpendicularly to
the panel plane, with an impulse force hammer (PCB 086C04, PCB Piezotronics Inc., Depew, NY, USA).
Hence, a total amount of 7 response nodes and 10 reference nodes (i.e., the nodes impacted by the
hammer) are used for the analysis (in1 and in2 are deactivated in the modal model). This setup may be
seen as the combination of the so-called roving hammer and roving sensors approaches, thus generating a
redundant dataset that may be exploited to find the most convenient subset of frequency response
functions (FRFs) estimates that EMA is based on.

The second test is conducted by exciting the specimens with an electrodynamic shaker
(TMS-K2007E01, The Modal Shop Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA) along the Z direction at the input
nodes in1 and in2 (Figure 3). The excitation force and the acceleration at nodes in1 and in2 are measured
by an IEPE piezoelectric impedance head (PCB 288D01, PCB Piezotronics Inc., Depew, NY, USA).
The input nodes in1 and in2 are excited in distinct runs (i.e., not simultaneously), so that only a reference
node at a time is considered in the analyses. The results obtained by using the in2 reference point
basically match those obtained with excitation applied at node in1. Hence, only the results concerning
the in1-case are reported in this paper, whereas the in2-case is neglected hereafter. For a better graphical
representation of the results, nodes C2, C3, and C4 are kept visible in the modal geometry also in shaker
tests, although no data are associated with them. Two different excitation profiles are adopted, namely
burst random and chirp signals, and two excitation levels are set for each one (also to investigate
possible non-linear dynamic response of the CFRP panels).

All the experimental campaigns are performed by using an LMS SCADAS SCM-05 frontend
and LMS Test.Lab software package (Siemens Digital Industries Software, Plano, TX, USA), with the
following acquisition setup parameters:

• Sampling frequency: FSh = 512 Hz (impact hammer tests), FSs = 2048 Hz (shaker tests);
• Bandwidth: BWh = 0.5–256 Hz (impact hammer tests), BWs = 5–1024 Hz (shaker tests);
• Acquisition duration: T = 8 s (spectral frequency resolution: Δf = 0.125 Hz);
• Number of averages: Nav = 10;
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• Shaker excitation levels: LR = 0.2 V, 1 V (Random tests), LC = 0.1 V, 0.5 V (Chirp tests).

The frequency bandwidth in impact tests is lower than in shaker tests due to practical constraints:
the excitation is in fact provided by an impact hammer featuring a plastic covered tip (to preserve the
thin panels integrity), and the corresponding force spectrum proves almost flat up to 300 Hz only.

2.3. Signal Processing and Analysis

It is known that structural damping is generally difficult to identify and even more difficult to
model. The literature offers a number of parameters to quantify damping, depending on the specific
sector of application, e.g., damping ratio, logarithmic decrement, loss factor, quality factor, decay constant.
In practice, they carry very similar information, being interrelated through analytical formulations [30].
In the field of sound and vibration, the damping properties are commonly determined in the Frequency
domain. In particular, from the EMA/modal identification, modal coefficients related to the several
identified mode shapes are obtained; from these ones, a damping ratio per mode shape can be defined.
Indeed, in this study, the damping ratio (ζ) is chosen to quantitatively assess the structural damping
associated with each vibration mode.

For all the tests, the FRFs between response and reference signals, acceleration and force
respectively, are estimated. Then, the modal parameters of the specimens, i.e., mode shapes Xi, natural
frequencies fi, and damping ratios ζi (i = 1, 2 . . . ) are computed.

Numerous data processing are performed for each of the five experimental campaign (impact
test and four shaker tests), in order to get reliable and robust results. Indeed, it is well known that
EMA results might prove significantly sensitive to the frequency band and/or the FRF set chosen for
the analysis, as well as to the values set up for certain parameters of EMA algorithms. In particular:
algorithms in the time and frequency domains are used; different combinations of FRF sets are selected
as the basis for the modal parameter computations; different bandwidths are defined (e.g., 5–1000 Hz,
5–200 Hz, 200–1000 Hz).

2.4. FE Model

The PN panel is modelled by using the FE analysis software Ansys® (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg,
PA, USA). After a—straightforward—mesh convergence analysis, a regular mesh of 630 nodes is
generated by using 4-noded quadrilateral shell elements (SHELL181). The 6 Degrees of Freedom (DOFs)
of all the nodes on the edges of the panel are fixed to the ground to represent (ideal) clamped boundary
conditions. The composite material is modelled as a homogeneous equivalent material, by assigning
laminate material properties. This simplified representation is assumed as largely adequate to evaluate
the global dynamic response of the panel [31]. Indeed, the numerical modal analysis of the clamped
plate is performed to support the correct interpretation of mode shapes retrieved from EMA avoiding
the possible spatial aliasing issues mentioned in Section 2.2. The accurate estimation of the natural
frequencies is not required; hence, model updating to match the experimental resonances is not
performed in this study.

3. Results and Discussion

The redundancy of both the test campaigns and the analyses prove fundamental for the final
outcomes, as the correct estimation of the modal parameters has been possible only by exploiting
different combinations. As an example, Figure 4 reports the FRF-sum amplitudes obtained from burst
random (excitation level 1 V) and Chirp periodic (excitation level 0.5 V) tests, respectively. The former
is globally less scattered, thus making the response peaks emerge very clearly. On the other hand,
the latter can catch resonances of modes that are poorly excited in the previous case.
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Figure 4. Sum of frequency response functions (FRFs), limited to 5–1000 Hz, estimated in two tests
performed on panel PN.

3.1. Impact Hammer Tests

The impact hammer testing (practically simpler to set up) proves inadequate to perform the EMA
correctly: indeed, in this case, acceptable values are hardly obtained for the three main parameters
that indicate the reliability of the EMA results, namely modal phase collinearity (MPC), mean phase
deviation (MPD), and modal participation (MP) [32,33]. Overall results are not consistent with the
modal parameters computed through numerical analysis nor with those estimated through shaker
tests EMA, and thus they are not reported in the following. This trouble might be reasonably explained
considering the effects of localized impact forces on thin CFRP panels: significant local deformations
may prevent the panel mode shapes to be effectively excited. The possibility of achieving more
satisfactory results by using a miniature impact hammer may be verified in future tests.

3.2. Shaker Excitation Tests

The results obtained from the analyses of the shaker excitation measurements for the first ten
vibration modes are summarized in Table 4, where subscripts PN, PY, and i refer to panel PN, panel PY,
and mode ranking, respectively. Such results are computed as an average of the values obtained
from the different modal identification processes, by also varying the excitation profile/level and the
computational algorithm (in the time and frequency domains, respectively), while keeping fixed the
frequency range (5–200 Hz). Only the results characterized by satisfactory values of the parameters
MPC, MPD, and MP have been included in the average. The mode shapes are described by means
of two parameters, namely m and n, according to a conventional notation frequently adopted for
the vibrations of rectangular plates [34]. In particular, in the case of a rectangular plate made of a
homogeneous material with all the sides clamped, m and n refer to the number of half-sine waves
along the direction of the long and short sides, respectively. The comparison between the natural
frequencies and the damping ratios of the PN and PY panels is also reported, in terms of percentage
variations Δfi and Δζi, respectively, normalized to the panel PN values; moreover, factors of damping
increment (i.e., the ratios between the damping ratios) ρYN,i = ζPY,i/ζPN,i are provided as well. The result
presentation is limited to the first ten modes, below 200 Hz, since, for higher ranking modes—above
all for panel PY—the mode shape estimation proves not extremely reliable (with fuzzy values for MPC,
MPD, and MP parameters) and a robust association with the PN panel ones is not straightforward,
thus making the direct comparison uncertain.
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Table 4. Modal parameters estimated from shaker tests experimental modal analysis (EMA).

Mode
Ranking

Mode
Shape

Natural
Frequency

Damping
Ratio

Comparison

#PN,i #PY,i (Xi) fPN,i
[Hz]

fPY,i
[Hz]

ζPN,i
[%]

ζPY,i
[%]

Δfi
[Hz]

Δζi
[%]

ρYN,i
[−]

1 1 m = 1, n = 1 35.2 34.3 0.36 1.45 −2.7 302.8 4.0
2 2 m = 2, n = 1 53.0 48.3 0.50 1.46 −8.9 192.0 2.9
3 4 m = 1, n = 2 83.3 85.4 0.49 1.66 2.5 238.8 3.4
4 3 m = 3, n = 1 90.1 83.1 0.65 1.67 −7.8 156.9 2.6
5 5 m = 2, n = 2 95.1 104.2 0.52 1.16 9.7 123.1 2.2
6 6 m = 3, n = 2 121.1 118.3 0.66 1.69 −2.3 156.1 2.6
7 7 m = 4, n = 1 136.9 127.9 0.52 1.81 −6.6 248.1 3.5
8 8 m = 4, n = 2 163.3 160.8 0.74 1.67 −1.5 125.7 2.3
9 9 m = 1, n = 3 164.3 175.1 0.46 1.67 6.5 263.0 3.6

10 10 m = 2, n = 3 174.9 189.6 0.57 1.88 8.4 229.8 3.3

The comparison between the FE model (FEM) and the EMA results for the PN panel vibration
modes #1, #6, and #9 (chosen as examples) is reported in Figure 5.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Figure 5. PN panel results, finite element model (FEM) vs. EMA vibration modes: (a) FEM #1;
(b) EMA #1; (c) FEM #6; (d) EMA #6; (e) FEM #9; (f) EMA #9.

In particular, it can be observed that the limited resolution of the modal geometry (Pij, C1, and in1
nodes) causes a very similar representation for the mode shapes #1 and #9. This confirm the usefulness
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of the FEM results for properly identifying the mode shapes estimated through the EMA, thus, partially
solving the shape aliasing problem.

The natural frequency variations between the two panels remain rather limited for all the vibration
modes, the maximum difference being less than 10%. The mode ranking remains the same except
for modes #3 and #4. The trend of Δfi is not monotonic: in particular Δfi > 0 for modes with n ≥ m
(apart from n = 1), due to the stiffening effect of the additional thickness of the SMACWRAP® layer on
the mode shapes featuring more waves along the short side with respect to the long one (e.g., mode #9
in Figure 5e). On the contrary, the slight decrement in other natural frequencies is due to the additional
mass effect.

The damping ratios characterizing the PY panel are significantly higher than in the PN panel, for all
the vibration modes, with percentage increment ranging from 123% to 303%, depending—apparently
inconsistently—on the single modes. For an overall evaluation, Table 5 reports the mean values (μ),
standard deviations (σ) and relative standard deviations (σ* = σ/μ 100) of the damping ratios computed
for the two panels and their fraction (i.e. the results shown in Table 4). On the average, the presence of
the viscoelastic material triples the damping properties of the panel, thus, proving its effectiveness
as a possible solution to dampen vibrations in thin CFRP panels. The measured damping ratios are
basically in agreement with the values found in [28] for sandwich beams with lightweight honeycomb
core and one SMACWRAP® layer. However, therein a smaller increment in the damping properties is
generally observed, since the untreated specimen exhibits higher damping ratios.

Table 5. Statistical parameter values of the EMA damping ratios and corresponding fraction.

Parameter ζPN ζPY ρYN

Mean value, μ 0.55 1.61 3.04
Standard deviation, σ 0.11 0.20 0.59

Relative standard deviation, σ* 19.2% 12.1% 19.3%

Further indications on the effectiveness of the tested viscoelastic material may be obtained from
a comparison with the results presented by Liao et al. [26] and by Berthelot and Sefrani [27]. In the
former, the damping ratio of the first mode of a CFRP cantilever beam (thickness of 1.5 mm) appears to
be almost doubled by adding a 0.1 mm layer of PEAA. In the latter, one result is that an increment
of almost three times could be achieved for the first mode of a GFRP cantilever beam (thickness of
2.4 mm) with a 0.2 mm layer of neoprene.

3.3. Damping Model of the Specimens

The vibration modes identified through the analyses of the shaker excitation measurements in the
frequency range 5–1000 Hz are 39 and 21 for the PN and PY panels, respectively. The damping ratio
experimental estimates are plotted over the corresponding natural frequencies in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Modal parameters with proportional damping interpolating curves.
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Firstly, data fitting by means of a proportional damping model is evaluated. With this popular
model, also known as Rayleigh model [35,36], solving the structural dynamics/multibody dynamics
problem is remarkably simpler. Indeed, it is largely adopted (e.g., for FE modelling and analysis), even if
it may lead to inaccurate results [37]. Under the hypothesis of proportional damping, the following
relation holds:

2ζiωi =
ci
mi

=
αmi + βki

mi
= α+ βω2

i (1)

where α and β are the proportional damping coefficients, ωi = 2πfi, and mi, ki, ci, are the modal
mass, modal stiffness, and modal damping of the i-th mode, respectively. After determining the
modal parameters fi and ζi for N vibration modes, the coefficients α and β can be estimated through
least-squares approximation, by using the following expression:

{
α
β

}
=

(
ATA

)−1
ATb (2)

where

A =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 ω2
1

...
...

...
...

1 ω2
N

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
; b = 2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ζ1ω1
...
...

ζNωN

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
. (3)

The proportional damping curves computed for the PN and PY panels are plotted in Figure 6.
From the comparison with the corresponding experimental data, such models do not appear suitable
for the tested specimens, since the damping ratios of modes at the lowest natural frequencies are not
correctly fitted.

The EMA results show that the PY panel exhibits a quite evident growth of the damping ratios as
the natural frequencies increase. A slight increment in ζi apparently characterizes the PN panel as well.
Linear regression models, described by the expression

ζi = λ0 + λ1 fi, (4)

are, thus, computed for possibly describing the observed trends of the damping ratios as linear functions
of the natural frequencies. The experimental values of the damping ratios and the corresponding
regression lines are plotted in Figure 7 for both the panels. The estimates of the intercept (λ0) and of the
slope (λ1) of the regression lines are reported in Table 6, with the corresponding p-values. It is worth
recalling that the p-value measures the probability that the estimated parameter has a correlation with
the measured data, i.e., whether it is relevant for the regression model (a p-value of 0.05 or lower
being the level of significance commonly accepted to reject the null hypothesis). For each specimen,
the coefficient of determination, R2 (also known as R-squared), and the p-value of the regression model
as a whole are also shown. The former, ranging from 0 to 1, indicates which fraction of the variability
exhibited by the dependent variable is explained by the regression model. The latter assesses the level
of significance of the regression model and, for the models here considered, basically coincides with
the p-value of λ1, since there is only one independent variable (i.e., the frequency).
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Figure 7. Modal parameters with linear regression fitting lines.

Table 6. Linear regression parameters.

Specimen Coefficient Estimate
Coefficient

p-Value
R2 Model

p-Value

PN
λ0 0.613 1.82 × 10−10

0.144 1.73 × 10−2
λ1 3.49 × 10−4 1.73 × 10−2

PY
λ0 1.54 4.48 × 10−9

0.444 9.81 × 10−4
λ1 1.99 × 10−3 9.81 × 10−4

The regression model explains almost 45% of the variability in the damping ratios of the PY panel
(R2 = 0.444) and appears sufficiently reliable (p-value = 9.81 × 10−4). Hence, it can be considered
as a satisfactory approximation of the PY damping trend. Regarding the PN panel, the regression
model accounts for only 15% of the data variability, but the approximation still appears acceptable.
Additionally, the linear regression model clearly appears to approximate better the data, when compared
to the Rayleigh damping hypothesis. The comparison between the two computed regression lines
further confirms the dampening capabilities of the tested viscoelastic material, over a quite wide
frequency range.

It is worth noting that the regression model of the PY panel represents the behavior of the
composite laminate and not the intrinsic characteristics of the viscoelastic material. The usefulness
of its implementation may be thus limited, but identifying the damping properties of only a single
viscoelastic layer through EMA (which this study is based on) is objectively impossible, due to its
extremely low thickness. Nonetheless, it may be used as a reference for predicting the dynamic
response of CFRP laminates featuring overall characteristics similar to the panels targeted in this study
(which are assumed reasonably quite common in a number of applications). For instance, it may be
adopted to perform structural dynamics analyses of CFRP laminates within a FE code, in case the
composite can be modelled with an equivalent material (see Section 2.4). Therefore, the proposed
damping model may usefully support the investigation of new design solutions of components that
include thin composite panels featuring the investigated viscoelastic material: in particular, when the
target of elastodynamic simulations is the back-to-back comparison of different design solutions,
the absolute accuracy of results is often of secondary importance.

4. Conclusions

This study investigates, through experimental modal analysis, the damping properties of a
commercial viscoelastic material that can be embedded in CFRP laminates for reducing the vibration
response. Impact tests and shaker excitation tests are performed on thin panels in clamped boundary
conditions. The former proves not adequate to provide satisfactory results, due to the local deformation
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of the thin panels under impact loads. The presented results, retrieved from many combinations of
signal analyses performed on shaker test data, show a significant increment of the damping ratio over a
wide frequency range. Hence, the viscoelastic material proves its high damping capability and is thus
confirmed as a promising solution to be possibly adopted in automotive applications for addressing
NVH issues.

Finally, a simple damping model is formulated based on linear regression of the measured
data. The proposed model may be adopted for a preliminary estimation of the dynamic response of
carbon/epoxy thin panels featuring the investigated viscoelastic material, thus possibly guiding the
design process of new composite structure solutions in the early phases.
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Abstract: A comparative study of glass fiber content (Gc) measurement methods was conducted using
actual glass fiber reinforced plastic laminates from the hull plate of a 26-ton yacht. Two prototype
side hull plates with the design Gc (40 wt.%) and higher Gc (64 wt.%) were prepared. Four methods
were used to study the samples: the calculation method suggested by classification societies’ rules;
two direct measurement methods using either calipers and scales or a hydrometer; and the burn-off
method, wherein the resin matrix is combusted from the laminates. The results were compared and
analyzed to identify the accuracy and benefits of each method. The rule calculation method was
found to be effective if the quality of the manufacturing process is known. However, fabrication
errors in the laminate structures cannot be detected. Additionally, while direct methods are used
to measure the density of glass fibers using measurements of the densities of raw materials and
laminates, the volume of inner defects occurring during the fabrication of laminates could not be
considered. Finally, it was found that the burn-off method measures Gc and considers the defect
volume (voids) inside laminates as well as the non-uniformity of the external shape.

Keywords: composite ship; composite structure; glass fiber content; void volume; burn-off test;
calcination test

1. Introduction

Glass fiber reinforced plastics (GFRPs) have been widely used for decades for building small
ships, such as fishing boats and yachts [1,2], as they exhibit good specific strength, corrosion resistance,
and excellent workability. Many GFRP ships are manufactured with a large design margin, as this
enables faster and cheaper production. However, it also results in heavier vessels due to the thicker
GFRP laminate structures. Laminate structures for composite ships are considerably thicker than those
used for aviation and automobile components, which can cause adverse structural effects such as
fatigue over the ship’s lifetime [3]. In addition, GFRPs have elicited environmental concerns related to
their poor recyclability and issues during drying and disposal [4,5]. Accordingly, increased research
attention has been directed toward the optimal design and weight reduction of GFRP ships.

The design regulations for GFRP structures of small crafts are addressed in the international
standard ISO 12215-5 [6]. The laminate thickness, controlled by the number of glass fiber cloth
layers (plies), is designed based on ship variables such as hull shape, displacement, speed, and hull
form, as well as structural variables such as the layout of stiffeners, design loads, and the design
of the composite material (type of reinforcement material, reinforcement method, and mechanical
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properties) [7,8]. The glass fiber weight fraction, Gc, is a critical design element that significantly affects
the mechanical properties of the laminate. The ISO standards and classification society rules provide
equations for estimating the mechanical properties of laminate structures according to variations in Gc.
These theoretical equations are also differentiated according to the type of glass fiber, reinforcement
method, number of plies, and amount of resin used [6,9,10].

However, while Gc is an important indicator of the fabrication quality of a laminate structure [11],
the quality of the laminate can vary widely according to the manufacturing method, environment,
and operator skill level. GFRP ships are typically manufactured using the hand lay-up method,
which can lead to degradation of the glass fiber or resin due to human error [12,13]. Moreover,
the laminate structures often contain fabrication defects, such as porosity or voids. These fabrication
defects can have a significant impact on the physical performance of the laminate structure, even if Gc
meets the design parameters [14–16].

For ships that adopt special glass fibers, special structures, or structures thinner than the rules
allow, classification societies require manufacturers to disclose the Gc of the laminate structure along
with the results of material tests. The mechanical properties are often verified by fracture testing
according to the ASTM standards [3,7,11,17], while experimental methods (e.g., resin burn-off) or
theoretical calculations are recommended to determine Gc. Nevertheless, the classification rules do
not provide detailed specifications on determining Gc. In addition, because of the flexible fabrication
characteristics and different types and combinations of materials, it is difficult to verify that laminates
are fabricated according to the designed Gc.

To aid the design and manufacture of GFRP laminates for shipbuilding, it is critical to identify an
accurate and consistent method of determining Gc. The method should also measure the size and
volume of voids inside the laminate structure, as well as the measurement error of the outer shape.
Considering the diverse methods currently in use to determine Gc and defect incidence, a comparative
study of the different methods is of significant applicative interest. Herein, we empirically tested four
different methods of measuring the Gc of GFRP ship components: a widely used theoretical calculation
proposed in the classification rules; direct measurement of the volume and weight or relative density
of a specimen followed by calculation of Gc; and the burn-off method, wherein the resin matrix is
combusted from the laminate. The methods were used to assess two types of composite hull plates for
a 16-m ship. A comparative analysis of the results methods was then conducted to determine:

1. The reliability of each method for analyzing the laminate structure and establishing the
manufacturing precision according to the material design

2. The accuracy of each method for testing the fabrication quality of the laminate structure
3. The advantages and disadvantages of each method

Overall, we found that the calculation method is effective at measuring Gc if the quality of the
manufacturing process is known, but that it cannot detect fabrication errors. The direct measurement
methods are also unsuitable for determining the volume of inner defects. In contrast, the burn-off
method can accurately measure Gc, the defect volume, and the non-uniformity of the external shape;
hence, this method is recommended for ship design when the exact Gc and fabrication quality need to
be known. There has been considerable research in other industries on fiber-reinforced composites.
However, limited research has been conducted on the use of GFRPs in shipbuilding. Therefore,
we expect that this comparative study on methods for assessing laminate structures of actual GFRP
ship components will provide a good reference for GFRP ship design.

2. Theoretical Section

2.1. Mechanical Properties and Fabrication Defects of Laminate Structures

The bending strength of the laminate determines the thickness required to build a specific
component. Figure 1 shows how the flexural strength of GFRP structures vary with Gc based on the
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results of estimation equations in ISO 12215-5 [6] and the rules of two classification societies—Lloyd’s
Register (LR) [9] and Registro Italiano Navale (RINA) [10]—in comparison to bending test results
(according to ASTM D790) of actual GFRP laminates with 4- to 12-ply woven roving cloth with a
weight per unit area of 570 g/m2 [16]. The bending strength improves as Gc is increased. However,
the experimental results are generally larger than the theoretical values owing to the safety margin
included in the standards and classification rules. The test results indicate that the bending strength
begins to decrease when Gc increases above 50 wt.% [6]. This is because a high Gc increases the
probability of defects and resin-poor regions. The measured bending strengths of some samples
with a Gc of 30–35 wt.% showed a significant decrease, which is likely because these specimens
were taken from a heterogeneous section of laminate. In other words, to ensure the desired physical
performance of laminate parts, the actual Gc should correspond to the design value. The fabrication
quality is also important; Figure 2a shows the typical lamination defects that appear in fiber-reinforced
composites, and Figure 2b shows inner defects in a carbon fiber-reinforced laminate detected by
computed tomography (CT).

Figure 1. Variation in laminate flexural strength with Gc as determined by international rules and
material tests.

 
Figure 2. Defects in fiber-reinforced plastic laminates: (a) Schematic of common lamination defects [18];
(b) X-ray CT image of defects in carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic laminate [19].
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2.2. Measurement of Weight Fraction of Glass Fiber (Gc) of Laminate Structure

As shown in Figure 2b, destructive methods such as CT testing allow the accurate measurement
of inner defects such as void content. However, this method is not practical for the analysis of ship
structures owing to the need for specialized equipment and technicians, which are typically not
available during ship building. Therefore, we used the following four practical and simple methods to
measure, compare, and analyze the GFRP laminate specimens:

1. Arithmetic calculation of Gc based on material design, as per ISO 12215 and other
classification rules.

2. Calculation of the volume of laminate specimens using tools such as Vernier calipers, followed by
calculation of Gc.

3. Measurement of the specific gravity of laminate specimens using Archimedes’ principle, followed
by calculation of Gc.

4. Burn-offmethod involving combustion of the matrix, as suggested by ASTM D3171-15, followed
by weight measurement of the glass fiber to determine Gc.

This section summarizes the procedures for these four methods and their application to
laminate structures.

2.2.1. Rule Calculation

International standards and classification societies provide rules for ship design, with formulas to
calculate Gc and the mechanical properties of the laminate, as well as the required thickness of the
laminate structure, by considering the Gc and the hull shape [7]. This process is called “scantling” in
ship design. The rule calculations allow easy estimation of Gc from the properties of the fiber cloth
and resin and are widely used for the structural design of composite ships. Gc can be calculated from
the densities of the glass fiber and cured resin and the thickness of the laminate structure. ISO 12215
and classification society rules suggest that the glass fiber and resin densities should be taken as 2.56
and 1.2 g/cm3, respectively, resulting in Equation (1) for calculating Gc [6].

Gc = 2.56/(3.072 × t/w + 1.36) × 100, (1)

where t is the laminate thickness (mm) and w is the weight of the glass fiber cloth per unit area (kg/m2).
The thickness of a single impregnated ply, Tsingle ply, can be obtained from the thickness of the

laminate structure, t, as follows:

Tsingle ply = w/3.072((2.56/Gc) − 1.36), (2)

where w is the weight of the glass fiber in a single ply of laminate (kg/m2).

2.2.2. Direct Measurement

One of the simplest approaches for experimentally determining Gc is to measure the dimensions
and weight of a section of the laminate structure using Vernier calipers and an electronic scale,
respectively. By assuming a perfect cuboid shape (volume = cross − sectional area × thickness), the
relative density, 	c (g/cm3), can be calculated (Equation (3)). The relative density can then be used to
calculate Gc based on the theoretical densities of the glass fiber and resin (Equation (4)).

	c =M/(A × t × 1000), (3)

Gc = (p × N × 0.1)/(	c × t) × 100 (4)
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where M is the weight of the laminate specimen (g), A is the cross-sectional area (m2), and t is the
thickness (mm); p is the weight of one sheet of reinforcement per unit area (g/m2), and N is the number
of sheets in the specimen.

This method is both theoretically and experimentally simple. However, the volume and weight of
the cut specimen must be measured accurately. The specimen density is often only approximated from
measurements taken using Vernier calipers and a scale if the laminate specimen has rough or irregular
surfaces; therefore, it is more accurate to measure the relative density directly using Archimedes’
principle and an instrument such as an immersion electronic densimeter. ASTM D792-13 [20] proposes a
procedure for measuring the relative density of plastics, which can be used as a reference. The measured
result can then be used in Equation (4).

For both these methods, it is important that the measurements are accurate, and that the density of
the glass fiber and uncured resin are known accurately. ISO 12215, LR, and RINA [9,10] prescribe the
method described in ISO 1172 [21] for density measurements to confirm those reported in the catalog.
However, the inner defects in the structure (see Figure 2) cannot be considered with either method.
This can lead to an inaccurate measurement of Gc.

2.2.3. Matrix Burn-Off

To accurately measure Gc and the volume of inner defects, such as porosity, voids, and delamination,
ISO 12215 and the classification society rules recommend the use of combustion methods whenever
possible. However, this method is not widely used because the process is inconvenient and requires
special equipment, and it is considered optional. ASTM D3171-15 [22] proposes two methods for
determining the percentages of the raw materials contained in composite materials by removing the
matrix. The first method is digestion, which involves chemical removal of the matrix phase, while the
other involves the burn-off of the matrix in a furnace. The fibers used in GFRP ship structures can be
deformed by the acid solvent used for digestion; therefore, the burn-offmethod is more appropriate.

After calcining the matrix of the laminate structure, Gc can be determined by comparing the
weight of the specimen before and after combustion. This is calculated as follows:

Gc =Mf/Mi × 100, (5)

where Mi and Mf are the weights (g) of the specimen before and after combustion, respectively.
The burn-offmethod has the advantage of allowing the matrix resin to be calcined slowly, which

provides an accurate characterization of the quality of the laminate structure. Moreover, by dividing
Equation (5) with the weight of the specimen before and after combustion, the volume of the voids can
be obtained [22]:

Vvoid = (1 − Mf/Mi × 	c/	f − (Mi − Mf)/Mi × 	c/	r) × 100, (6)

where 	f and 	r are the densities (g/cm3) of the glass fiber and resin, respectively.

2.3. Selection of Glass Fiber Content Measurement Method

The principles and special properties of the methods described above for measuring the Gc of
laminate structures for composite ships are summarized in Table 1. Among these methods, the digestion
method was excluded because of the possibility of deformation of the raw material and because it is
a time-consuming process [23]. To compare the other four methods in more detail, we applied each
method to calculate Gc in laminate specimens taken from the side hull plate of a 16-m composite ship.
The results are described and compared below.
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Table 1. Comparison of determination methods for Gc.

Four Methods for Measuring Glass Fiber Weight Fraction

Rule Calculation

� ISO 12215 reports the
densities of glass
fiber and resin.
Based on these
values and the
structure thickness,
Gc can be calculated.

� This method is
widely
recommended by the
classification societies.

� The calculation is
simple, and the
weight can be easily
estimated from the
thickness of
the laminate.

� ISO 12215,
ASTM D792

Simple Direct
Measurement

� Volume and weight
are measured by
using tools such as
a Vernier caliper
and a scale to
calculate the
relative density.

� Procedure is
very simple.

� Volume errors of
some external
shapes can
be estimated.

� ASTM D792

Method using
Hydrometer

� The relative
density of a cut
laminate structure
is measured by
using a tool such as
a densimeter.

� A relatively
accurate Gc value
can be obtained by
using a simple tool.

� Interior defects
such as voids
cannot
be considered.

� ASTM D792

Burn-off

� Weight of fiber in a
laminate is
measured by
calcining a resin
matrix using a
furnace, and Gc is
calculated based on
the weight.

� Gc can be
accurately calculated.

� A special
experimental tool
is required.

� Volume of
fabrication defects
in a laminate can
be considered.

� ASTM D3171,
ASTM D792

3. Experimental Methods

Fabrication of Composite Ship Hull Plate and Sample Characterization

The ship tested herein was a 16-m GFRP yacht with a displacement of 26 tons. The primary raw
materials in the structure are chopped strand mat (CSM; weight of dry fabric per unit area: 450 g/m2)
and polyester resin. For the hull, which is the primary structure of the ship, 20-ply CSM was used for
the bottom plate, and 16-ply CSM was used for the side plates. Figure 3 shows the primary structure
of this ship, the structural layout of the hull, and the fabrication design for the hull plate.

For the composite structures used in the experiment, a hull side plate was fabricated with 16-ply
CSM containing 40 wt.% glass fiber, in accordance with the fabrication design (Figure 4). Another
prototype laminate structure based on the shape of the side plate, but with a different thickness,
was designed by increasing the amount of glass fiber. The higher-Gc laminate structure was designed
according to the ISO 12215-15 and RINA design rules; by intentionally increasing the design Gc
to 64 wt.%, the number of plies of cloth was increased while the amount of resin was reduced to
fabricate a composite hull structure with a higher Gc and smaller thickness. Both laminate structures
were fabricated using the vacuum infusion method. Table 2 shows the material design of the two
laminate structures, and Figure 4 shows the designs of the two prototypes and the fabricated hull
plates. Four specimens were cut and prepared from each laminate structure.

Figure 3. Details of the target ship structure and hull plate.
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Figure 4. Dimensions of two hull plates and fabricated prototypes.

Table 2. Material design for fabrication of two hull side plates.

Item Original Side Plate High Gc Side Plate

Design Gc [wt.%] 40 64
Fiber type [density] E-glass fiber [2.56 g/cm3]

Fabric type [weight per area] Chopped strand mat (CSM) [450 g/m2]
Resin type [density] Polyester [1.13 g/cm3]

Manufacturing thickness (mm) 11.84 9.36
No. of plies 16 24

Weight per area (kg/m2) 18.00 16.88

4. Results

4.1. Specimen Size

The four specimens cut from each laminate structure are shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows
detailed photos of the #1 laminate specimens with designed Gc values of 40 and 64 wt.%, respectively,
indicating the defects generated during the fabrication process. The dimensions obtained for each
specimen are listed in Tables 2 and 3.

 

Figure 5. Specimens cut from two hull plates.
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Figure 6. Detailed comparison of 40 and 64 wt.% Gc specimens.

Table 3. Dimensions of specimens taken from designed hull plate with Gc of 40 wt.%.

Sample Length (mm) Width (mm) Thickness (mm) Weight (g)

#1 27.46 20.19 11.70 9.67
#2 28.87 20.39 12.65 10.74
#3 26.38 20.22 12.05 9.66
#4 27.01 20.19 11.35 9.32

Mean 11.94 9.85

4.2. Gc Measurements

The four measurement methods summarized in Table 1 were used to determine Gc of the laminate
sections with different design Gc values. The fabrication quality of the laminate structure was confirmed
by establishing whether glass-fiber reinforcement was included as specified in the material design.
The volume of defects and voids in the laminate structure was also determined. By comparing and
analyzing the measurement results obtained using each method, we propose the most suitable method
for use in optimized ship design.

4.2.1. Rule Calculation

When Gc is determined from the material design, it is possible to calculate the expected thickness
and weight according to the method suggested by the rules; by working backward, Gc can be easily
calculated from the fabricated structures. The thicknesses of the side plates of the hull were 11.84 mm
for the Gc 40 wt.% design and 9.36 mm for the Gc 64 wt.% design. The side plates were scantled
according to the RINA [10] rule (Table 2). The weight per square meter of the laminate structure
can be calculated based on the material information used for the construction of this ship (Table 2).
Furthermore, from Equation (2), the thickness of a single-ply with 40 wt.% Gc was determined to be
0.74 mm, whereas that with 64 wt.% Gc was 0.39 mm; when the ply number of each structure was
applied, the weights of the two structures were 18 and 16.88 kg/m2, respectively (Table 2). Using the
calculations in Equation (1) yields Gc values for the two structures of 40 and 64 wt.%, respectively.

4.2.2. Simple Direct Measurement

For the simple direct measurement, the dimensions of the specimen were measured with Vernier
calipers (Tables 3 and 4), and the weight was measured with an electronic scale (Figure 7). The results
were used to calculate Gc of the specimens with Equations (3) and (4). In this process, some weights of
the CSM cloth were also measured with an electronic scale and applied to the Gc calculation. Table 5
shows the calculated Gc results for the eight laminate specimens.
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Figure 7. Weight measurement of specimens using an electronic scale.

Table 4. Dimensions of specimens taken from design hull plate with Gc of 64 wt.%.

Sample Length (mm) Width (mm) Thickness (mm) Weight (g)

#1 25.81 20.15 9.00 8.43
#2 29.18 20.01 9.07 9.56
#3 28.11 20.03 9.13 9.37
#4 27.15 19.90 9.22 8.59

Mean 9.11 8.99

Table 5. Gc calculation result for specimens based on simple direct measurements.

Sample
Glass Fiber Content (Gc) (wt.%)

Design Gc: 40 wt.% Design Gc: 64 wt.%

#1 41.30 66.67
#2 39.53 65.79
#3 39.83 65.00
#4 42.01 68.10

Mean 40.67 66.39

Compared to the design Gc values of 40 and 64 wt.%, the simple direct measurements revealed
average Gc differences of +0.67 and +2.39 wt.%, respectively. This variation is likely due to the
differences between the densities of the glass fiber and polyester resin proposed in the rule and the
actual values. In addition, errors occurring during laminate fabrication, perhaps resulting from the
technical skills of a worker or a difference in shape volume, may also contribute to the discrepancy.
The measured thicknesses of the laminate specimens (Tables 3 and 4) differed compared to the designed
values by an average of +0.10 mm and −0.25 mm for Gc 40 and 64 wt.%, respectively. In other words,
these results indicate that the error arises from differences in the external shape of the specimens, rather
than from differences between the actual densities of the raw materials and the values specified in
the rule.

4.2.3. Archimedes’ Measurement

The relative densities of the hull plate specimens were measured in accordance with ASTM
D792-13 [20] using a water immersion hydrometer with a precision of 0.01 g/cm3 (Figure 8). For precise
verification, the densities of the CSM cloth and cured polyester resin were also measured (Table 6);
the average values were 2.56 and 1.22 g/cm3, respectively, which are similar to the values suggested
in the classification rules. The Gc of each hull plate specimen was calculated by using the measured
density values (Tables 6 and 7) in Equation (2), and the results are listed in Table 8.
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Figure 8. Measurement of the relative densities of CSM cloth, polyester, and hull plate using hydrometer.

Table 6. Densities of raw materials derived from hydrometer measurements.

Sample
Density (g/cm3)

E-Glass Fiber Polyester Resin (Cured)

#1 2.53 1.22
#2 2.57 1.22
#3 2.55 1.22
#4 2.60 1.22

Mean 2.56 1.22

Table 7. Measurement of specimen densities using a hydrometer.

Sample
Density (g/cm3)

Design Gc: 40 wt.% Design Gc: 64 wt.%

#1 1.53 1.78
#2 1.48 1.79
#3 1.52 1.78
#4 1.52 1.78

Mean 1.51 1.78

Table 8. Calculated Gc values of specimens measured using a hydrometer.

Sample
Glass Fiber Content (Gc) (wt.%)

Design Gc: 40 wt.% Design Gc: 64 wt.%

#1 40.22 67.42
#2 38.46 66.52
#3 39.31 66.46
#4 41.73 65.81

Mean 39.93 66.55

For the specimens with design Gc of 40 and 64 wt.%, the measurement results showed differences
of −0.07 and +2.55 wt.%, respectively, relative to the design Gc, and differences of −0.74 and −0.17 wt.%,
respectively, relative to the average value of the Gc determined using the simple direct measurement.
Overall, the results tend to be similar to those of the simple direct measurement; the slight difference is
the result of volumetric error for the specimen. Therefore, the results measured using a hydrometer
were more accurate. The volume measurement using the hydrometer indicates that there is no
apparent defect, but it can be imagined that a higher vacuum was applied with a larger amount of
E-glass fibers during the fabrication of the higher Gc laminate and that the thickness was slightly
reduced. Overall, the direct measurement method indicates that the laminate structures were generally
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fabricated well and without significant quality defects resulting from incorrect scantling dimensions
and non-uniformity of the external shape. In addition, the densities of the constituent materials are
similar to those proposed in the design rules.

4.2.4. Burn-OffMethod

In the burn-offmethod, a 4.5-L electric muffle furnace (CORE TECH, HQ-DMF 4.5, Figure 9) with
a heating limit of 1200 ◦C was used to remove polyester from both laminate structures. The procedure
described in ASTM D792-13 [20] was followed. The heating temperature and time were set to 600 ◦C
and 3 h, respectively, in accordance with prior work utilizing muffle furnaces [12,24]. At 30-min
intervals, the temperature inside the furnace and the weight of the specimen were measured, and then
combustion was continued. This process was repeated until the weight change of the specimen was
less than 0.001 g. Figures 9 and 10 summarize the burn-off test procedure for the laminate.

Figure 9. Burn-offmethod for the combustion of laminate specimens.

 
Figure 10. Burn-off test procedure for laminate structures, according to ASTM D792.

Figures 11 and 12 show the burn-off test results for specimen #1 with Gc 40 and Gc 64 wt.%.
The resin was calcined rapidly during the first hour of heating. Furthermore, as the laminate was
carbonized, the specimen gradually turned white. Tables 9 and 10 summarize the results of the burn-off
tests and present the calculated Gc values based on the weight of the glass fiber remaining after the
resin matrix was completely burned away.
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Figure 11. Changes in weight of specimen due to combustion (Gc 40 wt.%, Specimen #1).

 
Figure 12. Changes in weight of specimens due to combustion (Gc 64 wt.%, Specimen #1).

Table 9. Gc calculation result obtained from the burn-offmethod (design Gc 40 wt.%).

Label Specimen Weight (g) Glass Fiber Weight (g) Glass Fiber Content (wt.%)

#1 9.67 3.82 39.50
#2 10.74 3.83 35.66
#3 9.66 3.79 39.23
#4 9.32 3.65 39.16

Mean - - 38.39
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Table 10. Gc calculation result obtained from the burn-offmethod (design Gc 64%).

Label Specimen Weight (g) Glass Fiber Weight (g) Glass Fiber Content (wt.%)

#1 8.43 5.21 61.80
#2 9.56 5.93 62.03
#3 9.37 5.79 61.79
#4 8.59 5.31 61.82

Mean - - 61.86

The burn-off test confirmed that the specimens with a design Gc of 64 wt.% exhibited faster
calcination of the resin, with complete burn-off completed approximately 30 min faster. Figure 13
shows the progression of the laminate weight change during combustion for each sample.

Figure 13. Changes in laminate weight during combustion.

The average Gc values measured using the burn-offmethod were 38.39 and 61.86 wt.% for the hull
plates with design values of Gc 40 and 64 wt.%, respectively. These values respectively differ from the
design values by −1.61 and −2.14 wt.%; from those obtained with the simple direct measurement by
−2.28 and −4.53 wt.%; and from those obtained with the hydrometer method by −1.54 and −4.69 wt.%.
Overall, it was confirmed that the weight fraction of the glass fiber was lower than the values obtained
using the other measurement methods. This may be due to the volume of inner defects in the laminate
(shown in Figure 2). The 40 wt.% Gc specimens seem to be affected by small porosities resulting from
areas rich in resin, while in the 64 wt.% Gc specimens, the increase in the number of plies used may
have caused delamination between the cloth layers and voids in resin-poor areas. As these specimens
were fabricated by the infusion method and were well-fabricated without a significant quantity of
defects, as was apparent from the previous hydrometer measurements, the overall void volume must
be the total volume of many small voids. In particular, it was confirmed that an increased number of
voids was present in the specimens of the hull plate with a high Gc.

Figure 14 shows the void volumes for the specimens of the two hull plates according to Equation (6).
Although the volume fraction of the voids is small, this has a significant influence on the weight
fraction of glass fiber.
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Figure 14. Volume fraction of voids in the specimens, measured by the burn-offmethod: (a) design Gc
40 wt.%; (b) design Gc 64 wt.%.

5. Discussion

The Gc values of the two hull plates with different design Gc were verified through four methods.
Figure 15 shows a comparison of the experimental results. The differences between the Gc values
obtained by the simple direct measurement and hydrometer method were not significant, because the
error in the measurement of the external volume was relatively small. Therefore, the discrepancies in
the results obtained using the burn-off method are likely due to differences in the volume of inner
defects, such as voids. In other words, it was found that the volumes of hull plates with design Gc
values of 40 and 64 wt.% contained voids with volumes comprising 0.95 and 1.20 wt.% of the total
volume. As shown in Figure 14, the larger difference in the measured results for the Gc 64 wt.% hull
plate can be considered to arise from the fabrication qualities of the laminate structures. Furthermore,
although these are relatively well-fabricated prototypes produced using the vacuum infusion method,
the differences in the results are not negligible. For example, the 2.14 wt.% difference in Gc obtained in
the burn-offmeasurement method for the hull plate with a design Gc value of 64 wt.% corresponds to
a decrease in the bending strength of the laminate of about 4.32%, based on the ISO 12215 equations.

Figure 15. Comparison of Gc values measured by the rule calculation, direct measurement,
and burn-offmethods.
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The experimental results are summarized in the form of a box plot, as shown in Figure 16. In the
case of the 40 wt.% Gc hull plate, the shape, including the thickness, corresponded well with the design.
Nevertheless, nonuniform impregnation of the polyester resin can be confirmed by the deviation in Gc
value shown in Figure 15. In particular, as shown in Figure 14, specimen #2 (with a Gc of 35.66 wt.%)
contained a relatively large volume of voids and polyester. In the case of the hull plate with a Gc
of 64 wt.%, it can be confirmed from the increased Gc seen with the simple direct and hydrometer
measurement methods that the pressure of the air compressor was slightly excessive during infusion.
This was done to achieve the high Gc level, and it was confirmed that they were fabricated with a
thickness slightly below the design thickness. However, this does not constitute an increase in the
actual Gc value, but rather an increase in the internal void volume. This resulted in a lower E-glass
fiber content, relative to the content specified in the design, and this was confirmed in the burn-off
measurement results.

Figure 16. Gc distribution of specimens measured by different methods: (a) design Gc 40 wt.%;
(b) design Gc 64 wt.%.

The results of each measurement method may be summarized as follows: the rule calculation
can be used very quickly and efficiently if the ship design and material design are known. However,
depending on the manufacturing quality of laminate structures, the errors in the measurements of
physical properties may increase, and these errors cannot be confirmed. To reduce this error, it is
reasonable to use the density suggested by the manufacturer or the density measured directly, rather
than use the density of the fiber and resin suggested by the rule. In the simple direct measurement,
the differences in shape between the design and laminate can be easily compared. In particular, it is
easy to identify key errors from the comparisons of laminate thicknesses and weights. Nonetheless, it is
preferable to use a device such as a hydrometer to identify apparent quality defects involving the density
of raw materials or the non-uniformity of the external shape. However, with these methods, the effect
of internal defects on Gc cannot be identified. Using the burn-offmeasurement method, suggested
in the rules of classification societies, it was possible to measure Gc most accurately, and defects in
laminates, including voids, could also be measured very accurately. However, this method requires
specialized knowledge regarding analysis with the equipment used for combustion.

6. Conclusions

In this study, the Gc values of two hull plates of composite ships with different glass fiber weight
fractions were measured using rule calculation, simple direct measurement, hydrometer, and burn-off
methods, with the aim of identifying the change in fabrication quality resulting from quantitative
changes in Gc. Because laminate structures for hull plates are typically fabricated by mixing two or more
cloths in building yards, large differences can occur between the fabricated laminate structure and the
designed structure. The following conclusions were obtained with these practical measurement tests.
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Because the rule calculation suggested by classification societies is based on statistics and long-term
experience, a logical and relatively accurate Gc value can be calculated for laminate structure design.
For more accurate structure determinations, direct measurements using tools such as a hydrometer
are recommended. However, only the combustion method was able to measure both the volume of
internal defects and Gc with high accuracy.

Overall, it is reasonable to conclude that, in the case of a high-performance ship or a ship built
using new materials, it is significantly important to ensure performance by verifying the weight fraction
of glass fibers through the use of an accurate test method such as the burn-offmethod.
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Featured Application: The work provides an analytical model which can be useful in the

optimization of process parameters of dry fabrics in material-forming industries.

Abstract: It is essential to accurately describe the large shear behavior of woven fabrics in the
composite preforming process. An analytical model is proposed to describe the shear behavior of
fabrics with different weave patterns, in which tension-shear coupling is considered. The coupling is
involved in two parts, the friction between overlapped yarns and the in-plane transverse compression
between two parallel yarns. By introducing the concept of inflection points of a yarn, the model is
applicable for fabrics with different weave patterns. The analytical model is validated by biaxial
tension-shear experiments. A parametric study is conducted to investigate the effects of external
load, yarn geometry, and weave structure on the large shear behavior of fabrics. The developed
model can reveal the physical mechanism of tension-shear coupling of woven fabrics. Moreover, the
model has a high computational efficiency due to its explicit expressions, thus benefiting the material
design process.

Keywords: analytical model; fabrics; weave pattern; shear deformation; tension-shear coupling

1. Introduction

Woven fabrics and their composites have been widely used in engineering due to the outstanding
mechanical performance [1,2]. Recently, wet compression molding of woven composites has attracted
more attention because of its high efficiency in the manufacturing process [3]. The shear deformation,
the dominant mode of a woven fabric in the forming process, is closely related to the yarn reorientation
which is critical for the mechanical properties of a composite. It is noted that a blank holder is commonly
used to provide a tensile force in a preforming process so that wrinkle onset can be postponed [4].
Moreover, the shear stiffness of a woven fabric can be significantly affected by applying a tensile force
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along yarns [5,6]. Thus, it is critical to establish a model that can account for tension-shear coupling for
the large shear deformation of a woven fabric.

Approaches to investigate the shear behavior of a woven fabric can be classified into three
categories [7]: experimental testing, numerical simulation, and analytical modeling. In the first
category, many kinds of experimental configurations have been reported [8,9]. For the second
category, numerical simulations of woven fabrics have also been widely investigated, for example,
Boisse et al. [10], Zhang et al. [11], and Erol et al. [12]. Experiments are essential for the understanding
of mechanical properties of materials. However, it is too expensive to obtain all the properties of a
material under various load cases only upon experiments. Conversely, numerical simulations and
analytical models can predict mechanical behaviors of a material based on some basic test results,
which significantly accelerates the application process of a material. Furthermore, compared with
numerical methods, analytical models are superior in computational efficiency and understanding of
physical mechanism. Thus, this work mainly focuses on analytical models.

Analytical models for shear behavior of woven fabrics can be split into two categories: kinematic
models and mechanical models. The kinematic models [13,14] are succinct, but they cannot account for
the effect of mechanical behaviors of yarns on the deformation of woven fabrics. To tackle this problem,
mechanical models were developed. Mechanical models can be roughly divided into two families:
continuum models and discrete models. With respect to the former family, King et al. [15] proposed
a continuum mechanics model for woven fabrics, where the bending, tension, and shear behaviors
of yarns are modeled by virtual springs. The parameters of the virtual springs are obtained from
experiments directly, meaning that the coupling between tension and shear properties is only involved
implicitly. Peng et al. [16] developed a continuum material model for woven fabrics, where the shear
and tension stresses are decoupled by using a non-orthogonal coordinate system. However, the
interaction between shear and tension properties still exists but is not considered. Gong et al. [17]
proposed an anisotropic hyper-elastic model for the preforming process of woven fabrics, where the
tension-shear coupling effect was studied. Nevertheless, the coupling factors are directly obtained by
fitting experimental data, meaning that the coupling mechanism is not fully revealed.

In the range of discrete models, Lomov and Verpoest [18] presented an analytical model to
investigate the tension-shear coupling in woven fabrics. In their work, the effect of transverse in-plane
compression of yarns on the shear property is considered indirectly by the friction dissipation energy,
which may underestimate its contribution. Zhu et al. [19] pointed out that the shear dissipation energy
can be divided into three parts: yarn sliding, yarn compression, and yarn rotation. However, no
tensile forces along yarns were studied in the work of Zhu et al. [19]. Erol et al. [20] gave analytical
expressions for the tensile, compressive, and shear properties of woven fabrics by treating the structure
as a system of beams and springs. Similarly, Nasri et al. [21] developed a hybrid discrete hypo-elastic
model for woven fabrics, where the tensile and shear properties are modeled by tensile and torsional
springs, respectively. The simulation results of both Erol et al. [20] and Nasri et al. [21] agree well with
experimental data. However, in their work, the constitutive equations for the mechanical properties of
woven materials are given by curve-fitted exponential or polynomial functions. Such operations are
inconvenient when the weave pattern changes with design requirements.

To the authors’ knowledge, the tension-shear coupling related parameters in most models must be
determined by fitting experimental data, thereby needing to redo experiments when the weave pattern
changes. In this work, an analytical approach is proposed to model the large shear deformation of
woven fabrics. The tension-shear coupling mechanism is explicitly revealed by the friction dissipation
energy and transverse compression dissipation energy. In addition, the effect of the weave pattern on
the shear behavior of a fabric is considered by introducing the number of yarn inflection points. Thus,
the model is applicable for fabrics with different weave patterns without more experiments required.
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2. Tension-Shear Coupling Model

2.1. Geometrical Model

Figure 1 shows the configuration of a plain-woven representative volume element (RVE). The
RVE geometric parameters, w0, g0, and Ny, are, respectively, the yarn width, the yarn gap, and the
yarn amount in the RVE. LR, the side length of the RVE, is defined as follows:

LR = Ny(w0 + g0). (1)

 
Figure 1. Geometry of a plain-woven RVE.

In order to focus on the tension-shear coupling, this work only considers the case that the warp
and fill yarns have identical geometry. It should be noted that Equation (1) is applicable for fabrics with
different weave patterns. The plain weave pattern shown in Figure 1 is only an example for illustration.

The number of inflection points of a yarn, ηy is introduced to characterize different weave patterns.
In a woven fabric, a warp yarn passes over and under fill yarns in sequence, and vice versa. The ratio
of the under and over areas of warp and fill yarns determines the weave pattern. In this work, when a
yarn turns from under to over or from over to under one time, it is counted as one inflection point.
The inflection point at the boundary of an RVE is counted as a half point. For example, as shown
in Figure 2a, the inflection point number of a warp yarn is 2. The weave pattern of RVEs with the
same yarn amounts can be distinguished by different yarn inflection point numbers. For example,
as shown in Figure 2a,b, both the twill and plain RVEs have 4 warp and 4 fill yarns, but their inflection
point numbers of the warp yarn are 2 and 4, respectively. The number of inflection points in an RVE
determines the normal pressure between overlapped yarns induced by the tensile force. Furthermore,
normal pressure is closely related to the tension-shear coupling which will be explained in detail
hereinafter. Hence, it is believed that the inflection point number is critical to evaluate the effects of
different weave patterns on the tension-shear coupling of fabrics.

 
 

(a) Inflection points of a twill-woven RVE (b) Inflection points of a plain-woven RVE 

Figure 2. Illustration of inflection points.
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2.2. Incremental Energy Equilibrium Theory

In forming manufacturing industries, the shape and stress state of a formed fabric depend on
the forming process parameters, such as molding shape, forming rate, etc. Numerical simulations
are generally used to optimize such forming process parameters. The key to such a simulation is a
reliable constitutive relation that describes the mechanical behavior of an RVE of a fabric. In practice,
blank-holders are often used to introduce tension forces along yarns so that the wrinkling phenomenon
may be postponed. Besides, a fabric is majorly shear deformed in the forming process. Thus, it is critical
to establish a constitutive relation for large shear deformation of a fabric RVE with the consideration of
tension-shear coupling. Once the constitutive relationship is obtained, the numerical simulation can
be realized subsequently. Thus, this work mainly investigates a fabric RVE subjected to a combined
tension and shear load, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Shear deformation of a fabric RVE.

The RVE is applicable for different weave patterns. Thus, no specific weave pattern is illustrated
in Figure 3. The RVE is firstly subjected to tension loads along yarns, Ft. The tension forces remain
constant throughout the load case. Then, the RVE undergoes shear deformation under the force Fnode
at the node P of the RVE. The node P moves to P’ due to the shear deformation. The shear force Fsh
is the projection of Fnode to the boundary of the RVE. The relationship between Fsh and Fnode is given
as follows:

Fsh =
Fnode

2cos
(
π
4 − ϕ2

) . (2)

As mentioned in the above paragraph, the tension forces along yarns are applied before the shear
deformation, meaning that a yarn has been stretched before the RVE is sheared. Thus, no tension input
energy is involved in the shear deformation. The input energy generated by the node force Fnode will
be dissipated by friction, transverse compression, thickness variation, yarn elongation, yarn sliding,
and waviness angle variation. Among these dissipation energies, the former two are dominant. The
yarn thickness may increase due to in-plane transverse compression, but the variation is small since
the increase of yarn thickness will be restricted by overlapped yarns. The yarn elongation is negligible,
since the longitudinal modulus of a yarn is much larger than the shear and transverse compressive
properties of a fabric. The yarn sliding is also negligible, since a couple of balanced tension forces
are applied to the end of a yarn. The waviness angle variation mainly results from yarn sliding and
thickness variation, thereby also being insignificant. Thus, only the friction and transverse compression
dissipation energies are considered. According to the energy equilibrium theory, the input energy
should equal the sum of the dissipation energies. Hence, the following equation is obtained:

dWnode = dW f ri + dWcom, (3)
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where dWnode is the input energy increment generated by the node force, Fnode. dW f ri and dWcom are
incremental energy dissipated by the respective friction and transverse compression of yarns.

Our goal is to express all items in Equation (3) as functions of shear force, shear angle,
geometric parameters, and mechanical properties of yarns so that a shear stress-angle curve can
be obtained eventually.

2.3. Input Energy of Shear Force

As shown in Figure 3, when a fabric RVE undergoes shear deformation, the node P moves to P′
with displacement of Snode. The yarn angle α decreases with the increase of shear angle ϕ, where a
relation exists: α = π/2−ϕ. Then, the incremental input energy is given by

dWnode = FnodedSnode. (4)

In order to characterize the shear behavior of the RVE, it is necessary to express Fnode and dSnode
as functions of the shear stress and shear angle. Firstly, with Equation (2), the following equation is
given as:

Fnode = 2cos
(
π
4
− ϕ

2

)
Fsh. (5)

Furthermore, for the purpose of normalization, the shear stress τsh instead of the shear force Fsh is
employed. Then, we have

Fsh = 2τshLRt, (6)

where LR is the side length of the RVE, and t is the yarn thickness. Secondly, dSnode is the differentiation
of the node displacement Snode, whose relationship is given by

dSnode =
d(Snode)

dϕ
dϕ. (7)

From Figure 3, Snode is given by

Snode = 2LR cos
(
π
4
− ϕ

2

)
− 2LRcos

π
4

. (8)

Then, dSnode is given by

dSnode =
d(Snode)

dϕ
dϕ = LRsin

(
π
4
− ϕ

2

)
dϕ. (9)

Finally, substituting Equations (5), (6), and (9) into Equation (4), the input energy is expressed in
terms of the shear stress and the geometric parameters as follows:

dWnode = 4tL2
Rτsh cos

(
π
4
− ϕ

2

)
sin

(
π
4
− ϕ

2

)
dϕ = 2tL2

Rτshsin
(
π
2
−ϕ

)
dϕ = 2tL2

Rτshcosϕdϕ. (10)

2.4. Dissipation Energy of Friction

Figure 4a is a crossover point of two yarns. As shown in Figure 4b, a friction force is generated
when a yarn rotates. An equivalent circle is used to approximate the contact area of overlapped yarns.
It is reasonable to assume that the friction force is evenly distributed in the contact area. Imagine an
infinitesimal sector whose side lengths are dr and rdφ, as shown in Figure 4c. The sector moves from A
to A’ with the yarn rotation. Then, the moment of the friction force to the point O is given by

M f ri =

∫ 2π

0

∫ R

0

F f ri

πR2 r·rdrdφ =
2
3

F f riR. (11)
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(a) Cross point in an RVE (b) Illustration of friction force 
 
(c) Calculation of friction energy 

Figure 4. Dissipation energy of friction.

Furthermore, the friction dissipation energy in an RVE is obtained as

dW f ri = N2
yM f ridϕ =

2
3

N2
yF f riRdϕ, (12)

where R is the equivalent radius. The contact area varies with the shear angle until parallel yarns
contact each other in in-plane transverse direction. Thus, R is expressed as

R =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
w0√
π cosϕ ϕ < ϕL

w0√
π cosϕL

ϕ ≥ ϕL
, (13)

where ϕL is the shear-locking angle, meaning that parallel yarns start to contact each other in in-plane
transverse direction. The shear-locking angle can be expressed as

cosϕL =
w0

w0 + g0
. (14)

It should be noted that the shear angle keeps increasing after ϕL due to in-plane transverse
compression of yarns. In other words, the shear angle is actually not locked. However, following the
nomenclature of textile forming, the shear-locking angle is still employed.

For simplicity, Coulomb’s friction theory is employed. Before a yarn rotates, the static friction
force can be approximately seen as linearly dependent on the shear angle. When a yarn rotates, the
friction force F f ri is calculated from the friction factor μ and the contact force between overlapped
yarns Fc. The friction force is expressed as:

F f ri =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
ϕ
ϕ0
μFc ϕ < ϕ0

μFc ϕ ≥ ϕ0
, (15)

where ϕ0 is the critical shear angle when a yarn starts to rotate. Obviously, the friction force depends
on the contact force between overlapped yarns, Fc. Fc consists of two parts: the one induced by the
tension force along a yarn, Fc

t , and the initial contact force induced by the yarn bending, Fc
0, as shown

in the following equation:
Fc = Fc

t + Fc
0. (16)

Ideally, Fc
0 should be calculated from the yarn bending stiffness and the bending angle. However,

the measured bending stiffness has large scatter, and its value is sensitive to the load status of a yarn.
Thus, it is better to curve-fit Fc

0 by comparing prediction results to experimental data.
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Figure 5 illustrates the contact force induced by the tension force along a yarn for a plain-woven
fabric. θ is the waviness angle of a yarn. Lin is the length of the inflected part of a yarn. Then, Fc

t is:

Fc
t = 2Ftsinθ = 2Ft

t
Lin

=
2tFt√

(w0 + g0)
2 + t2

. (17)

 

Figure 5. The contact force produced by the tension force of a yarn (plain-woven fabric).

For fabrics with different weave patterns, the illustration of the contact force is shown in Figure 6.

 
Figure 6. The contact force produced by the tension force of a yarn (different weave pattern).

Then, the contact force at one cross point is:

Fc
t =

2ηFtsinθ
Ny

=
2ηytFt

Ny

√
(w0 + g0)

2 + t2
. (18)

The friction force can be calculated by substituting Equation (18) into Equation (16) and then into
Equation (15).

Finally, the dissipation energy, dW f ri, is obtained by substituting Equations (15) and (13) into
Equation (12). The expression of dW f ri is obtained:

dW f ri =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

2
3 N2

y
ϕ
ϕ0
μ

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 2ηytFt

Ny

√
(w0+g0)

2+t2
+ Fc

0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠Rdϕ ϕ < ϕ0

2
3 N2

yμ

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 2ηytFt

Ny

√
(w0+g0)

2+t2
+ Fc

0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠Rdϕ ϕ ≥ ϕ0

. (19)

2.5. Dissipation Energy of in-plane Transverse Compression

As shown in Figure 7a, parallel yarns start to contact each other at the shear-locking angle. As the
shear angle increases, the yarns are transversely compressed under the in-plane transverse compression
force Fcom. The points C and D move to C’ and D’, and the total width reduction of a yarn is Δw,
as illustrated in Figure 7b. Since no yarn sliding is considered in this work, the side length of the
parallelogram ABCD remains constant, which is (w0 + g0).
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(a) Geometry at the shear-locking angle (b) Geometry after the shear-locking angle 

Figure 7. In-plane transverse compression of an RVE.

In an infinitesimal load increment, Fcom can be seen as constant. Since the fill and warp yarns are
consistent in geometry and mechanical properties, the dissipation energy of the in-plane transverse
compression of a fabric RVE is

dWcom = 2N2
yFcomdw, (20)

where dw is the differentiation of Δw. Δw and dw are given by

Δw = w0εcom, (21)

dw = w0dεcom, (22)

where εcom is the in-plane transverse compressive strain of a yarn. From the view point of simplicity,
it is reasonable to assume that the yarn compression is linear. Then, the compression force Fcom is
calculated with the following equation:

Fcom = t(w0 + g0)Ecomεcom, (23)

where Ecom is the transverse compressive modulus of a yarn.
Please remember that our goal is to obtain the constitutive relation between the shear stress and

shear angle of a fabric RVE. Thus, εcom must be written as a function of the shear angle. ϕL is the
shear-locking angle given by Equation (14). Obviously, when ϕ ≤ ϕL, the width is not compressed,
and both εcom and dεcom are zero. When ϕ > ϕL, is the following equation is given as:

Δw = w0 −w′ = (w0 + g0)(cosϕL − cosϕ), ϕ > ϕL. (24)

Then, εcom is obtained as

εcom =
Δw
w0

=
w0 −w′

w0
=

(w0 + g0)(cosϕL − cosϕ)
w0

, ϕ > ϕL. (25)

Furthermore, dεcom is reached:

dεcom =
d(εcom)

dϕ
dϕ =

(w0 + g0)sinϕ
w0

dϕ,ϕ > ϕL. (26)

Obviously, when ϕ ≤ ϕL, the dissipation energy is zero. When ϕ > ϕL, dWcom can be achieved by
substituting Equations (25) and (26) into Equations (22) and (23) and then into Equation (20). Finally,
the expression of dWcom is achieved:

dWcom = 2N2
yEcom

t(w0 + g0)
3

w0
(cosϕL − cosϕ)sinϕdϕ, ϕ > ϕL. (27)
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2.6. Model Summary

Both the input energy and dissipation energies of friction and transverse compression are expressed
as functions of the shear stress and shear angle. Then, the relation between shear stress and shear angle
can be obtained by solving the energy equilibrium, Equation (3). It is noted that the friction dissipation
energy is sensitive to the number of inflection points in an RVE, indicating that the present model
can consider the effect of different weave patterns on the shear deformation of fabrics. In addition,
the tension-shear coupling mechanism appears from two aspects in the present model. Firstly, the effect
of tension force on the shear property of a fabric is directly reflected by the shear friction dissipation
energy. An increase in the tension force leads to the increase of contact force between overlapped
yarns and then results in the increase of friction dissipation energy. Obviously, a larger dissipation
energy means larger resistance in deformation. Secondly, the tension force will make a yarn shrink.
Generally, the transverse compressive modulus will rise due to the shrinking effect. Furthermore, the
increase of transverse compressive modulus also generates more dissipation energy. With the help of
the analytical model developed in this work, the effect of tension on the shear behavior of fabrics can
be analyzed explicitly.

3. Model Validation

In this part, the present model is validated by experimental results of a dry woven fabric under
tension and shear loads. The experimental data for a carbon fiber plain-woven fabric subjected to
biaxial tension and shear force were presented in Nosrat-Nezami et al. [22]. As shown in Figure 8, the
experiment is constructed by adding a tensile device to a picture frame configuration, and a needle bar
is set up between clamps to guarantee the free rotation of yarns. The geometric information of the test
specimen is shown in Table 1. The friction factor between warp and fill yarns of a carbon fabric is 0.6
according to Najjar et al. [23] and Allaoui et al. [24]. Please note that the width and gap of warp and
fill yarns are slightly different. The shear-locking angle is determined by geometry of the yarn family
which is first in-plane transversely contacted. Thus, the width and gap of the fill yarn are used in the
present model.

Figure 8. Biaxial tension and shear test on a plain-woven carbon fabric [22].

Table 1. Geometric information of the T700-12K carbon fiber plain-woven fabric specimen [22].

Specimen Size
Fabric

Thickness
Warp

Width
Warp Gap Fill Width Fill Gap

100 × 100 mm 0.45 mm 4.11 mm 0.78 mm 4.94 mm 0 mm

When a tensile force is applied to a yarn, due to the yarn shrinking and the out-of-plane
compression between overlapped yarns, the fabric thickness decreases and the transverse compressive
modulus of the yarn increases. However, the variations of thickness and transverse compressive
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modulus are difficult to be measured experimentally. According to the thickness-pressure relation
shown in Figure 9, Ivanov and Lomov [25] suggested that the thickness variation and the transverse
compressive of a yarn can be approximated as bilinear functions of the compressive force. Please
note that, although a fabric is subjected to a tension force along the yarn direction, the yarn is actually
compressed in the transverse direction due to the yarn shrinking and the out-of-plane compression
between overlapped yarns. Thus, the transverse stress state of a yarn in this work is similar to the
transvers compressive test shown in the work of Ivanov and Lomov [25]. Besides, the materials
involved in Figures 8 and 9 are both carbon fabrics with a 12 K yarn bundle. Thus, the quasi-bilinear
trend shown in Figure 9 is reasonably applicable for the validation in this work.

Figure 9. Thickness-compressive pressure of a dry carbon yarn [23].

For the cases in Nosrat-Nezami et al. [22], the maximum tensile load is 2.4 N/mm. If the contact
force induced by yarn bending is ignored, the tensile load of 2.4 N/mm corresponds to a compressive
pressure of about 0.05 MPa, according to Equations (16) and (18), which is located around the first
linear segment in Figure 9. Thus, it is rational to assume that the thickness and transverse compressive
moduli linearly vary with the tensile force. In addition, the bending stiffness also varies due to the
yarn shrinking. Furthermore, the bending stiffness directly affects the initial contact force Fc

0 induced
by yarn waviness. Thus, it is also reasonable to set Fc

0 as a linear function of the tension force. Then, the
thickness t, the compressive modulus Ecom, and the initial contact force Fc

0 can be obtained by a linear
curve-fitting process from the cases of no tension and 2.4N/mm tension. Besides, the shear angle when
a yarn starts to rotate, ϕ0, can be approximately seen as a constant throughout the load process, since it
is not sensitive to the contact force between overlapped yarns. Thus, one curve is enough to fit the ϕ0.
Overall, the cases of no tension and 2.4 N/mm tension are employed to curve-fit model parameters,
and the other cases are used for validation. All the curve-fitted parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Curve-fitting parameters for a carbon fiber plain-woven fabric.

Loading Cases No Tension 0.8 N/mm 1.6 N/mm 2.4 N/mm

ϕ0 (◦) 1.5◦ 1.5◦ 1.5◦ 1.5◦

Fc
0 (N) 0.2 0.33 0.47 0.6

t (mm) t 0.86 t 0.73 t 0.6 t
Ecom (MPa) 0.25 0.83 1.41 2

Figure 10 compares the results of the present model and experimental data. The cases of no
tension and 2.4 N/mm tension are used to curve-fit the parameters of the present model, t, ϕ0, Fc

0, and
Ecom. The cases of 0.8 N/mm and 1.6 N/mm are used for validation. Equation (28) provides a method
to quantitatively characterize the average error between experimental data and the predicted results.

Err =
∑M

i=1

1
M

√(
τ

pr
sh(ϕi) − τex

sh(ϕi)
)2

τex
sh(ϕi)

, (28)
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where ϕi is the evenly distributed shear angle point with an angle-interval of around 5◦. τpr
sh(ϕi) and

τex
sh(ϕi) are the corresponding predicted and measured shear stresses for each ϕi. M is the number of

collected data points of a curve. The average errors for the four load cases are shown in Figure 10.
The average errors of the four cases are around 10%, which is good enough considering the scatter of
measured data.

Figure 10. Comparison between the analytical model and experimental data of a carbon plain-woven
fabric under bi-axial tension and shear load.

For the no tension and 2.4 N/mm tension cases, the theoretical curves agree well with experimental
results, proving that the present model can effectively describe the shear mechanism and the
tension-shear coupling effect of fabrics under biaxial tension. For the cases of 0.8 N/mm and
1.6 N/mm, the deviations between predicted and experimental results are very small, verifying the
prediction capability of the present model.

Comparing the curves of the four cases, it is found that the shear rigidity of a fabric significantly
increases with the applied tension force. Thus, it is evident that the tension-shear coupling must be
taken into account in the material forming process of fabrics. As shown in Figure 10, a stress-strain
curve can be divided into two parts: the initial linear part and the nonlinear part. The initial part is
induced by the static friction between overlapped yarns before a yarn rotates. The maximum value of
the static friction force determines the initial shear stress value of the nonlinear part. A higher tension
force leads to a larger maximum static friction force, thereby resulting in stiffer shear property of a
fabric. Thus, the friction between overlapped yarns is one source of the tension-shear coupling. For the
nonlinear part, the stiffness rapidly increases when the tension force varies from zero to 2.4 N/mm. This
happens because the fiber density of a yarn becomes larger due to yarn shrinking induced by a tension
force. A higher fiber density means a higher transverse compressive Young’s modulus. Furthermore,
higher transverse stiffness of yarns brings a larger shear resistance for the shear deformation of fabrics.
Obviously, the transverse compression of yarns is one main source of the tension-shear coupling.

For general fabrics, there should be a flat part between the initial linear part and the nonlinear
rising part. The flat part is induced by friction during shear deformation before transverse compression
of parallel yarns occurs. However, the fill gap is zero for the case in Figure 10, meaning that parallel
yarns contact each other when a yarn starts to rotate. Thus, no obvious flat part is observed in Figure 10.

4. Parametric Study

It is essential to understand the effect of geometry and mechanical properties of yarns on the large
shear behavior. In this work, a kind of carbon fiber woven fabric is taken as an example. It should
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be noted in Figure 10 that the unit of tension force along a yarn is N/mm, meaning that the force is
homogenized by the side length of an RVE. Thus, the force along a yarn is dependent on the thickness
of a fabric. Conversely, the parametric study requires that the tensile load is independent of thickness
variation. Thus, a tensile stress σy with unit of MPa is used. As a reference, some basic parameters are
reasonably set in Table 3. The sensitivity study is performed by varying one of these parameters while
keeping the others constant.

Table 3. Parameter values of a reference-woven fabric.

Parameters Value Parameters Value

Weave pattern plain Initial shear angle ϕ0 2◦

Yarn width w f & ww 5 mm Tension stress along
yarns σy

5 MPa

Yarn gap g f & gw 0.5 mm Friction factor μ 0.6

Yarn thickness t f & tw 0.5 mm Compressive modulus of
yarn Ecom

1 MPa

Figure 11a shows the shear deformation curves of fabrics with different weave patterns. The
weave pattern is characterized by ηy/Ny, the ratio between the inflection points of a yarn and the
number of yarns in an RVE. The ratios are 1, 1/2, and 1/4 for plain woven, 2*2 twill, and 8 harness satin,
respectively. As shown in Figure 11a, a higher ratio corresponds to a higher shear stiffness. The result
is reasonable because a higher ratio means more interaction between fill and warp yarns.

Figure 11b is the parametric study of the fabric geometry. It is found that the shear stiffness
increases with the increase of yarn thickness but decreases with the increase of yarn gap. This is because
the waviness angle becomes larger when a yarn becomes thicker. Thus, the contact force between
overlapped yarns increases, though the tension force along the yarn remains unchanged. However, the
increase of yarn gap reduces the waviness angle, thereby weakening the effect of the tension force on
shear deformation. Besides, the shear-locking phenomenon is postponed with the increase of gap size,
25◦ for g0 = 0.5, 34◦ for g0 = 1, and 44◦ for g0 = 2. The transverse compression of parallel yarns is one
main source of the shear resistance. Thus, the rising shear-locking angle significantly reduces the shear
rigidity of a fabric.

Figure 11c illustrates the effect of the yarn property and the tensile load on the shear behavior of a
fabric. It should be noted that in real cases, the transverse compressive modulus Ecom is sensitive to the
tensile load Ft. However, in the sensitivity study, the two parameters are assumed to be independent
so as to investigate the effect of each parameter on the shear behavior. It can be seen that the increase of
tensile force along yarns results in a larger shear rigidity of a fabric. Moreover, each curve in Figure 11
can be divided into three parts, the initial linear part, the flat part, and the nonlinear rising part. Curves
in Figure 11a–c indicate that the weave pattern, the yarn geometry, and the tensile load along yarns
can only influence the maximum stress of the first part and the shear stress of the flat part but have no
effect on the third part. However, as shown in Figure 11c, the growth of Ecom significantly increases the
slope of the third part of a curve, thereby enhancing the shear rigidity of a fabric. This happens because
the effects of the weave pattern, the geometry, and the tensile load on shear behavior are characterized
by the friction force which controls the linear and the flat part. However, the third nonlinear rising
part is mainly controlled by the transverse compression of yarns.
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(a) Effect of weave pattern 

(b) Effect of geometry of yarns 

Figure 11. Cont.
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(c) Effect of mechanical property and tensile load 

Figure 11. Sensitivity study on the shear behavior of a fabric.

5. Conclusions

An analytical model is proposed to describe the tension-shear coupling effect of fabrics with
different weave patterns under large shear deformation. Different weave patterns are characterized by
the number of inflection points of yarns. In this work, the tension-shear coupling mechanism can be
revealed from two aspects, the friction dissipation energy and the in-plane transverse compressive
dissipation energy. On the one hand, the subjected tensile force along yarns increases the contact
force between overlapped yarns, leading to the growth of the friction dissipation energy. Then, larger
friction dissipation energy brings more resistance with respect to shear deformation, thereby increasing
the shear rigidity of a fabric. On the other hand, the tensile load along a yarn makes the yarn shrink.
The shrinking improves the transverse compressive modulus of the yarn. Besides, the transverse
compressive modulus of a yarn is also improved due to the compressive force between overlapped
yarns induced by the tension force. Then, the dissipation energy of the transverse compression of yarns
becomes larger due to the increase of the mechanical properties of yarns, thus enhancing the shear
rigidity of a fabric. In addition to the description of the tension-shear coupling mechanism, the present
model has a high computational efficiency due to its explicit and analytical expressions.

The model is validated by experimental results of the shear behavior of a fabric under different
biaxial tensile loads. Furthermore, parametric studies are carried out using the present model.
In general, fewer inflection points, a larger gap-to-width ratio, and softer in-plane compressive moduli
decrease the shear stiffness of a fabric, which can improve the formability of a fabric. When tensile
force along yarns is utilized to reduce wrinkling, one should consider that the tensile force will also
affect the shear property of a fabric and will further affect the yarn re-orientation. With the help of
the present analytical model, engineers can easily optimize the design of fabrics with different weave
patterns. Because of the high computational efficiency of the model, the optimization process can be
significantly improved.
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Featured Application: The influence of empty channel design on resin flow in a porous plate

is studied. Constructal design is used for geometric investigation of I and T-shaped channels.

The multiphase resin/air flow in the porous plate is solved numerically. T-shaped configurations

with long branches lead to the best impregnation performance. Permanent air voids arise in the

domain for very thin T-shaped channels.

Abstract: This numerical study aims to investigate the influence of I and T-shaped empty channels’
geometry on the filling time of resin in a rectangular porous enclosed mold, mimicking the main
operating principle of a liquid resin infusion (LRI) process. Geometrical optimization was conducted
with the constructal design (CD) and exhaustive search (ES) methods. The problem was subjected to
two constraints (areas of porous mold and empty channels). In addition, the I and T-shaped channels
were subjected to one and three degrees of freedom (DOF), respectively. Conservation equations
of mass and momentum for modeling of resin/air mixture flow were numerically solved with the
finite volume method (FVM). Interaction between the phases was considered with the volume of
fluid method (VOF), and the effect of porous medium resistance in the resin flow was calculated with
Darcy’s law. For the studied conditions, the best T-shaped configuration resulted in a filling time
nearly three times lower than that for optimal I-shaped geometry, showing that the complexity of the
channels benefited the performance. Moreover, the best T-shaped configurations were achieved for
long single and bifurcated branches, except for configurations with skinny channels, which saw the
generation of permanent voids.

Keywords: constructal design; resin flow; porous media; numerical simulation; filling time

1. Introduction

Liquid composite molding (LCM) processes were developed to enable the production of large,
wide, and complex structural components at low cost. Among the important LCM processes, it is
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important to mention liquid resin infusion (LRI), which consists of the injection of a polymer resin
through empty channels mounted on a fibrous mold, favoring the global propagation of the resin over
the mold domain [1]. One of the most considerable difficulties in applying LRI is related to complete
mold filling and void formation, ensuring that the fibrous reinforcement is completely impregnated by
the resin within the mold [2–5].

To tackle the reported difficulties, several efforts have been made to improve process
comprehension, as well as to avoid traditional trial-and-error approaches. One possibility is the use of
computational tools to simulate multiphase resin/air flow into the enclosed mold [3–8]. The study of
parametrical investigations in the LRI process (as the influence of design over the behavior of resin/air
flow, voids formation, and filling time) also represents an important subject. Therefore, studies have
been carried out in the analytical, experimental, and numerical scope to improve the understanding of
resin/air flow in this kind of domain [3,4].

The development of computational methods for the representation of LCM processes is an
important point of concern. For example, Isoldi et al. [9] performed a numerical study of resin flow
in porous domains that mimics the operational principle of the Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) and
Light Resin Transfer Molding (LRTM) processes. Different resin flow cases were solved numerically
(linear, radial, and complex three-dimensional domain) and compared with analytical, experimental,
and numerical results available in the literature. The maximum difference between these solutions
was about 8.0%, showing the validity of the developed numerical method. Wang et al. [1] conducted
a numerical and experimental study of the resin infusion process under industrial conditions. The
authors verified that mold filling time determined by numerical simulation brought about results
in agreement with experimental solutions. Afterward, Grössing et al. [10] compared the technical
feasibility of using two different numerical methods (PAM-RTM® and OpenFOAM) to obtain numerical
solutions of resin flow. Firstly, it was found that the numerical methods led to valid solutions in
comparison with experimental results. It was also verified that both numerical methods had very
similar results for the simulation of resin flow in porous media. Sirtautas et al. [11] developed a
numerical model based on the Finite Element Method (FEM), considering the effects of compressibility
and orthotropic permeability dependent on pressure in the domain for different fibrous materials.
A comparison between the numerical model and experimental results was performed for resin
flow in the two-dimensional domain of an aerospace piece. The results showed good agreement,
recommending the use of the proposed computational method. Pierce et al. [12] developed and
validated a multi-physics model to improve the simulation of the infusion process in the complex
preform. The results are compared with traditional models that do not consider fabric deformation.
The combination of deformation-dependent permeability properties and the preform draping model
led to more realistic predictions for local infusion flow. Chebil et al. [13] developed a computational
model for the simulation of three-dimensional resin flow in laminated preform composed of multiple
layers with different permeabilities. The method proposed the use of shell elements for flow simulation
instead of solid elements, leading to a reduction in computing time. Rubino and Carlone [14] proposed
an analytical/numerical methodology to consider the effects of preform compaction on resin flow for a
deformable porous media, which is important for processes such as vacuum assisted resin transfer
molding (VARTM) and Seeman composites resin infusion molding process (SCRIMP), where a flexible
bag is generally used as part of the mold. The results showed that preform compaction affected resin
flow and filling time.

The numerical approach has also been used to define strategies for several LCM processes.
Examples of the evaluation of gate placements in RTM processes seeking to prevent void content and
minimize filling time had been widely reported in different works [15–20]. The work of Brouwer et al. [3]
proposed strategies to improve the positioning of injection channels in one LRI process using
computational modeling. More precisely, the authors presented developments in two large structures
to be filled with resin, a rotor blade, and a boat hull 20 m and 16 m long, respectively. The strategy
adopted by the authors consisted of a main injection channel in the central region of the domain
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(the keel for the case of injection in the hull domain) with several bifurcated channels spread along
the area of the domain (from the center to the periphery). Afterward, Gomes et al. [21] performed
a numerical and experimental study for better characterization of a VARTM (vacuum assisted resin
transfer molding) process, indicating the best strategies for the filling of a C-shaped stringer. The results
indicated that the consideration of two exit regions (with vacuum) and one entering region of resin
placed in the extremes of domain length was the best strategy to minimize filling time and prevent
void formation. Wang et al. [1] developed an iterative method based on a centroidal Voronoi diagram
for optimization of the distribution of several channels to reduce the number of required tests.

Recently, Struzziero and Skordos [22] performed a numerical multi-objective optimization focusing
on the choice of an optimal temperature profile, which minimizes the filling time and the risk of
hindering resin flow due to excessive curing. For the optimization, the authors employed the genetic
algorithm (GA) method. It achieved reductions of nearly 66% and 15% in filling time and final
degree of cure, respectively, in comparison with standard solutions. Geng et al. [23] investigated
the behavior of resin impregnation in curved porous plates mimicking a VARTM process. They
performed an experimental study investigating the influence of curvature angles and preform layers
on the advancement of the resin front line. The results indicated that due to interaction between the
preforms and void formation, the curved regions led to an augmentation of 15% to 30% of filling time in
comparison with a linear region. Shevtsov et al. [24] performed an experimental and numerical study
for the manufacturing of three-dimensional composite parts of complex shape. For the computational
model, a numerical technique based on liquid resin flow into porous preform is coupled with a model
that describes the fluid motion in unsaturated soils. The developed method allowed the prediction of
inner and outer dry spots depending on the resin flow movement. Despite several important works
reported, few studies can be found on the evaluation of the influence of the geometry of empty channels
in the behavior of resin/air fluid flow into the porous domain. In the present study, a geometrical
optimization of I and T-shaped empty channels over the required time to fill a porous rectangular plate
is performed with the constructal design (CD) and exhaustive search (ES) methods.

Constructal design is a method for assessment of design in any finite flow system based on the
objectives and constraints principle. This method has been widely applied to show that shape and
structure in nature (trees, rivers, animal body, and others) are deterministically generated following a
physical principle named Constructal Law of Design and Evolution [25–29]. According to Bejan [28],
constructal law states that the design of the finite-size flow system to persist in time (to live) must evolve
freely to maximize access to its internal currents. This method has also been applied as a powerful tool
to improve the design of several engineering problems as cooling systems, heat exchangers, renewable
energy, transport systems, and even solid mechanics [30–36]. As per the authors’ knowledge, except
for the works of Refs. [37,38], the constructal design method has not been employed in the literature
for investigation on the influence of geometry over impregnation of resin in a porous medium, which
mimics the LRI process, a novelty in the present work.

Here, the application of computational modeling, constructal design, and exhaustive search (ES)
in geometrical optimization of I and T-shaped empty channels inserted into the rectangular porous
medium is proposed. The main aims here are to minimize the filling time of resin impregnation in the
porous medium, prevent the formation of permanent voids in the domain, and investigate the influence
of geometry over the performance indicator of the system. The solution domain is presented in a
two-dimensional rectangular plate with a porous medium, which simulates a fibrous reinforcement.
This work is a sort of continuity of the study by Magalhães et al. [38] with the difference being that
here the T-shaped channel is completely optimized, i.e., all three degrees of freedom are investigated.
The conservation equations of mass, momentum, and one equation for the transport of volumetric
fractions are solved with the finite volume method (FVM) [39–41]. To deal with the resin/air interface
flow, the volume of fluid (VOF) method is used [42]. In the region of the porous medium, it is also
considered a body force modeled with Darcy’s law. More precisely, the simulations were performed
using the computational fluid dynamics code FLUENT [41].
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2. Mathematical Modeling

In this study, incompressible, laminar, and transient flow of a resin/air mixture in a two-dimensional
domain is considered. Moreover, the two phases are treated as immiscible. For the prediction of this
kind of flow, conservation equations of mass and momentum for the mixture of resin/air and one
transport equation for prediction of resin volume fraction are numerically solved. The conservation
equations of mass and momentum for the resin/air mixture are given by [43]:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ ·

(
ρ
→
V
)
= 0 (1)

∂
(
ρ
→
V
)

∂t
+ ∇ ·

(
ρ
→
V
→
V
)
= −∇P + ∇ · =τ +→

F (2)

where ρ is the mixture density (kg/m3),
→
V is the velocity vector (m/s), t is the time (s), μ is the dynamic

viscosity of the fluid (Pa.s), ∇P is the pressure gradient (Pa/m),
→
F is an external force vector per unit

volume (N/m3) and
=
τ is the stress tensor of the fluid (N/m2), given by:

=
τ = μ

(
∇→V + ∇→V

T
)

(3)

The effect of the porous medium is included in the mathematical model by the insertion of a body
force in the momentum equation based on Darcy’s law, as given by [43–45]:

→
F = −μ

K

→
V (4)

To tackle the resin/air mixture, the volume of fluid (VOF) method is employed [42]. In this
approach, an additional transport equation for resin volume fraction (f ) is necessary to define the
quantity of resin along with each cell of the domain. This transport equation is given by [42]:

∂ f
∂t

+ ∇ ·
(

f
→
V
)
= 0 (5)

With the definition of volume fraction, density and dynamic viscosity in each cell of the
computational domain can be calculated by [46]:

ρ = fρres + (1− f )ρair (6)

ρ = fμres + (1− f )μair (7)

2.1. Problem Description

As previously mentioned, an incompressible, laminar, and transient multiphase flow of resin/air
was considered, moving through a two-dimensional plate domain composed of a porous medium,
as shown in Figure 1a,b. Empty channels are inserted along the porous domain to facilitate impregnation
of the resin throughout the mold. In Figure 1a,b, these channels (I and T-shaped, respectively) are
represented by the dark gray region, while the porous region is represented by light gray.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Computational domain of the problem, which mimics the liquid resin infusion (LRI) process
with two empty channels geometries: (a) I-shaped, (b) T-shaped.

In both cases, flow is imposed by a pressure difference between the resin inlet (lower surface of
the empty channel) and the exit region of multiphase flow (upper surface of the porous medium). Inlet
pressure of Pin = 1 × 105 Pa is considered, and pressure of Pout = 0 Pa is imposed in the exit. It is worth
mentioning that, in a real LRI process, resin flow is driven by vacuum imposition at the exit of the
fibrous reinforcement. Despite this, a pressure difference with the imposition of positive pressure in the
resin inlet surface is represented. For computational modeling, it is important to predict the pressure
difference. Hence, the imposition made here led to the same results as that achieved when the same
pressure difference is imposed with the vacuum in the domain exit. In the remaining domain, bottom,
and lateral surfaces, a non-slip and impermeability boundary condition is imposed (u = v = 0 m /s).
For the resin volume fraction (Equation (5)), f = 1 at the inlet section and zero gradients (normal to the
surface) on all the other surfaces are imposed. Concerning the physical properties of the resin and air,
densities of ρres = 916 kg/m3 and ρair = 1.225 kg/m3 and dynamic viscosities of μres = 0.06 kg/(ms) and
μair = 1.7894 × 10−5 kg/(ms) are adopted. For the porous media, a permeability of K = 3.0 × 10−10 m2

and porosity of ε = 0.88 is imposed.

2.2. Geometrical Evaluation

Geometrical optimization was done by using an association between constructal design and
exhaustive search, as explained in recent literature [47]. Figure 2 illustrates the main steps employed
for optimization of the problem. Steps 1 to 3 presents the flow system and identifies a performance
indicator (here, it is filling time). Steps 4 and 5 show the constraints of the problem, degrees of freedom,
and the main parameters of the physical problem. It is also necessary to understand the physical
problem and define a method for its solution (numerical solution in this case).

With the defining of geometry and understanding of the physical solution method, it is possible
to predict the performance indicator (minimization of filling time of resin impregnation along with
the porous domain) for each configuration studied. After Step 6, it is necessary to define if the design
should be optimized or not.

If the problem is not optimized, a geometrical evaluation is performed, seeking to understand
the effect of degrees of freedom over performance indicator, simulating the total number of cases
defined. However, if the problem is optimized, it is necessary to specify an optimization method.
Here, exhaustive search, which consists of evaluating several geometrical possibilities taking into
consideration fixed increments of variation for each degree of freedom (as depicted in Figure 3) for the
T-shaped case.
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Figure 2. Flow chart illustrating the main steps of the geometrical optimization of I and T-shaped
empty channels inserted into the rectangular porous plate for resin impregnation along the domain.
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the performed simulations in geometric evaluation of the T-shaped empty
channel in resin infusion simulation.

For complete optimization, Steps 6b to 9b, illustrated in Figure 2, are executed. It should be
emphasized that heuristic-based optimization methods, e.g., genetic algorithm and simulated annealing,
have also been associated with constructal design [48]. These kinds of tools are more used in software
packages such as FLUENT [41] and Magma5 [49].

These methods required a significantly lower number of cases to be solved, but need verification
with exhaustive search for suitable reproduction of the effects of DOFs over the performance indicator.

Each case under analysis is submitted to two restrictions, the total area of the computational
domain:

A = HL (8)

and the area of the empty channel, which for I-shaped and T-shaped channels, respectively, are
represented by:

AI = H0L0 (9)

AT = H0L0 + H1L1 (10)

The dimensions of the external domain with porous medium are: H = L = 0.5 m for all simulations,
i.e., the outer area is a geometric constraint of the problem, and H/L = 1.0 is taken into account. It should
be noted that a spacing of 0.05 m was taken into consideration for the sides of the fibrous reinforcement
mold, and an additional height of 0.25 m was inserted to prevent void regions in the locality defined
by the dashed line shown in Figure 1a,b, which is the main analysis region of this study. The areas
AI and AT can be represented by the ratio between the empty channel and plate areas (fraction area),
written by:

φ =
AI

A
=

AT

A
(11)

For the I-shaped empty channel, one degree of freedom (L0/H0) is considered, whereas the
T-shaped empty channel has three degrees of freedom (L0/H0, H0/H1, and L1/H1). To optimize the
geometry of the I-shaped channels, a set of 60 simulations were performed with different L0/H0 ratios
and different values of φ, where φ = 0.005; 0.01; 0.03; 0.05, and 0.1. In the case of T-shaped channels,
only φ = 0.05 was evaluated, due to the high number of simulations required for each magnitude of
φ. In this specific case, a total of 189 simulations were performed. For this case (T-shaped channel),
the optimization process was divided into three steps, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 illustrates that in the first optimization step, the ratio L1/H1 is varied, while the remaining
parameters (L0/H0 and H0/H1) are kept fixed. To clarify how the terms are assigned, note that the
minimum value found for the filling time is named the once minimized filling time (tm), and the
corresponding ratio L1/H1 is called the once-optimized ratio of L1/H1, (L1/H1)o. In a second step,
the same process is repeated by varying L1/H1 for the other ratios of L0/H0 and maintaining H0/H1

constant. At this stage of the process, two degrees of freedom are optimized (L1/H1 and L0/H0). In this
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case, the minimum filling time obtained is twice minimized (tmm), the L1/H1 ratio is the twice-optimized
ratio (L1/H1)oo, and the L0/H0 ratio is once optimized (L0/H0)o. Finally, the second step is repeated
for the different ratios of H0/H1 evaluated. Thus, the minimum filling time is the thrice-minimized
(tmmm), and the optimal shapes are the thrice-optimized ratio of L1/H1, (L1/H1)ooo, the twice optimized
ratio of L0/H0, (L0/H0)oo, and the once-optimized ratio of H0/H1, (H0/H1)o, completing the geometric
optimization process.

3. Numerical Modeling and Code Validation

For simulation of the infusion process, the conservation equations of mass, momentum, and
transport equation of volume fraction were solved using a commercial CFD (computational fluid
dynamics) code based on FVM [39–41]. Numerical simulations were carried out using computers with
4 Intel Xeon processors and 8 threads of 3.30 GHz clock and 8.0 Gb of RAM. In all the simulations,
the second-order upwind discretization scheme was used for the treatment of the advective terms.
For pressure interpolation, the PRESTO scheme was used. Pressure-velocity coupling was performed
with the PISO method, while the Geo-Reconstruction method was used to reconstruct the interface
between the two fluids. In addition, sub-relaxation factors of 0.3 and 0.7 are imposed for the conservation
equations of mass and momentum, respectively. The simulations are considered converged when the
residuals of conservation equations of mass and momentum are lower than R < 10−6.

For time discretization, a study of time step independence was performed, since a transient
problem was being investigated. Five simulations were performed with a varying time step, and its
influence over the volume of domain completely impregnated by the resin was investigated, i.e.,
the volume of domain with volume fraction of f = 1.0. For all simulations, the volume of resin injected
up to time of t = 7.0 s was evaluated. Table 1 shows, for the analyzed injection time, the volume
percentage of the domain filled with resin and the processing time required to carry out the simulations.
The analyzed case consists of a I-shaped empty channel with area fraction of φ = 0.05, H/L = 1.0 and
L0/H0 = 4.0. It is possible to observe that for values of Δt ≤ 1.0 × 10−3 s, all employed time steps lead to
identical results. For the values of Δt = 1.0 × 10−2 s and Δt = 1.0 × 10−1 s, there is no convergence in
the simulations. Consequently, the time step of Δt = 1.0 × 10−3 s is adopted in subsequent geometric
evaluation simulations, as it leads to a lower computational effort compared to smaller time steps.

Table 1. Study of sensibility of time step over resin impregnation for an I-shaped empty channel with
φ = 0.05, H/L = 1, and L0/H0 = 4.

Time Step (s) Mold Filling (%) Processing Time (s)

1.0 × 10−5 27.1596 171,000
1.0 × 10−4 27.1596 8900
1.0 × 10−3 27.1596 1200

1.0 × 10−2 * —– —–
1.0 × 10−1 * —– —–

* Non-converging solutions.

For spatial discretization, the domain was divided into finite rectangular volumes, and a mesh
independence test was performed to define the number of volumes used for the simulations. The time
step used is defined in Table 1 (Δt = 1.0 × 10−3 s). Table 2 shows the number of volumes, the filling
time for complete impregnation of resin in the mold, and the processing time required to perform
the simulations for each evaluated mesh and for the same I-shaped channel studied in the time
independence study, i.e., φ = 0.05, H/L = 1.0 and L0/H0 = 4.0. The following equation presents the
criterion for achievement of an independent mesh:

Di f f erence =
100 ·

∣∣∣tj − tj+1
∣∣∣

tj < 1.0% (12)
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where tj represents the minimum value of the filling time calculated with the coarser mesh, and tj+1

corresponds to the magnitude calculated with the refined successive mesh. Successive refinements
determine appropriate mesh size until the magnitude of the difference variable for two successive
meshes is lower than 1.0%. In this sense, a mesh with 18,271 finite rectangular volumes is used in
this study.

Table 2. Mesh independence test considering an I-shaped empty channel with φ = 0.05, H/L = 1.0 and L0/H0 = 4.0.

Number of Volumes Filling Time (s) Difference (%) Processing Time (s)

1209 188.3 1.69 43,000
4636 185.1 1.18 78,400

18,271 182.9 0.87 126,500
72,451 181.3 —– 184,900

To show the reliability of the present computational model, a verification of the numerical method
used here was done by comparing the present numerical solution and a classical analytical solution for
the rectilinear case. More precisely, resin advancement as a function of infusion time obtained with the
present method and the analytical solution described in Jinlian et al. [50] and Rudd [45] are compared.
This comparison can be made for empty channels that lead to rectilinear behavior of resin in the
porous medium. For the sake of comparison, a simulation in an I-shaped empty channel with φ = 0.05,
H/L = 1.0, and L0/H0 = 19.0, where L0 is equal to L, is chosen. The case with these configurations
represents a rectilinear case.

An analytical solution for front-line resin advancement as a function of time is given by [50]:

X f =

√
2KPint
με

(13)

where Xf is the position of the resin front-line (m), t is the time (s), μ is the resin viscosity (Pa/s), ε is the
porosity, K is the permeability (m2), and Pin is the injection pressure (Pa). It should be noted that the
present formulation is only applicable to a constant P0 situation.

A monitoring line was created in the center of the domain to obtain the numerical results. More
precisely, a line that overlaps the y-axis was defined by the following points: P1 (x1 = 0.0 m, y1 = 0.0256 m)
and P2 (x2 = 0.0 m, y2 = 0.7500 m). The coordinates x1 = x2 represent the center of the domain in the
x-direction, while the coordinate y1 represents the interface placement between the open channel and the
porous medium, and y2 is the exit region of the resin. Figure 4 shows the advancement of the resin front
line as a function of the injection time for both solutions (analytical and numerical) and an illustration of
the simulated domain with monitoring points for resin advancement in the porous medium. A maximum
difference of 0.66% was observed between the analytical and numerical results, which is an indication of
very good agreement. Therefore, the verification of the numerical model presented was satisfactorily
achieved, and the code can be used for theoretical recommendations on the geometric configurations of I
and T-shaped empty channels inserted in a rectangular porous plate.

It is also worth mentioning that the present computational model was previously verified and
validated in the work by the authors of [9]. The resin propagation obtained with this computational
model was verified with the analytical data for linear and radial cases and with numerical results
obtained with the PAM-RTM® software for three-dimensional resin flow in a rectangular box
and spherical shell. Moreover, the code was validated with the experimental results obtained
by Schmidt et al. [51] for a case of resin flow in a cavity mold with an inlet nozzle. More precisely,
it was compared to the results of resin flow advancement as a function of time: differences of nearly
8.0% were found. The cases in Reference [9] mimic resin transfer molding (RTM) or light-resin transfer
molding (LRTM) processes. In spite of the simulation of different processes, the fluid dynamic behavior
of the resin flow of Reference [9] is the same as performed here. These results were reproduced for
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code validation in this study, but are not provided here since they have already been presented in
Reference [9].

Figure 4. Comparison between the placement of resin flow as a function of time by analytical solution.

4. Results and Discussion

To eliminate residual air from a porous medium, it is necessary to perform successful molding.
The formation of voids due to partial impregnation of resin inside the fibrous reinforcement can lead
to failures in the use of the final product [45]. In this sense, geometric optimization is essential because
it not only increases productivity by reducing the time of injection, but also enhances the quality of the
pieces produced. Thus, the prevention of the formation of voids in the porous medium is a restriction
in the analysis and definition of the liquid resin infusion (LRI) process.

A reference line was created in the domain to measure filling time (see the horizontal dashed lines in
Figure 1a,b, defined by the following points: P1 (x1 =−0.25 m, y1 =0.50 m) and P2 (x2 = 0.25 m, y2 = 0.50 m)).
The position of the front line of the resin flow is monitored along this line. When the resin flow completely
crosses the reference line, i.e., when the volumetric fraction along the entire line is equal to f = 1.0,
the infusion process is considered complete.

To evaluate the geometric influence of the I-shaped empty channel over the filling infusion
time of the resin along the rectangular porous plate, the fraction area inside the domain is analyzed.
Simulations performed with different L0/H0 ratios are used to determine the case with lower infusion
time for five different fraction areas of the empty channel, φ = 0.005; 0.01; 0.03; 0.05 and 0.1. It has
been found that the effect of the ratio L0/H0 over filling time (t) is similar for all investigated fractions
φ. The only exception happened for φ = 0.1 due to the restriction of the geometry in the upper limit
of L0/H0, as can be seen in Figure 5. In general, it is noticed that the lowest L0/H0 ratios lead to the
best results, i.e., there is a reduction in filling time (t) when the channel has higher penetration in the
y-direction of the domain. However, the progressive increase of L0/H0 to the upper limit results in a
decrease in injection time too. Thus, there is a globally optimized ratio placed in the lowest region of
L0/H0 and a local optimized ratio region, placed in the superior limit of the ratio L0/H0 investigated.
The worst performance, for almost all cases of φ, is reached for intermediate ratios of L0/H0. Different
behavior is noticed only for φ = 0.100, where there is an almost asymptotic growth of filling time as a
function of ratio L0/H0, showing that restriction influences the best shape and effect of geometry over
the performance indicator.

The results also showed that the best configurations for lower magnitudes of φ can have a superior
performance than those achieved for intermediate ratios of L0/H0, even for higher magnitudes of φ.
For example, the best configuration obtained for φ = 0.01, (L0/H0)o = 0.015 led to a filling time of
tm = 105.3 s, which is lower than the filling time reached for several configurations (not optimized)
with φ = 0.03; 0.05 and 0.1. This behavior indicates that geometric rationalization can lead to smaller
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dimension channels for a performance superior to that reached for larger channels, where geometric
configuration is not optimized.

Figure 5. Effect of the L0/H0 ratio over resin infusion filling time for different area fractions of the
I-shaped empty channels.

The optimal results obtained in Figure 5 for each fraction area, φ, are compiled in Figure 6a.
Figure 6a shows the influence of the ratio between the channel area and the area of the plate (φ) on the
once minimized filling time (tm) for the I-shaped empty channel. Results in Figure 6a indicate that for
the largest area fractions (φ) of the I-shaped channel, the filling time once minimized (tm) increases.
Figure 6b shows the influence of φ on the optimal ratio of L0/H0 named (L0/H0)o. It is also noted that
the behavior of the geometric ratio (L0/H0)o is modified with the variation of the area occupied by the
channel, i.e., there is no universal optimal geometry that leads to the best performance for all area
fractions of the open channels.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Effect of empty I-shaped channel area fraction (φ) over: (a) once minimized filling time (tm),
(b) once optimized L0/H0 ratio, (L0/H0)o.

To illustrate the influence of φ and the L0/H0 ratio over resin flow considering the I-shaped
channel, Figures 7 and 8 show the behavior of the resin advancement for three different instants of time
at φ = 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. The red region represents the resin, i.e., when the volume fraction
is f = 1.0, while the blue region represents the air (f = 0). Regions with different colors represent
resin/air mixture with intermediary volume fractions between resin and air (0.0 < f < 1.0). It is worth
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mentioning that this description is applied to all figures where the resin volume fraction is illustrated.
Channel configuration is illustrated with the black line.

t = 20.0 s t = 60.0 s t = 100.0 s 

   
0.015 1.0 90.0 0.015 1.0 90.0 0.015 1.0 90.0 

 (a)   (b)   (c)  

Figure 7. Resin volume fraction for φ = 0.01 and three different ratios of L0/H0: (L0/H0)o = 0.015,
L0/H0 = 2.0, L0/H0 = 90.0 as a function of time: (a) t = 20.0 s, (b) t = 60.0 s, (c) t = 100 s.

t = 20.0 s t = 40.0 s t = 60.0 s 

0.11 7.0 0.11 7.0 0.11 7.0 
 

 (a)   (b)   (c)  

Figure 8. Resin volume fraction for φ = 0.1 and two different ratios of L0/H0: (L0/H0)o = 0.11 (optimal),
L0/H0 = 7.0 (worst scenario) as a function of time: (a) t = 20.0 s, (b) t = 40.0 s, (c) t = 60.0 s.

Figure 7 shows resin advancement for φ = 0.010 and three different magnitudes of the ratio L0/H0:
(L0/H0)o = 0.015, L0/H0 = 1.0 and L0/H0 = 90.0, which represents the two extreme magnitudes and
an intermediate value of the ratio L0/H0, where the worst performance was reached. Three different
instants of time are illustrated to show resin impregnation along time t = 20.0 s (Figure 7a); 60.0 s
(Figure 7b) and 100.0 s (Figure 7c). Figure 8 shows the resin flows for φ = 0.100 and two different ratios
of L0/H0: (L0/H0)o = 0.11 and L0/H0 = 7.0, representing the optimal geometry and worst case for three
different instants of time: t = 20.0 s (Figure 8a), 40.0 s (Figure 8b), and 60.0 s (Figure 8c).

Results of Figures 7 and 8 indicated that for the smallest ratios of L0/H0, there is a higher
advancement of resin in the y-direction. After the spread of resin along the entire empty channel,
resin flows from the central region of the domain towards the lateral surfaces of the porous plate.
Furthermore, in the superior region of the empty channel, the behavior of the resin flow is similar to
that found in radial configurations. This behavior makes the distribution of the resin in the fibrous
medium more efficient, minimizing resin filling time in the porous medium. It is also noticed that there
are no void formations that could delay the infusion process or cause problems in the manufacturing
process. For the highest magnitudes of L0/H0, the channel is placed in the lower region of the porous
plate, leading to an almost constant front-line of resin.

Moreover, resin advances towards the exit of the porous domain with a behavior similar to
the rectilinear case. In a general sense, geometrical investigation of I-shaped empty channels has
attested that the elongated channels in resin propagation direction led to the best performance due to
the increase of pressure gradient imposed inside the mold. This behavior is in agreement with the
constructal principle of the optimal distribution of imperfections.

Subsequent investigation consisted of the evaluation of the influence of the T-shaped channel
aspect ratios L1/H1, L0/H0, and H0/H1 on the filling time for resin impregnation in the rectangular
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porous plate. For this configuration, the optimization process was performed only for φ = 0.05 due
to the high number of simulations needed. Firstly, the effect of the ratio L1/H1 on resin infusion
time along the mold was evaluated for different values of the ratio L0/H0, keeping H0/H1 fixed.
Figure 9a–d present the effect of the ratio L1/H1 over the filling time for various constant ratios of
L0/H0 and four different magnitudes of H0/H1 = 10.0, 20.0, 30.0 and 40.0, respectively. It should be
noted that for H0/H1 = 30.0 and H0/H1 = 40.0, the L0/H0 search space becomes more restricted due to
the generation of very thin channels. For example, when H0/H1 = 40.0, the variation is viable only in
the range 0.05 ≤ L0/H0 ≤ 0.1 because for higher magnitudes of L1/H1, the thickness of the bifurcated
channel would become insignificant, which disfigures the T-shaped geometry of the channel and leads
to the generation of permanent voids.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 9. Effect of ratio L1/H1 over resin infusion filling time for several values of ratio L0/H0 and fixed
values of H0/H1: (a) H0/H1 = 10.0, (b) H0/H1 = 20.0, (c) H0/H1 = 30.0, (d) H0/H1 = 40.0.

In Figure 9a–d, the continuous curves represent valid geometries, i.e., those geometries with no
permanent void inside the porous plate or empty channel. The dashed curves represent cases where
permanent voids are generated, even if the monitoring line indicates complete impregnation of the
mold (with f = 1.0 along the whole measurement line). In this sense, these results are disregarded
for optimization evaluation, since void formations are a critical problem in manufacturing. It is to be
noted that some cases in the dashed region of the curves achieved lower filling times, indicating that
the resin has a higher impregnation in the porous plate. However, the mold was not completely filled.

Results in Figure 9a–d also show that the higher magnitudes of L1/H1 for all investigated ratios of
L0/H0 lead to the best performance, i.e., there is a reduction in resin filling time (t) when the bifurcated
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channel has higher penetration into the mold toward its lateral surfaces. However, some T-shaped
channels with higher ratios of L1/H1 and lower magnitudes of L0/H0 lead to the formation of permanent
voids, mainly when the geometry is composed of skinny channels. Therefore, the results recommend
the building of elongated channels, since this does not lead to skinny channels. The generation of
permanent voids occur, in general, in the corner that connects the single stem to the bifurcated branches.
One possible reason for this behavior is the detachment of resin flow in the channel corner with not
enough resin flow coming from the inlet to degenerate the void. Therefore, the permanent void remains
during all the simulations in the area mentioned above.

To illustrate the influence of ratio L1/H1 on mold filling time, Figure 10 shows the advancement
of resin for two different ratios of L1/H1, L1/H1 = 6.0 and (L1/H1)o = 35.0, which represents the worst
and best shapes when the constant ratios of H0/H1 = 40.0 and L0/H0 = 0.1 are assumed. For both
cases, the volume fraction fields for three different instants of time—t = 10.0 s, 30.0 s, and 60.0 s—are
presented in Figure 10a–c, respectively. For L1/H1 = 6.0, filling time of t = 104.7 s is obtained, while
the ratio (L1/H1)o = 35.0 leads to a resin injection time of the once minimized of tm = 63.5 s, which is
about 65.0% faster than the worst-performing geometry. For the lower magnitudes of H1/L1, resin
distribution occurrs in a radial form in the upper region of the T-shaped channel and linearly from the
center to the side surfaces of the mold at the bottom region of the T-shaped channel. This behavior is
quite similar to that seen for I-shaped empty channels with high intrusion in the porous plate. As the
ratio of H1/L1 is changed to (H1/L1)o = 35.0, the radial advancement of the resin at the upper region of
the T-shaped channel is found to be intensified, when compared with the previous case (H1/L1 = 6.0).
This effect also intensifies the linear advancement of resin in the inferior region of the porous plate.

t = 10.0 s t = 30.0 s t = 60.0 s 

  
6.0 35.0 6.0 35.0 6.0 35.0 

 (a)   (b)   (c)  

Figure 10. Resin volume fraction for φ = 0.05, H/L = 1.0, H0/H1 = 40.0, L0/H0 = 0.1 and two different
ratios of L1/H1 = 6.0 and (L1/H1)o = 35.0 as a function of time: (a) t = 10.0 s, (b) t = 30.0 s, (c) t = 60.0 s.

Consequently, the filling of the resin in the horizontal direction (from the open channel towards
the side walls) is completed in a shorter amount of time, also leading to an improvement in resin
advancement towards the porous plate exit. However, significant increase in bifurcated length
(augmentation of the ratio H1/L1) leads to the formation of permanent voids inside the plate. It is
worth mentioning that the channel area is constant; as a consequence, augmentation of the channel
bifurcated branch leads to a decrease in channel thickness, which is the main factor responsible for the
formation of voids, especially in the corners between the single and bifurcated regions of the channel.

The variation of the L1/H1 ratio provides the once minimized filling time (tm) of the resin in
the porous plate for each investigated ratio of L0/H0 and different ratios of H0/H1. In the second
optimization level, the results of Figure 9 are compiled and presented in Figure 11a,b.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Effect of the ratio L0/H0 for different ratios of H0/H1 on (a) infusion time (once minimized),
(t)m; (b) ratio (once optimized), (L1/H1)o.

Figure 11a illustrates the influence of the ratio L0/H0 over the once minimized filling time, tm,
for different H0/H1 ratios studied here. It can be noted that for H0/H1 = 20.0; 30.0 and 40.0, the effect of
the L0/H0 over tm is similar, except for cases with H0/H1 = 10.0. In general, it is noticed that lower ratios
of L0/H0 present a predominance in achieving the twice-minimized filling time (tmm), i.e., the best
shapes are obtained when the main channel has a higher penetration in the direction of the exit region
of the domain. For the ratio H0/H1 = 10.0, it can be observed that intermediate ratios of L0/H0 lead
to the best performance of the problem. For the lowest magnitudes of L0/H0, the optimal ratios of
(L1/H1)o suffer a strong decrease (see Figure 11b), degenerating the T-shaped channel into an I-shaped
one. For higher magnitudes of L0/H0, the T-shaped channel is strongly restricted in the lower region
of the porous plate. Figure 11b highlights the influence of the ratio L0/H0 over the once-optimized
ratio of L1/H1, (L1/H1)o, for the four different magnitudes of H0/H1 investigated. The effect of L0/H0

over (L1/H1)o varied for different magnitudes of H0/H1. For the ratios H0/H1 = 20.0; 30.0 and 40.0,
the best shapes are obtained for (L0/H0)o = 0.05 and for high magnitudes of (L1/H1)oo in the range
20.0 ≤ (L1/H1)oo ≤ 25.0, corroborating previous findings that the best performance is achieved for the
most elongated possible single and bifurcated branches of T-shaped channel. For H0/H1 = 10.0, the best
configurations changed for (L0/H0)o = 0.075 and the optimal ratio (L1/H1)oo dropped dramatically
to (L1/H1)oo = 2.0. In general, the results show that changes in one degree of freedom have a strong
influence on the effect of other geometric ratios on the performance indicator. In this case, it was
also noticed that there is no optimal universal configuration that leads to the best performance in
this problem.

The last optimization step consists of investigation on the influence of the ratio H0/H1 over the
twice-minimized filling time (tmm) and the respective optimal configurations: (L0/H0)o and (L1/H1)oo.
To obtain this evaluation, the best results achieved in Figure 11a,b are compiled in Figure 12.

These results show that the behavior of the (tmm) is largely affected by ratio H0/H1, and it has
a strong dependence on ratios (L1/H1)oo and (L0/H0)o. The thrice-minimized filling time (tmmm) is
obtained for the rate (H0/H1)o = 30.0, which is only 5.0% lower than that reached for H0/H1 = 40.0.
In general, it is possible to state that the higher magnitudes of the ratio H0/H1 led to the best performance
for this problem. The lowest magnitude of H0/H1 = 10.0 obtained a performance 183.0% inferior to
that reached for the optimal ratio (H0/H1)o = 30.0. Moreover, differences found for tmm between the
ratios H0/H1 = 20.0 and (H0/H1)o = 30.0 was nearly 23.0%.
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Figure 12. Effect of the ratio H0/H1 for twice-minimized infusion time, tmm, and the respective optimal
shapes, (L0/H0)o, (L1/H1)oo.

Concerning optimal shapes, it was noticed that the ratio (L0/H0)o suffered a strong decrease
in its magnitude in the region 10.0 ≤ H0/H1 ≤ 20.0, followed by a smooth decrease in the range
20.0 ≤ H0/H1 ≤ 30.0 and a stabilization for H0/H1 ≥ 30.0. For (L1/H1)oo, an increase in magnitude was
noticed, until stabilization for H0/H1 ≥ 30.0. In general, the results show the importance of geometric
investigation in the reduction of filling time of resin impregnation along a porous domain.

To illustrate the transient behavior of resin flow in the mold, Figures 13 and 14 show the distribution
of resin volume fraction as a function of time for the worst performing ratio, H0/H1 = 10.0, and for
the optimal ratio (H0/H1)o = 30.0, respectively. Topologies are presented for the following times:
t = 20.0 s; 40.0 s and 60.0 s, respectively. Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 10 illustrate the topology of the
configuration of the empty channel.

t = 20.0 s t = 40.0 s t = 60.0 s 

   
0.075 0.1 0.3 0.075 0.1 0.3 0.075 0.1 0.3 

 (a)   (b)   (c)  

Figure 13. Resin volume fraction for φ = 0.05, H/L = 1.0, H0/H1 = 10.0, for three different ratios of
L0/H0 = 0.075, (L0/H0)o = 0.100 and L0/H0 = 0.300 as a function of time: (a) t = 20.0 s, (b) t = 40.0 s,
(c) t = 60.0 s.

t = 20.0 s t = 40.0 s t = 60.0 s 

 
0.050 0.200 0.050 0.200 0.050 0.200 

 (a)   (b)   (c)  

Figure 14. Resin volumetric fraction for φ = 0.05, H/L = 1.0, H0/H1 = 30.0, for two different ratios of
(L0/H0)oo = 0.050 and L0/H0 = 0.200 as a function of time: (a) t = 20.0 s, (b) t = 40.0 s, (c) t = 60.0 s.
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Figure 13 shows resin progression at the analyzed instants of time for H0/H1 = 10.0 and
L0/H0 = 0.075, (L0/H0)o = 0.1, and L0/H0 = 0.3 corresponds to the lowest ratio of L0/H0, the optimal
configuration, and the superior magnitude, respectively. For the lowest ratio of L0/H0, it is observed
that the T-shaped channel almost degenerates into an I-shaped channel. This configuration leads to a
poor distribution of resin in the lower region of the porous plate. The resin propagation is shown for
three different instants of time: t = 20.0 s (Figure 13a), t = 40.0 s (Figure 13b) and t = 60.0 s (Figure 13c).

For optimal configuration, despite the T-shaped channel being placed in a lower region of the
porous plate in comparison with the case with L0/H0 = 0.075, the elongated bifurcated branches led to
better distribution of the resin in the lower region of the porous plate and allow easy resin propagation
towards the exit of the domain. For the superior ratio of L0/H0 = 0.3, the restriction of the T-shaped
channel in the lower region of the porous plate affects the advancement of resin towards the exit of the
domain, leading to a poorer performance than the optimal ratio of L0/H0.

Figure 14 presents the results of resin spread for the optimum ratio of H0/H1, (H0/H1)o = 30.0,
for two different ratios of L0/H0, (L0/H0)oo = 0.05, L0/H0 = 0.2 and three different instants of time: t = 20.0 s
(Figure 14a), t = 40.0 s (Figure 14b), t = 60.0 s (Figure 14c). These ratios represent the corresponding
twice-optimized and worst-case scenarios for the ratio of (H0/H1)o = 30.0, respectively. For the ratio
(L0/H0)oo = 0.05, an injection time of tmmm = 27.9 s is obtained, and the ratio L0/H0 = 0.2 leads to a once
minimized injection time of tm = 87.9 s, which is, about of 215.0% higher than the previously obtained
optimal geometry. It is then possible to significantly improve the performance of the studied system
even in the last level of optimization.

In a general sense, the results demonstrate that for the T-shaped channel, all geometrical ratios
(degrees of freedom) affect the filling time of resin impregnation in a porous domain. They also show
that one degree of freedom has a strong influence over the optimal ratios of other geometric ratios, e.g.,
the ratio H0/H1 affected the optimal ratios of (L1/H1)oo and (L0/H0)o.

All the geometrical parameters studied here (L1/H1, L0/H0, and H0/H1) has some sensibility in the
infusion process and cannot be neglected. Moreover, a comparison between the performance of the
T-shaped and I-shaped empty channels, for the same conditions, demonstrates that the thrice-optimized
T-shaped channel leads to performance that is almost three times superior to that achieved by the
optimal I-shaped configuration.

In the present fluid dynamic conditions, where resin flow has little advective dominance, the
rectangular porous plate can be viewed as an elementary construction of multiple structures generated
by the replication of a porous plate in x- or y-axes. In this case, multiple optimal configurations of I
and T-shaped channels can be associated in a series and/or parallel using the optimal configurations
reached in this work.

5. Conclusions

This paper developed a numerical study of the geometric evaluation of empty channels inserted in
a porous rectangular plate, mimicking the liquid resin infusion process (LRI), and applying constructal
design and exhaustive search (ES) for geometric optimization. The primary purposes here were to
analyze the influence of the design of I and T-shaped empty channels on the filling time of resin
impregnation in a porous plate, preventing the generation of permanent voids.

The following important recommendations were made:

• I-shaped channels with the highest penetration in the y-direction of the porous domain, as well as
the highest magnitude of area fraction (φ) had a higher performance in minimization of filling
time, as expected.

• For the T-shaped channels, the results demonstrated that the best performance was reached for
the highest possible penetration of single and bifurcated channels in the porous plate, with the
exception of cases with very thin channels that saw the generation of permanent voids.
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• The results for the T-shaped channels demonstrated that all studied geometric ratios had sensibility
over the performance indicator (filling time) and the optimal ratios. For example, the ratio H0/H1

had a strong influence on the twice-minimized filling time (tmm) and the respective optimal ratios,
(L1/H1)oo and (L0/H0)o.

• For the same fluid dynamic conditions, the results indicated that the most complex empty T-shaped
channel was beneficial in improving resin flow impregnation in the whole domain of the porous
plate, as compared to the elementary I-shaped one.

• In general, the results of this study demonstrated the importance of constructal design in the
geometric evaluation of the liquid resin infusion process.

Other geometrical configurations, such as Y-shaped and fishbone empty channels, or geometries
being constructed with no pre-defined form are recommended for future studies. Another interesting
possibility of study is the insertion of two or more inlet ports investigating the influence of interactions
between different channels on their optimal shapes.
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Nomenclature

A Area of the rectangular porous medium, m2

AI Area of the I-shaped empty channel, m2

AT Area of the T-shaped empty channel, m2

→
F External forces per unit volume, N/m3

f Volume fraction, [-]
H Height of rectangular porous mold, m
H0 Length of a single channel, m
H1 Thickness of the bifurcated channel, m
K Permeability of the medium, m2

L Length of rectangular porous mold, m
L0 Thickness of the single-channel, m
L1 Length of the bifurcated channel, m
P Total pressure, Pa
Pin Injection pressure, Pa
Pout Exit pressure, Pa
t Time, s
→
V Velocity vector, m/s

x, y Spatial coordinates of a two-dimensional domain, m
Xf Position of the advancement of resin front line in verification case, m
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Greek symbols

ρ Density, kg/m3

μ Fluid dynamic viscosity, Pa s
ε Porosity, [-]
φ The ratio between the empty channel and the porous plate areas, [-]
=
τ Stress tensor, N/m2

Subscripts

o Once optimized
oo Twice optimized
ooo Thrice optimized
m Once minimized
mm Twice minimized
mmm Thrice minimized
T Transposed
0 Single-channel
1 Bifurcated channel
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Abstract: Resin transfer molding (RTM) technologies are widely used in automotive, marine, and
aerospace applications. The need to evaluate the impact of design and production critical choices,
also in terms of final costs, leads to the wider use of numerical simulation in the preliminary phase of
component development. The main issue for accurate RTM analysis is the reliable characterization
of the involved materials. The aim of this paper is to present a validated methodology for material
characterization to be implemented and introduce data elaboration in the ESI PAM-RTM software.
Experimental campaigns for reinforcement permeabilities and resin viscosity measurement are
presented and discussed. Finally, the obtained data are implemented in the software and then
compared to experimental results in order to validate the described methodology.

Keywords: RTM; composites; FEM simulation; permeability characterization

1. Introduction

Fiber-reinforced composite materials are widely used in several lightweight applications in the
nautical, aerospace, and automotive sectors due to high strength-to-density ratios. More extensive
applications are limited by materials and technology costs. Even if the cost of carbon and glass
fibers follows a decreasing trend, the manufacturing costs will still be almost constant if conventional
high-performance technologies are used (i.e., autoclave manufacturing). Moreover, several composite
technologies cannot provide a component cost reduction by increasing the production volume.
To achieve a reliable component cost reduction, new out-of-autoclave technologies (like infusion
technologies, prepreg compression technologies, or short-fiber compound processing) have been
recently optimized for industrial use.

Among the others, resin transfer molding (also known as light RTM), and its variants
vacuum-assisted resin infusion (VARI) and high-pressure resin transfer molding (HP-RTM), are
promising technologies for producing complex components with high performance at a higher volume
rate. Moreover, these processes are economically advantageous with respect to the others, such as
autoclave curing of pre-impregnated layers, due to cheaper materials and shorter processing times.

RTM technologies consist of placing a dry three-dimensional preform into a mold cavity and
injecting resin-hardener mixture into the closed mold. The injection pressure (assisted by a vacuum
for VARI or high pressure in HP-RTM processing), together with fiber permeability, is able to
produce components with 50% and higher fiber volume fraction, thus providing excellent mechanical
properties [1–3]. Nevertheless, in the light RTM process, the low flow rate of resin and low injection
pressure result in a long resin injection time, thus hampering the use of fast-cure resins and, consequently,
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the overall productivity. As a consequence, the light RTM process is mainly limited to the low-volume
manufacturing capability and, only to a minor extent, to slightly lower mechanical properties related
to the lower fiber volume fraction. High-volume manufacturing with RTM is possible only if the
process cycle time is significantly reduced. VARI and HP-RTM variants are improvements in this
direction. Due to the differential pressure between inlet and outlet flows (VARI) or to higher flow rates
(HP-RTM), together with the choice of adequate resin and hardener, production time can be reduced.
A critical point of RTM technologies is the assurance of a full impregnation of the component, which
is influenced by reinforcement types, the number of layers, resin viscosity, position of resin injection
(ports), and vacuum extraction (vents). As molds can reach very high manufacturing costs when
wide components are involved or when metal molds are required, tools supporting the design and
critical process selection are needed in order to reduce uncertainties already in the preliminary phase
of component development.

In this direction, Finite Element Method (FEM) software has been developed in the last few years
to assist in component design and processing, predicting issues such as resin-rich areas, air bubbles, dry
spots, zones of high porosity, etc., and for optimization of mold geometry and process parameters, such
as port and vent locations [4–7]. In the case of critical molds, therefore, it is advantageous to perform a
preliminary study by means of numerical simulation in order to avoid expensive experimental setups
and prototypes.

In this context, the ESI group developed a PAM-RTM module, which can solve liquid resin
infusion processes, like light and high-pressure RTM, compression resin transfer molding (C-RTM), and
VARI. ESI’s approach, resulting from several years of collaboration with academics [8–10], consists of a
finite element solver based on the coupling of resin flow (governed by Darcy’s law) and the preform
behavior (considered as a porous medium undergoing deformations). Thus, the solver can provide the
filling time and properties (thicknesses, fiber volume contents, geometry) of the final product [11].

However, accurate information on the material properties is needed for reliable simulations of
the RTM process: in particular, reinforcement permeabilities and resin viscosity. Several works
in the literature are available for the experimental determination of the permeability of RTM
reinforcements [12]. Most of them evaluate the in-plane permeability [13,14], concluding that radial
flow (liquid injected from transverse direction at well-defined locations to evaluate 2D permeability)
and linear flow (liquid injected from one end of the composite preform to evaluate 1D permeability)
experiments give consistent results. The through-the-thickness permeability is more complex to
determine [15–21] and is usually neglected because of the small thicknesses of the preforms.

Therefore, a well-defined procedure for the experimental determination of the permeability tensor
of fiber textiles and resin viscosity has been formulated in this paper in order to provide a reliable
method to simulate RTM production of industrial components using PAM-RTM software. The key
steps, from material characterization to numerical simulations, are illustrated by referring to the
production of a real component in order to compare to a real-life test case. The permeabilities of four
different types of textile reinforcements (three carbon fibers and one glass fiber) were experimentally
measured. Moreover, the viscosity of a synthetic oil (15W40, used in glass textile permeability tests) and
orthophthalic resin (Lavesan LERPOL 666/S RAL 9010) was tested. Permeability tests were modelled in
the case of carbon fiber reinforcement tests, while in the case of glass fibers (GFRP), a naval component
was reproduced. The analyzed GFRP part represents coverage for an aft-peak, placed aft-ward the
cockpit, and it belongs to a series of pieces that are mounted on a 15.85 m (52 ft) cruising sailing
yacht. This choice was sustained by the wider experience and higher amount of available data that
RTM technology shows in marine industry compared to automotive, where production information
represents more sensible data.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Test Material

The naval component was made of a polyester resin reinforced by glass fibers. In particular,
the following materials were used:

- a stitched glass fiber textile, i.e., SAERTEX SAERcore Max BX600/PP18/450, made of a layer of
600 g/m2 E-glass biaxial fibers [+/−45◦ orientation] and a 450 g/m2 chopped strand mat stitched
by means of a 18 g/m2 PP (polypropylene flow media layer). The nominal thickness of the dry
textile was 3.2 mm.

- orthophthalic resin Lavesan LERPOL 666/S RAL 9010. The resin was diluted with 2% of styrene
and added with 1% of catalyst (CUROX M-303 methyl ethyl ketone peroxide) prior to injection
into the mold.

- an ultralight foam made of polyurethane, polyethylene, and polyisocyanurate, i.e., SAERTEX
Saerfoam. Good resin flow through the core thickness was achieved by 1 mm diameter holes
within the foam, spaced 20 mm from one another. The holes were filled with glass fibers to
increase shear and compression resistance. The nominal thickness of the foam was 10 mm.

The nominal properties of the resin are reported in Table 1. Accurate characterization of the flow
properties of the resin is vital for manufacturing control, as well as for numerical modelling of the
process. To this end, experimental tests were conducted to assess the resin viscosity and the fiber
volume fraction and permeability of the textile.

Table 1. Resin properties.

Propriety Testing Standard Value

Absolute density at 25 ◦C ISO 1675/75 1.06 g/mL
Brookfield Viscosity at 25 ◦C MA 041 LCP 300 ± 50 cPs

Gel time at 25 ◦C MA 120-LR 6′00” ± 1′30”
Exothermic peak MA 120-LR 178 ± 2 ◦C

Moreover, in order to provide references respect to other fibres and styles, carbon fiber
reinforcement textiles were tested in permeability tests. These materials are a unidirectional fiber 12K
T700 300 g/m2, a triaxial fiber (30/90/−30) 24K T700 300 g/m2, and a Twill 2×2 fabric 12K T700 630 g/m2.

2.2. Methods Used for Material Properties Characterization

Resin viscosity was measured by using a Thermo Scientific Brookfield Haake 7 plus viscosimeter.
Four values of the rotational speed were used for testing, i.e., 20, 30, 50, and 100 rpm, considering both
room and production temperature. The viscosity of the oil employed for the permeability tests was
also measured by using the same apparatus.

The textile permeability was assessed by means of unsaturated linear flow tests. Assuming that
the textile reinforcement in an RTM component is a porous medium through which the fluid flows,
the resin flow can be estimated by Darcy’s law:

V = −K
μ
∇P, (1)

where V is the velocity of the flowing resin, ∇P is the applied pressure gradient, μ is the dynamic
viscosity of the resin, and K is the permeability tensor. Using a coordinate system aligned to the
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principal directions of the fiber reinforcement, the permeability tensor can be expressed in the following
diagonal form:

K =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
K1 0 0
0 K2 0
0 0 K3

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (2)

Thus, measurements of only three distinct scalar coefficients is required, which can be done
according to existing procedures reported in the literature [13–21]. A further simplification is possible:
as the thickness of the reinforcement is small compared to its length and width, the problem can be
assumed to be 2D. This leaves only the two planar components of permeability, i.e., K1 and K2, to be
determined. The principal directions of the reinforcement, with respect to which the components of
permeability are found, are also found from the experimental tests.

By applying a given pressure gradient, an unsaturated fluid flow is obtained. In the case of a
mono-dimensional, i.e., linear, unsaturated flow, Darcy’s equation can be expressed as

dx
dt

=
KxxΔP
μεx(t)

, (3)

where x(t) is the position of the flow front at time t, ΔP is the pressure difference between the inlet
and outlet, ε = 1 −V f is the void ratio (portion of volume not occupied by the fibres), and Kxx is
the component of the permeability matrix along the direction of the flow. With the initial conditions
x(t = 0) = 0, the solution of Equation (3) reads:

x2
i

2
=

KxxΔPti
με

, (4)

which allows one to measure the permeability Kxx, provided the position of the flow front is tracked
throughout the test.

In order to identify the principal directions and the corresponding components of the permeability
matrix using linear injection experiments, tests in three planar directions were performed, i.e., 0, 45,
and 90◦ orientations. The principal directions were then found by [22,23]

K1 = K0
exp

α1 − α2

α1 − α2
cos(2β)

, (5)

K2 = K90
exp

α1 + α2

α1 +
α2

cos(2β)

, (6)

β = 0.5 tan−1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝α1

α2
− α

2
1 − α2

2

α2K45
exp

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (7)

where the parameters α1 and α2 are defined as

α1 =
K0

exp + K90
exp

2
, (8)

α2 =
K0

exp −K90
exp

2
. (9)

2.3. Experimental Setup

The permeability tests were performed on a 1D linear flow test bench. Two different molds were
used to test glass and carbon reinforcements (test bench used for glass fibers is shown in Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Linear flow test bench used for measurement of glass textile permeability. The oil flow front
is clearly visible in the detailed view.

In order to obtain accurate and reproducible results, permeability tests should be carried out with
non-reactive fluids: synthetic oil 15W40 and water were used instead of the resin to measure the textile
permeability of glass fiber and carbon fiber, respectively. The oil was selected for its controlled viscosity
profile over a broad range of temperature, while water is an option in the case of shortage of textiles to
be tested (giving the possibility of reuse). The mold cavity had a size of 440 × 100 × 6 mm [16,23–26].
A free length of 20 mm was left at the inlet and outlet on the two sides of the specimen, in order to
initiate a stable flow front and prevent potentially dangerous migrations of the fluid to the vacuum
apparatus. Thus, a buffer volume was created, which works additionally as a device to reduce pressure
fluctuations at the vent. A Plexiglass cover was positioned on top of the mold and fixed using a set of
screws; a sealing rubber assured contact between the two mold halves and avoided leakages. Inlet and
outlet ports were connected to the top plate for ease of construction.

The mold cavity thickness was chosen in accordance with literature investigations [23,24] and
should be considered as an optimum that minimizes two adverse effects. On the one hand, capillarity
at the boundaries becomes significant in shallower cavities, resulting in an incorrect reading of the
fluid flow; on the other hand, the thickness effects cannot be neglected if thicker cavities are used,
thus invalidating the assumption of planar flow.

An adequate stack of textiles should be used to fill the cavity and realize the same fiber volume
content as that on the part to be manufactured. Care must be taken when cutting the textiles to avoid
wrinkles or voids at the edges of the mold cavity, as these would affect the planar fluid flow. Three
repetitions were taken for each direction, i.e., 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ orientations, for a total of 9 trials, for
each material. A camera was used to monitor the injection process, and time was measured with
a chronometer.
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2.4. Numerical Model

A numerical model was developed to simulate the resin infusion process. This consists of
modelling the flow of the resin through a porous medium, i.e., the textile. Neglecting the capillarity
forces of attraction or repulsion acting at the flow front (as they are deemed sufficiently small in front
of the pressure field in RTM), the flow is governed by Darcy’s law, e.g., Equation (1). Thus, considering
the resin as an incompressible fluid and combining it with Darcy’s law result in Richard’s equation:

∇ · ( 1
μ

K∇P) = 0. (10)

Equation (10) was solved in the software PAM-RTM using the non-conforming finite element
method. Two numerical models were developed: The first one simulates the permeability tests of the
carbon textile reinforcements, and the second one simulates the infusion process of the entire fiberglass
component. The model of the textile permeability test was made up of 52652 3D tetrahedral elements.

The pressure difference applied between the inlet and outlet was equal to 40 kPa.
The fiberglass component was modelled with a 2D model in order to diminish the computational

cost. A schematic of the model is shown in Figure 2. Four distinct regions can be identified: areas
A and B are made of glass fiber textile layers, with one and two textile layers, respectively; region C
consists of an empty rectangular channel that is filled by the resin at the beginning of the infusion
process; region D is the foam core area. The injection valve is positioned in region C, while the vacuum
valve is placed in the middle of D.

Figure 2. Numerical model description.

The material properties input into the model are given in Table 2. A total of 223,927 triangular
elements were used to mesh the body; the core included 862 holes and required a fine mesh with an
element size of approximately 2 mm. The empty channel permeability value (1.25 × 10–7 m2) was used
for the permeability of the holes, neglecting the contribution of the glass fibers filling. A sensitivity
study was run to substantiate this assumption: by varying the hole permeability between 10−3 and
10−7 m2, the filling time changed by less than 2%. This shows that the permeability of the holes has
little influence on the filling time of the entire component.

Table 2. Material data of the fiberglass component model.

Zone K1 [m2] K2 [m2] β [deg] Thickness [mm] Fiber Content

A 2.530 × 10–9 2.074 × 10–9 35 3.2 0.328
B 2.530 × 10–9 2.074 × 10–9 35 6.4 0.328

C (edges and injection area) 14.2 × 10–6 14.2 × 10–6 - 7 (edges)
1 (injection area) 0

D (core Holes) 1.25 × 10–7 1.25 × 10–7 - 1 0

A pressure of 101.3 kPa was applied at the injection valve, while the pressure at the vent, i.e.,
in the middle of region D, was set equal to 5 kPa.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Material Characterization Tests

The values of the resin and test oil viscosity measured in the experimental tests are given in
Table 3. Clearly, as the room and production temperatures are almost equal, the resin viscosity is
almost unaffected by these temperature changes.

Table 3. Resin and test oil viscosity as measured in experimental tests.

Orthophthalic Resin Test Oil

Rotational Speed
[rpm]

μ at 26.6 ◦C [cPs]
μ at 31 ◦C

[cPs]
μ at 26.6 ◦C

[cPs]
μ at 31 ◦C

[cPs]

20 196 199 181 152
30 200 199 182 151
50 209 203 187 154
100 233 226 203 175

Mean Value μ 210 207 188 158

Table 4 shows the results of the permeability tests, grouped according to their orientation.
As visible from the table, the scatter in the data is limited: for every orientation, the results are within a
5% error range.

Table 4. Glass textile permeability measured in the tests.

Permeability K0
exp [10−9 m2] K45

exp [10−9 m2] K90
exp [10−9 m2]

Trial 1 2.400 2.119 2.126
Trial 2 2.336 2.127 2.285
Trial 3 2.335 2.006 2.207

Mean Value 2.357 2.084 2.206
St. Deviation 0.030 0.055 0.065

By using Equations (5)–(7), the principal textile permeabilities can be computed. This gives the
values collected in Table 5.

Table 5. Principal permeabilities of the glass textile.

K1 [10−9 m2] K2 [10−9 m2] β [deg]

Principal permeability 2.530 2.074 −35

Knowing the values of the principal permeabilities and their corresponding orientation, it is
possible to compute the effective permeability Ke f f along a general direction θ, which is defined as

√
Ke f f =

√
K1K2

K1 sin(θ)K2 cos(θ)
. (11)

This allows one to visualize the flow distribution in the given layup as a function of the orientation
angle θ. For the tested glass textile layup, the resulting effective permeability is plotted in Figure 3.
Effective permeability of the fiberglass textile plotted as a function of the orientation angle θ.
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Figure 3. Effective permeability of the fiberglass textile plotted as a function of the orientation angle θ.

As for the carbon fiber reinforcements, the permeability of the three different carbon fiber
reinforcements was tested, i.e., (ply A) unidirectional fiber 12K T700 300 g/m2, (ply B) triaxial fiber
(30/90/−30) 24K T700 300 g/m2, and (ply C) Twill 2 × 2 fabric 12K T700 630 g/m2.

Three tests were performed for each textile. Data obtained are listed in Tables 6 and 7:

Table 6. Local permeability of the carbon textile.

Plies Type K0
exp [10−9 m2] K90

exp [10−9 m2] K45
exp [10−9 m2]

A Mean value 0.10 0.06 0.04
St. Deviation 0.008 0.003 0.004

B Mean value 0.05 0.07 0.10
St. Deviation 0.008 0.006 0.016

C Mean value 0.18 0.16 0.14
St. Deviation 0.027 0.010 0.002

Table 7. Principal permeability of the carbon textile.

Plies Type K1 [10−9 m2] K2 [10−9 m2] β [deg]

A 0.10 0.04 5.6
B 0.10 0.05 85.0
C 0.18 0.14 0.7

Data show that the permeabilities of the selected carbon fiber textile styles are at least one order of
magnitude lower than those of glass fiber. The achievement was expected as the glass fiber textile
comprises a multi-layer of 600 g/m2 E-glass biaxial fibers [+/−45◦ orientation] and a 450 g/m2 chopped
strand mat stitched by means of a 18 g/m2 PP for enhancing permeability characteristics. In addition, it
is shown that anisotropic permeability occurs even in balanced textiles where no apparent preferential
direction is expected. Under deeper analysis, the ratio between major and minor in-plane permeability
spans between 1.2 for the glass textile and 2.0 for carbon triaxial fiber (ply B) and 1.3 for the carbon
2 × 2 twill. These results indicate that proper characterization of the textile permeability is crucial in
the design phase of an infusion process, as the filling path and time can be significantly affected by the
fabric configuration and layup.
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3.2. Numerical Models and Experimental Comparison

The average filling time measured in the carbon textiles permeability tests is reported in Table 8,
together with values computed by the numerical model. Comparison between the experimental and
numerical results shows a limited difference within experimental data scatter. For better visualization
of the numerical data, they are also plotted in Figure 4. as a contour map. Clearly, the points located
further from the injection valve, i.e., the right-most point in the figure, have the highest filling time.

Table 8. Carbon textile reinforcement permeability experimental and numerical filling time results.

Ply A 0◦ Ply A 90◦ Ply B 0◦ Ply B 90◦ Ply C 0◦ Ply C 90◦

Exp. [s] Mean value 2.5 6.9 2.7 5.0 3.0 11.0
St. Dev. 0.2 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.3 1.6

Num. [s] 2.7 7.5 2.9 5.4 3.1 9.5

Figure 4. Contour map of the filling time computed numerically: example of case Ply C 0◦ (color scale
in s).

For the fiberglass component, the filling time calculated in the simulation is equal to 304.3 s and
the resin flow is uniform in the entire component. Figure 5 shows the position of the flow front at four
time instants, while a contour plot of the filling time is given in Figure 6.

As visible in Figure 5, the resin flows through all the empty borders in less than 1 s. After that,
the flow front uniformly follows the vertical faces and the flow eventually forms a circular shape
around the vacuum valve.

Therefore, the analysis of the flow pattern in the numerical simulation shows that the injection
and vent valves are in good positions to assure an adequate filling path of this simple component.

The filling time of the real component was measured to be 303 s. A comparison of this value to
that predicted by the numerical model shows an error of 0.44%.

Moreover, by analyzing the component pulled out of the mold after resin polymerization (Figure 7),
there was an absence of holes, bubbles, or other defects. This shows that, also in the real condition,
valve locations and pressure settings are adequate in order to obtain a good structure.

Therefore, comparing the numerical and experimental results shows a good correspondence in all
analyzed cases. This highlights the reliability of the methodology discussed in this paper. In fact, it
has been proved that the RTM process simulation, by means of the PAM-RTM software, could give
reliable results for optimization of the injection strategy in complex components, provided that realistic
values are input to the model. To this end, accurate material characterization is needed, which must
take into account the dependence of the material properties on the specific experimental conditions
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(e.g., temperature). Moreover, the results presented are in good accordance with other studies where
good correspondence between RTM (as well as VARI and C-RTM) modelling and experimental results
was obtained [1–3,27,28]. In summary, a workflow explaining the phases and procedures for the
characterization of the materials and then to simulate the RTM process, as followed in this paper,
is reported in Figure 8.

Figure 5. Visualization of the flow front calculated by the numerical model.

Figure 6. Contour plot of the filling time computed by the numerical model.
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Figure 7. Fiberglass component manufacturing: (a) Dry material before resin infusion, (b) finished part.

 

Figure 8. Workflow to model the resin transfer molding (RTM) process of a real component.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the procedure for implementing reliable inputs in the simulation of an RTM-based
process is presented and discussed. The experimental setup for textiles permeability characterization is
described, as well as the procedure for retrieving local and global permeability. Four different types of
textiles (three carbon fiber styles and one glass fiber multilayer textile) have been characterized in order
to provide to readers reference data for different types and styles of textiles. The permeabilities of the
carbon fiber textiles were found to be one order of magnitude lower than that of glass fiber, whereas
fiber alignment had a less relevant influence. Moreover, tests show that anisotropic permeability occurs
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even in balanced textiles where no apparent preferential direction is expected. The characterization of
the viscosity of the orthophthalic resin Lavesan LERPOL 666/S and of the synthetic oil 15W40 showed
comparable values at room temperature.

ESI PAM-RTM software was used to perform RTM simulations. As a first step, simulation of
permeability characterization in the different directions was performed by means of 3D models. Filling
time results showed an average good correspondence with experimental data (3.6% average error).
As a second step, the resin infiltration of a 15.85 m (52 ft) sailing yacht component, comprised of
stitched glass fibers around a perforated core, was implemented in a 2D model. Output data including
filling flow and time proved consistent (0.44% error in filling time) with data acquired in industrial
environment, validating the procedure proposed in this paper.
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Abstract: Recently, a strategy of synthesizing SiC whisker-reinforced nickel (Ni/SiCw) composites
with excellent mechanical properties by electrodeposition has been proposed for exploring its potential
applications in micromechanical devices. In this paper, a series of external conditions that affected
the content of SiC whiskers in composite films were studied, such as cathode current density, stirring
rate and electrolyte temperature. The experimental results indicated that the optimum morphology
was obtained at a stirring speed of 300 rpm, a temperature of 50 ◦C, and a current density of 18
mA/cm2. Additionally, the content of SiC whiskers and textural preference were also investigated by
varying its external conditions, and the results demonstrated that the composites with high mass
percentage whiskers are more advantageous for electrocrystallization of Ni in the (200) orientation.
Finally, the relationship between external conditions and intrinsic morphology, composition and
texture of Ni/SiCw composites was revealed, and it provides a constructive approach to fabricate the
high-content SiC whiskers of these composites.

Keywords: physical conditions; electrodeposition; SiC whisker; texture; morphology

1. Introduction

Electrodeposition is one of the most commercially successful and inexpensive superior techniques
for fabrication of metallic coatings. However, the conventional electrodeposition methods are very
simple, since it has only one phase throughout the process. The pure electroplated metals are
difficult to satisfy the current requirements, due to their plastic deformation. In order to resolve
this problem, the method of co-deposition insoluble solid particles in metal matrix was established
and recognized for fabrication the composite coatings. The reinforcing particles, suspending in the
electrolyte, are entrapped and incorporated into the metal matrix by adopting suitable methods
during the co-deposition process, such as electrophoresis, adsorption or mechanical entrapment [1].
In 1928, Fink et al. [2] introduced the co-deposition method to produce Cu/graphite composite coatings
that applied in car engines for the first time. Besides, the first patent of co-deposition was issued
by Grazen, in 1962 [3]. Since then, considerable researches have been focused on different types
of composites fabricated by the co-deposition method. These composites include ceramics, metals,
polymer or microcapsule/liquid incorporated into metal matrices, which could improve the coating
properties as mechanical strength, wear/friction-resistance, high-temperature oxidation-resistant and
corrosion-resistance [4–15]. Based on the SiCw with features in high modulus and tensile strength,
good wear resistance, as well as dimensional stability, recently, we have successfully synthesized high
mechanical strength Ni/SiCw composites by electrodeposition.

Since the performance of composite coatings is highly sensitive to external conditions during the
co-deposition process, such as current density, temperature, stirring speed, and current density, etc.
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Therefore, numerous efforts have been dedicated to improving its microstructure and micromorphology
of the deposited coatings for enhancing their properties. Lately, relevant studies have revealed that
the content of particles in the composite coating can be controlled by the external conditions during
the deposition process, and resulting in a difference in the performance of the composite coatings. H.
Gül et al. [16] reported the nickel metal matrix composites reinforced with SiC submicron particles by
electrodeposition. Besides, the influence of stirring speed and particles concentration on co-deposited
composite coatings was investigated. The results indicated that the maximum of particle concentration
was 20 g/L and the high stirring speed was chosen to obtain the wear resistant nickel matrix coatings.
P. Gyftou et al. [17] applied both direct and pulse current conditions to produce Ni/ nano-SiC
composites, and it proved that pulse electrodeposition significantly improved the hardness of the
Ni/SiC composite deposits. C.K. Chung et al. [18] investigated the electrodeposition process of Ni
at low electrolytic temperatures (5–20 ◦C). It demonstrated that low temperature could enhance the
hardness up to 6.18 GPa and produce the smoothness of films. Tushar Borkar et al. [19] presented
the effects of the deposition conditions and the nanoparticle concentration in the electrolyte on the
surface microstructure, crystallographic micro-texture, microhardness, and tribological properties of
coatings. The reinforcement of Ni-Al2O3 nanoparticles significantly improved microhardness and
wear resistance of the composite coatings. Based on the previous studies, it is necessary to clearly
understand the influence of various conditions on the co-deposition of SiC whiskers in the nickel
matrix, so as to consciously control the whiskers content and effectively manipulate the performance of
the composite coatings. The purpose of this study is to achieve high SiC whiskers content in Ni/SiCw
composite coatings. In addition, the influence of the parameters, such as stirring speed, electrolyte
temperature and cathode current density on the SiCw content in composites were investigated, which
clearly indicated the relationship between the external conditions and the content of SiC whiskers in
the composites.

2. Materials and Preparation

The SiC whiskers (β- SiCw, XFNANO Material Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China), with an average length
of 50 μm and diameter of 0.2 μm, were selected. Ni/SiCw composite coatings were prepared by a
constant-current electrodeposition method from a nickel sulfamate electrolyte containing SiC whiskers
as a reinforcement phase. Prior to the SiCw addition into the electroplating solution, it was first stirred
in 3 vol. % hydrofluoric acid and refluxed for 8 h at 95 ◦C [20], then ultrasonically washed in distilled
water until the pH becomes neutral, subsequently modified by γ-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (KH550).
These treatments can remove the SiCw surface impurities (SiO2) and improve its wettability, as well as
dispersibility. After the above treatments, SiC whiskers were added in the electrolyte by continuous
magnetically stirring with a rate of 300 rpm for at least 24 h, which can prevent whiskers agglomeration
and maintain them in suspension state. According to a number of optimization experiments, the optimal
whisker concentration in the electrolyte was 0.8 g/L. The electrolyte composition and electrodeposition
parameters are listed in Table 1. Analytical reagents and deionized water were used to prepare the
plating solution. After electrodeposition, Ni/SiCw composite coatings were ultrasonically cleaned in
distilled water for 10 min to remove loosely adsorbed SiCw from the surface.

The surface morphology and microstructure of the composite coatings were characterized by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM; ULTRA55, Zeiss, Germany). The amount of embedded SiCw
was evaluated by the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) with the same system of SEM.
The phase structure analysis of the coatings was conducted by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD, D8 Advance,
Bruker-axs) operating with Cu Kα (λ = 1.54178 Å) radiation at room temperature. The preferred XRD
orientation index TC(hkl) was calculated, and the texture co-efficient (TC) for each (hkl) reflection is
given by [21,22]:

TC(hkl) =
I(hkl)/I0(hkl)

1
n
∑

I(hkl)/I0(hkl)
(1)
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where TC (hkl) is the texture coefficient of the specific (hkl) plane; I (hkl) and I0 (hkl) are the diffraction
intensity of the electrodeposited nickel and the powder pattern in the JCPDS cards, respectively; n is
the number of reflection peaks used in the calculation. Three peaks of (111), (200) and (221) are used to
calculate the texture coefficient.

Table 1. Operating parameters for Ni/SiCw composite electroplating.

Electrolyte Composition Electrodeposition Parameters

Ni(NH2SO3)2·4H2O 300 g/L Current density 2~40 mA/cm2

NiCl2·6H2O 40 g/L Temperature 20~60 °C
H3BO3 30 g/L Magnetic stirring 0~500 rpm

SiC whisker 0.8 g/L pH 4.1

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Effects of Electrodeposition Parameters on Morphology and Composition of the Ni/ SiCw Composite

Figure 1 shows the surface morphology of various current density for the Ni/SiCw composite
coatings, which was prepared at a stirring speed of 300 rpm, a temperature of 50 ◦C, and a current
density from 2 mA/cm2 to 40 mA/cm2. As shown in Figure 1, obviously, the microstructure and content
of SiCw in coatings were appreciably affected by the current density. When the current density was
lower than 18 mA/cm2, the glossy surface of the nickel matrix with uniformly distributed SiC whiskers
could be seen, and the content of SiCw increased with the increase of current density (Figure 1a–d).
However, when the current density was higher than 25 mA/cm2, the whiskers content reduced, and the
surface morphology of coatings became nodular and inhomogeneous (Figure 1e–f). These phenomena
made clear that the electrodeposits prepared at low current density tend to form smooth and luminous
surface morphology with fine grains.

 

Figure 1. SEM images of Ni/SiCw composite coating fabricated from the electrolyte at stirring speed of
200 rpm, and temperatures of 35 ◦C, and current density of (a) 2 mA/cm2, (b) 6 mA/cm2, (c) 10 mA/cm2,
(d) 18 mA/cm2, (e) 25 mA/cm2, (f) 40 mA/cm2.

The influences of current density on composite coatings could be explained by the following aspects.
Firstly, as the cathode current density increases, the Coulomb force between the whisker-adsorbed
metal ions and the cathode increases, which can increase the deposition rate of the matrix metal and
save time for SiCw to be embedded in Ni matrix. That is, the content of SiCw in the nickel matrix
increases at per unit time. Secondly, as the cathode current density increases, the cathode overpotential
and the electric field force increases correspondingly, which facilitates the electrostatic attraction of the
cathode to the solid particles adsorbing the positive ions. At higher overvoltage, the transportation
of metal ions to cathode becomes an important factor in electrodeposition, and it is well known that
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the addition of inert particles could enhance this transportation [23]. Compared with lower current
density, the rate of whisker that transfer to cathode surface and embed into the composite coatings
increases remarkably when the cathode current density is too high. Thirdly, part of the surface of the
cathode is covered by whiskers, due to its embedding behavior, which results in the increase of the
cathode overpotential, the enhancement of hydrogen adsorption capacity and the formation of alkaline
salts near the cathode [4]. These by-products that adsorbed on the cathode surface or embedded into
the coating also prevent the whisker from co-depositing with nickel metal and lead to a decrease of
the SiCw content in electrodeposits. Besides, at a higher overpotential, the dendrites or nodules were
formed on the coating’s surface, due to the discharge of metal ions near the cathode, which cause the
discharge at the swelling of deposits and it is consistent with previous literature reported by other
researchers [2].

During the electrodeposition process, the deposited crystal and grew behavior are closely related
to the electrolyte temperature, which plays an essential role in controlling its texture and grain size.
Moreover, the mass transfer process of metal ions and whiskers to the cathode surface could be enhanced
at an appropriate electrodeposition temperature [24]. Therefore, it is indispensable to evaluate the
effect of electrolyte temperature on the composite for the purpose of obtaining the high content of
SiCw in the coating with smooth and uniform morphology. In this experiment, the temperature of
electrolyte ranging from 20 ◦C to 60 ◦C were investigated at a stirring speed of 200 rpm and a current
density 18 mA/cm2. As illustrated in Figure 2, the dendrites and nodules could be observed clearly at a
lower temperature (Figure 2a), while the smooth and luminous surface accompanied by the increasing
whisker content was obtained at a temperature rising to 50 ◦C (Figure 2d).In addition, the nickel
grains became finer, and the composite coatings were also strengthened after adding the whiskers.
However, the whiskers tended to aggregate and decreased its content in composite coatings when the
temperature was exceeding 50 ◦C, which resulted in the deposited grains was coarse and oversized.

 

Figure 2. SEM images of Ni/SiCw composite coating fabricated from the electrolyte at stirring speed
of 200 rpm, and current density of 18 mA/cm2, and temperatures of (a) 20 ◦C, (b) 30 ◦C, (c) 40 ◦C, (d)
50 ◦C, (e) 60 ◦C.

In general, both the average kinetic energy of ions and the viscosity of electrolytic could
be consolidated by increasing the electrolyte temperature, which all consequently facilities the
transportation of whiskers. Besides, the diffusion mobility of metal ions adsorbed on the cathode
surface would be increased on the electrode surface, which resulted in an increase of the whiskers
contents in composites coating. Whereas, the anions diffusion rate, the overpotential and the electric
field force of the cathode reduced when the temperature reached to a specific value, which was
detrimental to the whiskers embedded into the nickel matrix. In addition, the electrolyte would
evaporate seriously at a higher temperature, thus, affecting the deposition of active ingredients onto
the cathode and coursing the surface of composites. As a result, the excessively high temperature led
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to a reduction of the SiCw adsorption ability and the cathode electric field force, which ultimately
reduced the SiCw content in the composite coatings.

In order to prevent the precipitation and agglomeration of SiCw in the electrolyte, mechanical
stirring was adopted as a key technology in electroplating process, due to the high surface energy of the
SiCw. Particularly, the content of particles in composite coatings is depended largely on the strength of
stirring, which is advantageous to the uniform distribution of particles in electrolyte and the successful
transportation to cathode surface [23]. Figure 3 shows the SEM images relating to the morphology
of Ni/SiCw coatings fabricated at a different stirring speed. The conditions of current density and
temperature were 18 mA/cm2 and 50 ◦C, and the stirring speed was controlled at 0, 100, 300, and
500 rpm, respectively. Due to the gravity, a large number of whiskers accumulated and covered the
major cathode surface without stirring, which resulted in an increase of the cathode overpotential
and a decrease of the discharged metal ions near the cathode. Therefore, metal ions discharged at
the corner and appeared dendrites or nodules in the composite coatings under the condition without
stirring. With the increasing strength of stirring, the mass transfer rate of electrolyte and the effective
concentration of whisker were also increased accordingly, which could promote the transportation of
SiCw and increase the whisker content in the composite coatings. However, the electrolyte flew at a
high speed when the stirring strength is higher than 300 rpm, which caused intense shock to the cathode
surface, led to high-speed transfer of the electrolyte accompanied by whiskers and suppressed the
attachment of whiskers to the cathode surface. More seriously, whiskers that were not fully embedded
in the nickel matrix might be released from the cathode surface to the electrolyte, which resulted in a
dramatic decrease of the whisker content in the composite coatings.

 

Figure 3. SEM images of Ni/SiCw composite coating fabricated from the electrolyte at a current density
of 18 mA/cm2, and temperatures of 50 ◦C, and stirring speed of (a) 0 rpm, (b) 100 rpm, (c) 300 rpm, (d)
500 rpm.

The cross-sectional SEM images of Ni/SiCw composite coatings prepared with different
electrodeposited conditions were shown in Figure 4. From Figure 4a,b, in which the current density
ranges from 2 to 8 mA cm−2, an increase in the number of SiCw (pointed by an arrow), which are
fairly well dispersed in the nickel matrix, can be clearly observed on the fracture surface. According
to the micrographs of the cross section, the fracture surface does not represent the initial interface
between the the nickel matrix and SiCw after breaking with external force, so the interface was further
illustrated after treatment by an ion beam thinner (Figure 4c,d). From the cross-sectional images of the
thinned surface, the whiskers were cut in an identical plane, but in different orientations, due to their
random distribution in the the nickel matrix; meanwhile, multiple shapes of whiskers after thinning by
ion beam thinner were also noticed.
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Figure 4. SEM images of the cross section for the fracture (a,b) and thinned surface (c,d) of the
electrodeposited Ni/SiCw composite coatings (a) SiCw 0.8 g L−1, 2 mA/cm2, 35 ◦C, 150 rpm; (b) SiCw 0.8
g L−1, 18 mA/cm2, 35 ◦C, 150 rpm; (c) and (d) represent the thinned surface of (a) and (b), respectively.

The EDS spectra of Ni/SiCw composite coatings, prepared at different conditions, are illustrated
in Figure 5; and is related to the EDS spectra, which has been listed, as shown in Table 2. As shown
in Figure 5a, only Ni peaks were observed in the sample without SiCw coating, whereas the peaks
of Ni, Si and C were all collected in Figure 5b–e. The EDS results indicated that the SiC whiskers
were incorporated into the nickel matrix successfully. Besides, the obviously increased content of Si
and C could be seen from Figure 5b,c, which was resulted from the increased current density from 2
to 18 mA/cm2. Since the co-deposition rate of SiCw was strongly related to that of Ni matrix in the
process of electrodeposition, then increasing current density could promote the deposition rate of
matrix metals and save the time of SiCw embedding into the Ni matrix. In Figure 5c,d, the EDS spectra
of the Ni/SiCw coatings deposited at 35 ◦C and 50 ◦C, which showed that the higher temperature
facilitated the increase of whiskers content in electrodeposits. It shows that the higher temperature
facilitates the increase of whiskers content in electrodeposits. As to the influence of stirring speed
on the content of SiCw, the stronger stirring speed can contribute to the whiskers transmitting to the
cathode surface from the electrolyte which results in its higher content in coatings (Figure 5e).

 
Figure 5. EDS spectra of electrodeposited Ni/SiCw composite coatings (a) without SiCw, 2 mA/cm2,
35 ◦C, 150 rpm; (b) SiCw 0.8 g L−1, 2 mA/cm2, 35 ◦C, 150 rpm; (c) SiCw 0.8 g L−1, 18 mA/cm−2, 35 ◦C,
150 rpm; (d) SiCw 0.8 g L−1, 18 mA/cm2, 50 ◦C, 150 rpm; (e) SiCw 0.8 g L−1, 18 mA/cm2, 50 ◦C, 300 rpm.
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Table 2. Weight fraction of the composite coatings as deposited at different conditions.

Samples
Weight Fraction (wt. %)

Ni Si C O

a 98.66 — 0.32 1.02
b 95.18 1.47 0.55 2.80
c 90.88 3.48 1.00 4.64
d 85.57 5.39 1.48 5.56
e 76.32 8.83 4.67 10.18

3.2. Effects of Electrodeposition Parameters on Crystallographic Texture of the Ni/ SiCw Composite Coatings

For all the electrodeposited coatings, the nickel crystals are face-centered cubic structures (FCC).
The three peaks at 2θ = 44.5, 51.85 and 76.37◦ that corresponds to (111), (200) and (220) crystallographic
planes of nickel respectively, are in agreement with the standard XRD pattern JCPDS 04-0850. Note
that the peaks corresponding to the SiCw were not detected in the XRD pattern of the composites.
This might be due to the high content of Ni and its high scattering factor leading to higher peak
intensities compared to those of SiCw [25]. Figure 6 shows the XRD pattern for the applied SiC whiskers.
Comparing to the standard card, SiC particles was fit to No. 29-1129 exactly.

 

Figure 6. XRD pattern of the SiC whiskers.

Figure 7 shows the XRD patterns and its crystallographic orientation indexes of the Ni/SiCw
composite coatings fabricated at a different current density. As shown in Figure 7a, at low current
density (2 mA·cm−2), the composite coating exhibits a strong (111) plane preferred orientation and a
relatively low intensity of peaks (200) and (220). However, the intensity of (111) and (220) peak gradually
reduce with the increase of current density, while the (200) peak increased obviously. Particularly, when
the current density increased to 40 mA·cm−2, the value of (200) peak intensity reaches the strongest,
and the other peaks are almost disappeared. These results mean that the current density alters the
texture of the composites and enhances the (200) reflections, which is in good agreement with the
literature reported observation (the current efficiency of Ni deposition reached high values of over
97%) [26]. XRD analyses show that the texture coefficient of the deposits varies with current density.
From Figure 7b and Table 3, the calculated results exhibit that the texture coefficient of (111) and (220)
orientation decreases from 0.91 to 0.05 and 0.43 to 0.18, respectively; while the (200) orientation index
increases from 0.66 to 2.9.

The variation of preferred orientation implied two possible reasons. One is the growth axis of
the nickel grain mainly depends on the applied current density. There is a trend for dominating
surface textures with increasing current density, as follows—(110) < (211) < (100). This means that
(110), (211) and (100) texture are preferred orientation at very low current, medium and high current,
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respectively [27]. This also can be explained by the theory of nucleation energy (Whkl) [28,29] as
Equation (2).

Whkl =
Bhkl

zF
Naη−Ahkl

, (2)

where Ahkl and Bhkl are material parameters of the crystallographic direction (hkl); Na and F are the
constant of Avogadro and Faraday, respectively; z is the number of electrons, and η is the over-voltage
of cathodic polarization. For face-centered cubic metals, at low over-voltage, W111 <W100 <W110,
while W100 < W111 at high over-voltage [26]. This phenomenon indicates that when particular
nucleation energy is lower than other types of nucleation energy, the crystals of the deposited metal
will exhibit particular preferred orientation. The other is the incorporated whiskers provides the
occurrence of new nuclei and limits the growth of the original crystal grains [30,31], which facilitates
more nucleation sites and the grain size refined. As mentioned above, the crystalline structure of
Ni-W/SiC deposits is also affected by the factor of the SiCw content in the composites.

 

Figure 7. (a) XRD patterns of composites fabricated at a different current density, (b) The crystallographic
orientation indexes of (111), (200) and (220).

Table 3. Texture coefficients of various (hkl) for the composite coatings as deposited at different
current density.

(hkl)
TC(hkl)

2 mA·cm−2 6 mA·cm−2 10 mA·cm−2 18 mA·cm−2 25 mA·cm−2 40 mA·cm−2

111 0.91 0.62 0.25 0.13 0.08 0.05
200 0.66 1.73 2.17 2.63 2.84 2.9
220 1.43 1 0.58 0.23 0.1 0.18

Figure 8 shows the XRD patterns and its crystallographic orientation indexes of the Ni/SiCw
composite coatings electroplated at 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 ◦C, respectively. With the temperature elevated,
the intensity of the (200) increases, while (111), (220) peaks increases. The calculated orientation index
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of (200) plan increases from 1.08 to 2.32, while the (111) and (220) orientation index decreases from 1.15
to 0.32 and 0.73 to 0.36 (Figure 8b and Table 4), respectively. These results indicate that relative high
electrolyte temperature is benefit for the preferred orientation of (200) plan, which is in agreement with
previous studies [32].

In the view of the observations made by E. Budevski et al. [28], the energy barrier of nucleation
showed a positive linear dependence with 1/η and 1/η2 for the 2D and 3D model, respectively; the
nucleation kinetics of nickel crystallites depends on the applied overpotential η. At low overvoltage,
the particles near the cathode suppress metal ion reduction; while at high overvoltage, the transmission
of the metal ions to the cathode becomes an important factor, moreover, the incorporated of inert
whiskers enhance this transmission [23]. Therefore, the grains size of composites at high temperature
becomes larger than that at low temperature (Figure 2).

 

Figure 8. (a) XRD patterns of composites fabricated at a different temperature, (b) The crystallographic
orientation indexes of (111), (200) and (220).

Table 4. Texture coefficients of various (hkl) for the composite coatings as deposited at
different temperature.

(hkl)
TC(hkl)

20 ◦C 30 ◦C 40 ◦C 50 ◦C 60 ◦C

111 1.15 1.05 0.8 0.51 0.32
200 1.08 1.21 1.53 2 2.32
220 0.73 0.73 0.71 0.51 0.36
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Figure 9 shows the XRD patterns and its crystallographic orientation indexes of the Ni/SiCw
composite coatings electroplated under different stirring conditions. The XRD patterns (Figure 9a)
shows that, under static conditions, the intensity of (200) peak is slightly higher than that of (220) peak,
and (111) peak possess the highest intensity. When given a certain stirring speed at 100 rpm, there
is about the same intensity of (111) and (200) crystal planes, while the intensity of (220) peak is very
weak and almost disappeared. With increasing stirring speed to 300 rpm, the intensity of (200) peaks
gradually increase, along with a relative decrease in intensity of (111) and (220) peaks. Notably, at high
stirring speed (500 rpm), the intensity of (200) peak presents a weakening trend. This is because the
excessive stirring speed takes a large impact force for the cathode surface, it can, therefore, caused
the whiskers transferred with the electrolyte at a high speed. Ultimately, the content of whiskers
incorporated into the nickel matrix is reduced. The XRD patterns further analysis is shown in Figure 9b
and Table 5. The preferred orientation of the composite coating at different stirring speeds is mainly
related to the content of SiCw in coatings, and thereby the embedded SiC whiskers into the nickel
matrix change the microstructure of the composites.

 

Figure 9. (a) XRD patterns of composites fabricated at a different stirring speed; (b) the crystallographic
orientation indexes of (111), (200) and (220).

Table 5. Texture coefficients of various (hkl) for the composite coatings as deposited at different
stirring speed.

(hkl)
TC(hkl)

0 rpm 100 rpm 300 rpm 500 rpm

111 1.28 0.97 0.31 0.69
200 0.88 1.79 2.58 2.16
220 0.83 0.23 0.11 0.14
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4. Conclusions

In summary, the influences of the external conditions of electrodeposition on the crystallographic
texture, morphology and composition were investigated. For the deposited Ni/SiCw composite
coatings, the content of SiCw in coatings increased with the increasing current density, stirring rate
and electrolyte temperature in a certain range. Particularly, glossy Ni matrix surface with uniformly
distributed whiskers was obtained at a current density of 18 mA/cm2, whereas it became nodular and
inhomogeneous with the widely differed spherical particles. Moreover, the detailed XRD analysis
indicated that the current density altered the texture of the composites and enhanced the reflections of
(200) plane. Also, the optimized temperature results revealed that the flat and bright morphology, as
well as high content of whiskers in the composite coatings, was obtained at a temperature of 50 ◦C.
Furthermore, the effects of stirring speed on the composition and structure on the coatings were studied.
It was found that when the stirring speed was too low, the composite coatings appeared dendrites
or nodules, while the whisker content was drastically reduced at a high speed. Consequently, these
external conditions not only affect the surface morphology and the SiCw content of the composites,
but also modified their preferred orientation.
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Abstract: Liquid-assisted laser technology is used to etch defect-free materials for high-precision
electronics and machinery. This study investigates water-jet-assisted laser etching of polysilicon
material. The depths and widths of the etched grooves were investigated for different water-jet
incident angles and velocities. To select optimal parameters for a composite etching processing,
the results of many tests must be compared, and at least one set of good processing parameter
combinations must be identified. Herein, the influence of different parameters on the processing
results is studied using an orthogonal test method. The results demonstrate that the depths and
widths of the processing grooves were nearly identical at water-jet angles of 30◦and 60◦; however, the
60◦ incidence conferred a slight advantage over 30◦ incidence. The section taper, section depth, and
surface topography were optimized at a water-jet velocity of 24-m/s, 1.1-ms laser pulse width, 40-Hz
frequency, and 180-A current. Under these conditions, the section taper and groove depth were 1.2◦
and 1.88 mm, respectively. The groove surfaces exhibited no splitting, slagging, or other defects, and
no recast layers were visible.

Keywords: laser etching; water jet; polycrystalline silicon; orthogonal test

1. Introduction

Polysilicon material is a brittle semiconductor material with high wear resistance, hardness,
chemical stability, and low thermal conductivity. The superior performance of silicon materials has
secured their use in photovoltaics, aerospace, electronics, and other industries. However, owing to
their physical properties, polysilicon and similar semiconductor materials are difficult to process
effectively via conventional machining, i.e., the quality of processing may be poor. This problem can
be resolved by employing laser processing technology. Such technology is widely used in electronic
and other industries for precision machining of difficult-to-machine metal and non-metal material
with high hardness, strength, toughness, and brittleness [1–3]. Unfortunately, under ambient air or
inert gas conditions, the transient action of laser heat in the laser processing of materials inevitably
produces microcracks and slag on the surface of the material, thereby reducing the qualification rate and
processing quality of precision device products. To ameliorate the shortcomings of traditional lasers in
processing such materials, liquid-assisted laser technology has been proposed herein. In this technology,
with a hard and brittle material, the liquid reduces the temperature gradient at the processing site,
thereby avoiding cracking and heat-affected areas of the material and improving the processing quality.
Over time, liquid-assisted laser processing technology has branched into water-guided, underwater,
and water-jet-assisted laser processing technology. Li et al. [4] etched trenches into silicon using
a water-guided laser micromachining method. They simulated the melting and removal of silicon
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under the cooling effect of the water jet and verified their model via comparative simulations and
experiments. Their model considers the effects of cutting speed and other factors on the surface
quality and heat-affected zone of the workpiece. Porter et al. [5] applied water-guided laser processing
technology to cut metal sheets and summarized the influence of some processing parameters on the
results. Hock et al. [6] cut stainless-steel plates and brass sheets (thickness≤ 100 μm) using conventional
laser and water-guided laser cutting technologies and compared the cutting widths, heat-affected zones
of the two products. Compared to the conventional technique, the water-guided laser cutting system
achieved a lower heat-affected zone, slag accumulation height, and slit width. Adelmann et al. [7] cut
aluminum, titanium, steel, and other metals using a water-guided laser and investigated the effects of
laser power, pulse repetition frequency and etching times on the processing quality. The maximum
depths of the cut aluminum, titanium, and steel were 8, 4.7, and 1.5 mm, respectively, and the maximum
aspect ratios were 66.7, 39.2 and 12.5, respectively. Using Nd:YAG pulse fiber lasers, Choubey et al. [8]
conducted stainless-steel plate experiments in both air and underwater environments. Their results
demonstrate that compared to air cutting, underwater cutting improves the sample and slightly
reduces its slit width, heat-affected zone, and adhesion slag. Mullick et al. [9] established a model for
investigating the energy-loss mechanism in underwater laser cutting. The model accounts for the
interaction between the laser, material, and water. Most of the energy is lost by the scattering of the
laser light in water vapor. The losses account for 40–50% of the total laser energy. The correctness of the
model results was verified via experiments. Tsai [10] processed LCD glass materials using underwater
and conventional laser techniques and investigated the effects of the laser parameters, material size,
and liquid type on the removal rate, slit width, incision depth, taper, and surface roughness of the
processed materials. Their results demonstrated the advantages of underwater laser processing over
conventional laser processing. Charee et al. [11] processed silicon wafers via a flowing underwater
laser composite etching process. To study the effects of underwater laser etching, they controlled
the rate and direction of the water flow in a closed water chamber. With a high water flow rate,
the grooves were deepened and few re-agglomeration layers were formed. The etching effect was
superior to that obtained in still water. Kalyanasundaram [12] combined the parameters of laser water
jets with those of hard and brittle processing materials and significantly improved the quality of the
cut. Tangwarodomnukun et al. [13,14] compared the surface morphologies of samples prepared via
hybrid laser–water jet micromachining, traditional silicon processing, and laser composite processing
technologies. They varied the processing parameters and analyzed their effect on the heat-affected
zone and processing quality. Bao et al. [15] established a fluid dynamics model based on smoothed
particle hydrodynamics experimentally investigated the water-jet-assisted laser cutting of silicon
materials. Experimental analysis revealed that the laser ablation of silicon mainly occurs via explosive
melting. Zhu et al. [16] established a numerical model of heat transfer and material ablation in the
water-jet-assisted laser etching of single-crystal germanium. They reported that the irradiated material
can be discharged through the water jet and that during the non-pulsing periods, the water-jet cooling
effectively removes heat buildup in the workpiece, thereby minimizing the thermal damage caused
by laser heating. They also analyzed the influence of the processing parameters on the ablation
process. Increasing the laser pulse energy deepened the grooves, whereas increasing the applied
water pressure reduced the threshold workpiece temperature for material removal. Feng et al. [17]
established a three-dimensional analytical model of the temperature field during the hybrid laser
water-jet micromachining process. Their model considers the interaction between the laser, water jet,
and workpiece. The absorption of laser light by the water, the formation of laser-induced plasma in
water, the formation of bubbles, and the laser refraction at the air–water interface were discussed.
To evaluate two machining methods, Hao Zhu et al. [18] compared the direct and chemical-assisted
picosecond laser trepanning of single crystalline silicon. In their study, an orthogonal test design
scheme was adopted to consider the relevant parameters affecting the trepanning process. They found
that the direct laser trepanning results are associated with significant thermal defects, whereas the
chemical-assisted method can process microholes with negligible thermal damage.
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Conventional gas-assisted laser processed materials have defects such as a large heat-affected
zone and many re-casting layers. Compared with traditional gas-assisted laser processing, the laser
processing area is cooled and impacted by the water jet. Specifically, during laser processing, the water
jet cools the material and its impact can wash away the slag and recast a layerafter laser processing.
The cooling action can reduce excess heat acting on the surface of the material, reduce the heat-affected
zone, and reduce the generation of microcracks, thereby improving the surface quality of the material.
In this paper, water jets with different angle and velocities were used to assist laser etching of polysilicon.
Previously, we studied the effect of different water jet velocities on the processing grooves when the
water jet angle was 30◦ [19]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the effects of changing both the
water-jet angle and velocity on the depth and width of the etched grooves have not been investigated.
This paper builds on previous studies by varying the jet angles and velocities in water-jet-assisted
laser etching of polysilicon materials and examining its effect on the depth and width of the etched
grooves. Subsequently, after fixing the water-jet angle at 60◦, the optimal processing parameters in the
experimental grooves are investigated in an orthogonal optimization experiment.

2. Theoretical Analysis of the Influence of Water-Jet-Assisted Laser Etching

Water-jet-assisted laser processing introduces a water jet to traditional laser processing.
The auxiliary gas removes slag and debris generated in the laser processing, thereby improving
the processing quality of the materials and reducing slag accumulation, the generation of microcracks,
formation of recast layers during processing, and the heat-affected zone. Figure 1 schematizes the
water-jet-assisted laser technique. Note that the water jet consumes part of the laser energy. In contrast,
when jetted at appropriate velocity, the water jet washes away slag and the recast layer in an appropriate
time, which reduces the heat-affected zone and improves processing quality. Water-jet-assisted laser
processing also reduces photothermal efficiency and suppresses secondary adhesion of the etched
material via laser-induced liquid cavitation, water cooling, and water flow.

Workpiece 
movement direction

Water jet offset 
distance

Laser beam

Water jet

Workpiece

Water jet nozzle

Plasma

Bubble
Melting 

area

Molten 
particles

Figure 1. Schematic of water-jet-assisted laser processing.

Conventional gas-assisted and water-jet-assisted laser processing techniques remove material via
laser irradiation, which smelts or vaporizes the material surface. In the conventional technique, most
laser energy is absorbed by the material. The material’s thermal properties will transfer excess heat
around the laser action zone, which enlarges the heat-affected zone and increases slag accumulation.
In water-jet-assisted laser etching technology, conventional laser etching is supplemented by water jets
applied at a certain angle and velocity. This technology combines the high efficiency of traditional
gas-assisted laser processing with the advantages of water jets. The laser primarily acts as a softening
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material that melts or vaporizes the material as it is heated. The water jet strikes the laser processing
area and cools it by heat transfer. Generally, the specific heat capacity of water is greater than that
of the material matrix, which implies that water absorbs excess heat from the material surface and
provides a cooling effect. In addition, increasing the water-jet velocity increases the impact force on
the material. Within a certain range, the impact force is sufficient to flush the slag and other defects
generated by the laser action. Then, the flowing water removes the slag or recast layer from the tank in
sufficient time. Note that reducing slag and the recast layer from the bottom and walls of the trench
can improve processing quality [20].

In this study, the effects of water jet pressure at different angles and velocities on the material
were compared in fluent simulations. Herein, the water-jet angle was set to 30◦ or 60◦, and the velocity
was varied between 16, 20, 24, and 28 m/s (Figure 2). Note that many factors were simplified during
simulation; thus, the results are theoretical rather than practical. As shown in Figure 2, increasing jet
velocity at a fixed incident angle gradually increased the impact force of the water jet on the material.
In addition, for a fixed water-jet velocity, the impact force was ~1.5 times higher at an impact angle of
60◦ than at 30◦. Thus, it is theoretically demonstrated that 60◦ water-jet-assisted laser etching of the
polysilicon material demonstrates groove depth and width greater than that of the 30◦ water-jet-assisted
laser etching polysilicon material. In actual machining, greater jet velocity is advantageous for material
removal; however, if the water flow velocity is excessive, the water jet will shake the experimental
device, which will also deflect the impact center of the jet on the material. A significantly diverted
water beam will cause splashing, which will generate “water mist” that affects the focused laser spot
and incurs large laser energy loss.
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Figure 2. Impact force of a water jet striking a material at different velocities and impact angles.

3. Experimental Methods and Analysis

An HGL-LMY500 solid laser cutting and welding processing system (Wuhan Huagong Laser
Engineering Co., Ltd., Wuhan, China) was used in the test. The HGL-LMY500 comprises an Nd:YAG
solid-state pulsed laser (average output: 500 W), a power supply system, an optical system, a control
system, a cooling system, a numerical control table, and a computer (Figure 3). During processing, this
system produces a laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm, a multimode circular spot, and a spot diameter
of 0.2 mm. By adjusting the current, pulse width, and repetition frequency, the laser output energy,
laser light intensity, beam quality, etc. satisfy processing requirements. The main parameters of this
laser system are shown in Table 1. Here, the water jet device is a water jet processing system designed
by our team. Note that the water-jet velocity and angle be adjusted. In addition, the water jet nozzle
(water jet nozzle diameter is 0.7 mm) can be fixed to ensure that the water jet can impact and cool the
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material in the laser processing area. According to the actual work requirement, the motor, liquid tank,
filter device, inlet pipe, plunger pump, overflow return control valve, pressure gauge, accumulator,
one-way control valve, and jet nozzle and its fixing device.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental Nd3+: YAG laser etching apparatus.

Table 1. Laser system processing parameters.

Technical
Parameters

Current (A)
Pulse Width

(ms)
Repeat Frequency

(Hz)
Single Pulse

Energy (J)
Processing Speed

(mm·s−1)

Adjustment range 100–400 0.1–20 0–150 0–90 >0.1

The experimental sample was a polycrystalline silicon plate (length × width × height:
20 × 20 × 2 mm3). The effect of different water jet angles and velocities on the depth and widths of
the processing grooves in water-jet-assisted laser etching was investigated. Prior to experiment, it is
necessary to ensure that the following laser parameters remain unchanged: 40-Hz laser repetition
frequency, 0.6-ms pulse width, 1-mm/s scanning speed, and 140-A current. Under this processing
parameter, the laser irradiation intensity reaches 5.5 × 105 W/cm2. When the irradiation intensity is
5.5 × 105 W/cm2, it is sufficient to achieve the energy density required for irreversible damage to the
surface material, and the material is removed by the action of the laser. In water-jet-assisted laser
processing, the jet is impacted slightly behind the laser beam (1 mm behind processing area) to avoid
direct contact between the jet and laser beam, avoid excessive loss of laser energy, and boost cooling
and impact performance. The cross-sections and widths of the resulting grooves are shown in Figures 4
and 5, respectively. Figures 6 and 7 show the groove depths and widths under different water-jet
velocity (horizontal axis) and impact angle (colors), respectively.
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(a)30°/16 m·s-1 (b)30°/20m·s-1 (c)30°/24m·s-1 (d)30°/28m·s-1

(e)60°/16 m·s-1 (f)60°/20m·s-1 (g)60°/24m·s-1 (h)60°/28m·s-1
 

Figure 4. Cross-sections of grooves obtained by etching polycrystalline silicon at different impact
angles (top row: 30◦; bottom row: 60◦) and jet velocities (left to right: 16, 20, 24, and 28 m/s) (25×).

(a)30°/16 m·s-1 (b)30°/20m·s-1 (c)30°/24m·s-1 (d)30°/28m·s-1

(e)60°/16 m·s-1 (f)60°/20m·s-1 (g)60°/24m·s-1 (h)60°/28m·s-1200 m 200 m 200 m 200 m

200 m 200 m200 m200 m

 

Figure 5. Widths of grooves obtained by laser etching at different impact angles (top row: 30◦; bottom
row: 60◦) and jet velocities (left to right: 16, 20, 24, and 28 m/s) (30×).
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Figure 6. Groove depths obtained at different water-jet velocities (horizontal axis) and impact angle (colors).
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Figure 7. Groove widths obtained at different water-jet velocities (horizontal axis) and impact angles (colors).

As shown in Figures 4–7, the depth and width of the laser-etched grooves in the polysilicon
material are dependent on water-jet velocity but not impact angle (the water-jet velocity trends were
very similar at both 30◦ and 60◦). The depth of the processing groove initially increased with increased
jet velocity from 16 to 24 m/s but decreased between 24 and 28 m/s. In addition, the width of the
processing groove gradually increased across the entire range of tested jet velocities. For the same
water-jet velocity, the groove depths and widths were slightly larger at an impact angle of 60◦ than
at 30◦. The slight increase at 60◦ is attributable to the higher impact force at 60◦ than at 30◦. As the
water-jet velocity increased from 16 to 24 m/s, both the impact and cooling effect of the water-jet
increased; however, the increasing trend of the cooling effect slowed down. As a result, the total
increasing trend was dominated by the impact of the water jet, whereas the cooling effect played
a secondary role. The molten silicon and slag deposited on the bottom of the tank were removed
to reduce laser energy absorption; thus, the depth and width of the processing grooves increased
gradually with water-jet velocity. However, at a water-jet velocity of 28 m/s, the large impact force was
compromised because the experimental device was disturbed. At this velocity, the impact of the water
jet deviated from the center of the jet impact, and the water beam diverged when striking the material
surface, which caused splashes and “water mist” that affected the focused laser spot. In water-assisted
laser processing, the material surface is covered with a thin, flowing layer of water, which absorbs
some of the laser energy, thereby weakening the laser’s action on the material. Simultaneously, the
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enhanced convective heat transfer between the laser thermal energy and surrounding medium (i.e., the
water) incurs large laser energy loss, which reduces the processing depth.

4. Orthogonal Test Design

4.1. Design Table of Orthogonal Test Plan

The orthogonal test method was employed to assess the quality of the water-jet-assisted laser
etching of the polysilicon samples. In this experiment, the processing quality was primarily evaluated
by examining the section taper, section morphology, and processing depth. At the largest processing
depth, the processing tank must have the smallest taper and fine surface morphology. The cross-section
of the sample trough was observed using a VM-3020E 2D imager, and the taper and depth of the
section were measured. The results are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Cross-sectional profile of the groove in the polysilicon sample after processing.

Section 3 discussed the effect of water-jet angles and velocities on the depth and width of the grooves
fabricated by laser-assisted etching of polysilicon material. Note that many interacting processing
parameters are involved in the actual processing. The parameters that affect water-jet-assisted laser
etching are the laser and water-jet parameters. To improve the etching effect, one or several sets of good
combinations of processing parameters must be determined, which requires numerous experiments.
The orthogonal test method optimizes the selection of processing parameters, which reduces the
number of tests and the time required to select suitable processing parameters. As shown in Figure 2,
the impact effect of the water jet at any incident velocity was slightly higher at 60◦ compared to that at
30◦. Therefore, in the orthogonal test, the incident angle of the water jet was set to 60◦ and the other
parameters were set according to those of the actual situation. Here, the main research objects were
the laser processing parameters (laser pulse width, repetition frequency, and pulse energy) and pulse
energy (represented by input current).

In the orthogonal test, the water-jet velocity, laser pulse width, laser repetition frequency, and
laser input current were labeled A, B, C, and D, respectively, and each factor was assigned four levels
(1, 2, 3, and 4), as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Factor/level table.

Level

Factor

A
Water-Jet Velocity/m/s

B
Pulse Width/ms

C
Repeat Frequency/Hz

D
Current/A

1 16 0.5 30 150
2 20 0.7 35 160
3 24 0.9 40 170
4 28 1.1 45 180
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The water-jet-assisted laser etching process was tested according to the L16 (45) orthogonal table
(presented as Table 3). The design included 16 orthogonal experimental schedules. The subscripts in
each plan indicate the level number (first column in Table 1). For example, A1 represents jet velocity of
16 m/s and B4 indicates a pulse width of 1.1 ms.

Table 3. Orthogonal test table (L16 (45)).

Test Number A B C D Test Plan

1 1 1 1 1 A1B1C1D1
2 1 2 2 2 A1B2C2D2
3 1 3 3 3 A1B3C3D3
4 1 4 4 4 A1B4C4D4
5 2 1 2 3 A2B1C2D3
6 2 2 1 4 A2B2C1D4
7 2 3 4 1 A2B3C4D1
8 2 4 3 2 A2B4C3D2
9 3 1 3 4 A3B1C3D4

10 3 2 4 3 A3B2C4D3
11 3 3 1 2 A3B3C1D2
12 3 4 2 1 A3B4C2D1
13 4 1 4 2 A4B1C4D2
14 4 2 3 1 A4B2C3D1
15 4 3 2 4 A4B3C2D4
16 4 4 1 3 A4B4C1D3

4.2. Experimental Results and Optimization Options

Following the test scheme shown in Table 3, an orthogonal test was conducted on the water-jet-assisted
laser etching processing platform. Here, the measured data were the depth and taper of the groove of
the given evaluation index. The 16 test results and their corresponding data are shown in Figures 9
and 10, respectively.
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Figure 9. Orthogonal test results (15×). Label “a” represents the depth and taper of the section, and “b”
represents surface topography.
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Figure 10. Experimental values of orthogonal tests 1–16. (a) Taper value; (b) Depth value.

The test results for each evaluation index in Table 4 were calculated and analyzed using the range
analysis method. After computing test indices (i.e., section taper and section depth, corresponding
to the m-th level of the j-th factor) and their average values (Kjm), the range differences Rj of the two
evaluation indexes were calculated for the j-th factor. The results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Range calculation values of orthogonal test results.

Index A B C D

Section taper/◦

Kj1 5.025 10.342 6.285 5.682
Kj2 6.647 4.258 6.707 4.640
Kj3 6.200 3.710 3.162 7.717
Kj4 3.752 3.315 5.470 3.585
Rj 2.895 7.027 3.545 4.132

Section
depth/mm

Kj1 1.455 0.900 1.238 1.513
Kj2 1.480 1.288 1.433 1.355
Kj3 1.300 1.690 1.525 1.400
Kj4 1.458 1.815 1.497 1.425
Rj 0.180 0.915 0.287 0.158

From the average values of the indicators corresponding to each level of each factor, the appropriate
level of each factor can be summarized as follows:

• If the required index must be as small as possible, we must consider the level corresponding to
the smallest average.

• If the required index must be as large as possible, we must consider the level corresponding to the
largest average.

• If the indicator must be moderate (a fixed value), we must consider the level corresponding to a
moderate average.

To analyze the test results visually and intuitively and to obtain comprehensive conclusions,
the relationships between the evaluation indicators and various factors (effect curves) were derived
from the range analysis data. In this experiment, the average corresponding experimental indicator
was plotted for each level in a given factor. The results of factors A, B, C, and D are shown in
Figures 11–14, respectively.
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Figure 11. Effect of water-jet velocity on (a) cross-section taper and (b) cross-section depth.
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Figure 12. Effect of laser pulse width on (a) cross-section taper and (b) cross-section depth.
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Figure 13. Effect of laser repetition frequency on (a) cross-section taper and (b) cross-section depth.
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Figure 14. Effect of current on (a) cross-section taper and (b) cross-section depth.

The range analysis results given in Table 5 demonstrate that the section taper was most influenced
by factor B, followed by factors D, C, and A. In addition, the actual processing requires that a smaller
section taper will result in a larger section depth.

Table 5. Range analysis results of orthogonal test.

Section Taper Section Depth

Primary and secondary factors B, D, C, A B, C, A, D
Excellent level A4, B4, C3, D4 A2, B4, C3, D1

Optimal combination B4D4C3A4 B4C3A2D1

The primary and secondary factors, optimal level, and optimal combination (i.e., the optimal
solution) were obtained (Table 6) by combining the range calculation results given in Table 4 with the
relationships between evaluation indicators and factors shown in Figures 11–14.

Table 6. Processing parameters in optimized schemes of each evaluation index.

Evaluation Index
Actual

Requirements
Excellent
Solution

Water-Jet
Velocity/m/s

Pulse
Width/ms

Repeat
Frequency/Hz

Current/A

Section taper/◦ Smaller and better B4D4C3A4 28 1.1 40 180
Section depth/mm Bigger and better B4C3A2D1 20 1.1 40 150

As shown in Table 6, the optimal process that minimizes the cross-section taper combines a 1.1-ms
laser pulse width, 40-Hz frequency, and 180-A current with the 28-m/s water-jet velocity. Under this
condition, the cross-section taper after composite processing was 0.3◦ (Figure 15a). The optimum
process that maximizes the tank depth combines a 1.1-ms laser pulse width, 40-Hz frequency, and
150-A input current with the 20-m/s water-jet velocity. With this configuration, the etched tank had a
depth of 2.05 mm but was shaped like a teardrop with a non-ideal taper (Figure 15b).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Cross-sectional morphology of samples after composite processing at processing parameters
that optimize each evaluation index (×30): (a) section taper and (b) section depth.

Based on the above analysis, the final combination of optimal processing parameters was
determined to be B4A3C3D4. The combination of processing parameters that optimized the cross-section
taper and cross-section depth of the etched tank were as follows: jet velocity of 24 m/s, laser pulse
width of 1.1 m/s, laser frequency of 40 Hz, and input current of 180 A. The cross-section and surface
topography of the groove after composite processing under these conditions are shown in Figure 16.
As can be seen, the surface of the groove body is free of splitting and slagging defects and has no
recast layer. Here, the taper and depth of the groove were 1.2◦ and 1.88 mm, respectively. Although
the etching result of each index was slightly worse than the result of optimizing a single indicator, it
generally satisfies the etching effect requirements.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Surface and section morphologies of groove formed by composite machining under final
optimized combination of processing parameters (×30): (a) sectional topography and (b) surface topography.

5. Conclusions

A water jet is frequently employed to assist laser etching of polysilicon materials. This study
assessed the influence of water-jet incident angle and velocity on the depth and width of the etching
groove. At a water jet incident at 60◦, the effects of processing parameters (i.e., water-jet velocity, laser
pulse width, repetition frequency, and input current) on the surface quality of the composite etching
were investigated using the orthogonal test method. The processing parameters were optimized and
verified. By comparing the verification test results with those of the orthogonal test, the processing
parameters that optimize each evaluation index were obtained. Our primary findings are summarized
as follows.

(1) The effects of 30◦ and 60◦ water-jet-assisted laser etching of polysilicon materials on the depth
and width of the etched trenches were investigated. It was found that when the water jet angle was
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maintained at one value, the depth of the machining tank initially increased and then decreased as
water-jet velocity increased, and the width of the machining tank increased gradually. As the velocity
increased from 16 to 24 m/s, the depth of the processed groove increased, but a further velocity increase
(28 m/s) reduced the groove depth. The width of the processing groove was a gradually increasing
function of the water-jet velocity. When the water-jet velocity was maintained at one value, the 60◦
water jet assisted the laser etching of the polysilicon material to obtain a tank with depth and width
greater than that obtained by the 30◦ etching.

(2) Taking the 60◦ water-jet-assisted laser etching of polysilicon as an example, the orthogonal
experimental method was used to optimize the processing parameters. In this study, the processing
quality was evaluated relative to the depth, taper, and surface topography of the processing tank (the
deeper the depth of the tank, the smaller the taper and the better the surface topography).

The experimental results demonstrated that the section taper was minimized under a 1.1-ms laser
pulse width, 40-Hz frequency, and 180-A current when assisted by 28-m/s water-jet velocity. Here,
the minimum section taper was 0.3◦. The tank depth was maximized with a 1.1-ms laser pulse width,
40-Hz repetition frequency, and 150-A input current when assisted by a 20-m/s water-jet velocity.
Here, the maximum tank depth was 2.05 mm; however, the section taper was not ideal. The optimal
processing parameters were a laser pulse width of 1.1ms, repetition frequency of 40 Hz, water-jet
velocity of 24 m/s, and input current of 180 A. Under these conditions, the cross-section taper and
groove depth were 1.2◦ and 1.88 mm, respectively, and the groove surface demonstrated no defects.
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Featured Application: A photovoltaic roof for vehicles, in sandwich-structured composite, is

designed for optimizing static stiffness and dynamic response, but also energy efficiency.

Abstract: A multi-step and -objective design approach was used to optimize the photovoltaic roof in
a multi-occupant racing vehicle. It permitted to select the best combination of design features (as
shapes, widths, angles) in composite structures simultaneously balancing opposite requirements
as static strength and dynamic stiffness. An attention to functional requirements, as weight, solar
cells cooling and solar energy conversion, was also essential. Alternative carbon fiber-reinforced
plastic structures were investigated by finite elements using static and modal analyses in the way to
compare several design configurations in terms of natural frequencies, deformations, flexural stiffness,
torsional stiffness, and heat exchange surfaces. A representative roof section was manufactured and
tested for model validation. A significant improvement respect to the pre-existing solar roof was
detected. The final configuration was manufactured and installed on the vehicle.

Keywords: design optimization; solar vehicles; photovoltaic roof; lightweight structures; carbon
fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP); natural frequencies; stiffness; heat exchange; Ansys ACP

1. Introduction

The design process in engineering is often based on a cyclical path aiming to improve existing
solutions. However, this step-by-step approach becomes rather complex to be applied when the need
exists to consider different optimization criteria at the same time. Such a situation can occur in many
real applications [1], but it comes to be essential in the case of competition vehicles.

Sports car design surely represents one of the most exciting test benches for designers to set up
efficient design methodologies and solutions. The desire of competitiveness commonly drives the
designer to direct the design action towards a multi-objective optimization (MOO).

In the case of a Formula One car [2], for instance, the opportunity to lighten the vehicle comes
up against the need to offer higher lift [3] and, then, requires a proper balance between weights and
loads [4]. In these terms, the field of solar races is maybe even more interesting, where the power
involved is extremely low and the optimization criteria must be even more shrewd [5].

Solar cars are electric vehicles where the energy for powertrain is provided by the Sun thanks
to the installation of photovoltaic panels (usually on the roof) and a battery pack for energy storage.
Thus, energy efficiency definitely represents the key concept driving each design choice in the case of
solar prototypes [6]: aerodynamics [7], dynamics [8], kinematics [9] and even manufacturing [10].

However, weight minimization probably stands for one of the most deemed design policies with
the scope to minimize the inertial masses and energy losses. In accordance with [11] based on electric
cars, in fact, an amount of 13% can be saved in term of energy if a 10% decrease in weight is achieved.
Weight reduction strategy in vehicle design is often associated to the massive use of composite materials
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like carbon fiber-reinforced plastics (CFRP) that allow us to make lightweight structures [12]. Thanks
to CFRP, the designers have at their disposal two specific tactics for structural optimization [13,14],
directly linked to the mechanic properties of composites and able to permit lighter structures: (1) high
stiffness to weight ratio; and (2) strong anisotropy in the mechanical properties.

The possibility to design the material properties in different directions leads to a greater designers’
opportunity in optimization. However, as mentioned, this optimization may involve multiple aspects,
not always related to the same category. Precisely for this reason, the general concept of multi-objective
optimization is spreading in vehicle engineering [15].

The scientific term of ‘optimization’ refers to that branch of applied mathematics which studies
theory and methods for the research of the maximum and minimum points of a mathematical
function [16]. The scope is to translate into mathematical terms a given problem which can be related
to different disciplines, as physics, finance, social sciences and, of course, engineering [17–28].

In [18] and [19], for instance, the structural improvements in vehicle components using a design
procedure not more based on a trial-and-error process, but linked to optimization methods are
discussed, showing their potential, in the case of weight reduction in automotive chassis design.

Far from intending to represent all the general aspects of the optimization problem or its methods
and processes in engineering (in part available in [24]), it is possible to here summarize some
fundamental elements of specific interest for the present study, as:

• The optimization problem aims to find the optimal solution from all feasible solutions,
• Where variables can be continuous or discrete, creating a divergent solution space;
• It assumes that, thanks to classification mechanisms, it is possible to find the optimal solution

without checking all the possible combinations, one by one;
• The optimization criteria, at the same time, must be expressible in terms of functions of different

variables, including relative minimum and maximum limits;
• It is usually advisable to standardize and make comparable these outputs by factoring them (e.g.,

by max value) in the way to provide unitary indexes (scores between 0 and 1);
• In the simplest case the problem is scaled down in maximizing (or minimizing) a real function by

choosing the input values from a set allowed and calculating that function.

Although widely used in engineering (as for structural design, product design, shape optimization,
topology optimization, processing planning, and so on), the complexity of applying optimization
methods as generally developed by mathematicians has often convinced vehicle designers to
additionally consider hybrid and/or simplified approaches.

In [25], for instance, optimized solutions in structural design were achieved merging the Taguchi’s
method for robust design and the particle swarm algorithm for optimization.

The general state of the art in the field of composite laminates and sandwich optimization is
available in two recent comprehensive reviews [26,27]. Results from analyses carried out since 2000
are discussed based on the type of structures, objective functions, design variables, constraints and
applied algorithms. Addition factors as boundary conditions, orientation of fibers, design variables are
also considered respect to improvements in mechanical behavior such as buckling resistance, stiffness
and strength along with reducing weight, cost and stress under various types of loadings.

Closer to the current case, in [28] an aerodynamic shape optimization with the scope to reduce
the drag coefficient is performed based on a hybrid process that coupled a genetic algorithm with
a quite common iterative method for solving unconstrained nonlinear optimization problems. As
often happens, this investigation merged potentialities of a commercial code (a Computational Fluid
Dynamics code in the case) with optimization methods and validation test cases.

Furthermore, in [29] a simpler methodological approach is proposed and used to develop an
automotive structure able to balance technological, economic and ecological aspects at the same time.
It is focused on the application of foams as a core material in sandwiches for floor panels in a concept
car. The problem of multi-objective optimization is solved by a procedure of weight minimization that
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also ponders the structure behavior respect to static loads in terms of stiffness, strength and buckling
constraints. The comparison is formulated for each material application, including considerations on
mass and materials’ price, and environmental impact.

Strictly in line with that last two cases, the current work was based on a multi-objective optimization
where a compound objective function was adopted in the form of a sum of performance indexes
balanced by proper weighting coefficients. The specific scope of the paper and its novelty are to show
the development of a practical real-life application from the stage of the conceptual design till the
actual embodiment and the manufacture of the component. In this framework, the multi-objective
optimization is constrained from the beginning by geometrical and functional requirements, moreover
also the raw material and the manufacturing technology cannot be changed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Composite Materials and Structures

This study aimed to redesign a new photovoltaic roof for the solar vehicle, designed and built by
the University of Bologna to take part in solar competitions worldwide [30].

The vehicle is a four-passenger quadricycle [31] where every technical solution was designed with the
scope to improve the overall car performance (Figure 1). The replacement of the out-of-date photovoltaic
panels, as well as changes in the safety structure eliminating the metal roll bar [32], driven by the need to
respect rules of a different race, gave the chance to intervene on the roof through this optimization.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. The multi-occupant solar vehicle: (a) general layout; (b) roof support structure.

As a racing car, each part of the vehicle should be as light weight as possible, but also with excellent
mechanical properties, permitted by the large employment of high stiffness and strength Carbon fiber
reinforced plastics (CFRP). The same occurred for the roof, which is the structure of the photovoltaic panel,
where unidirectional (UD) and bidirectional (twill) CFRP were layered in the form of sandwich structured
laminates. Specifically, Toray T1000 UD and T800 twill pre-impregnated fabrics with, respectively, 0.15
mm and 0.30 mm thicknesses, were chosen considering their remarkable mechanical properties. Polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) foam is used as sandwich core. The outermost layer is a T800 fabric, with fibers along
0◦/90◦ direction. Internally there are two unidirectional layers in T1000, at 0◦. The PVC core is not present
everywhere, but only in the central section, having a roof with variable thickness, between 1.0 and 10.0
mm (and 4.0 mm in this case). Table 1 reports the main mechanical properties of materials and Table 2 their
layout. It is evident the marked anisotropy (unidirectional or bidirectional) in properties of composites,
but also a symmetrical layout respect to the core.

With reference to the direction of the reinforcing fibers, it should be noted that the angle in the
table is to be considered with respect to the construction method (better specified below). In grid
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structures the main directions (0◦) are along the direction of the different beams. In the perforated
panels there is a single main direction that coincides with the longitudinal direction of the roof.

Table 1. Main material characteristics and properties.

Property Unit T1000 T800 PVC

Type - Unidirectional Twill Foam
Density Kg/m3 1490 1420 100

Young’s Modulus MPa 121,000, 8600, 8600 61,340, 61,340, 6900 125
Poisson’s Ratio - 0.27, 0.4, 0.27 0.04, 0.3, 0.3 0.40

Tensile Stress Limit Mpa 2231, 29, 29 805, 805, 50 2.5

Table 2. Composite layout.

Layer Material Thickness Angle

1 T800 0.30 mm 0◦/90◦
2 T1000 0.15 mm 0◦
3 T1000 0.15 mm 0◦
4 PVC 4.0 mm –
5 T1000 0.15 mm 0◦
6 T1000 0.15 mm 0◦
7 T800 0.30 mm 0◦/90◦

2.2. Optimization Parameters

In general terms, the design optimization of the roof in the case of this solar vehicle was based on
a combination of mechanical and functional features, as reported in Table 3. The first ones, i.e., the
mechanical features, are related to the structural stiffness respect to static and dynamic loads and are
required to assure the best conditions in terms of integrity, safety and modal response. They can be
measured by flexural stiffness, torsional stiffness and (first) resonance frequency in the way that the
higher their values, the better for the design solution is. The second ones, i.e., the functional features,
are also desired to assure the best performances in terms of energy efficiency, including the reduction
of inertial masses and possibility of maximizing the area exposed to heat exchange.

Table 3. Optimization objectives and related weighting coefficients.

Features Output Unit Target Weighting

Mechanical
Flexural stiffness N/mm Highest 0.15
Torsional stiffness N·mm/rad Highest 0.15

Resonance
frequency Hz Highest 0.30

Functional
Heat transfer

surface mm2 Highest 0.40

Weight Kg Lowest (fixed)

At the same time, since these features are clearly interconnected, it was preferred to reduce the
size of the system by fixing one parameter, the weight (= 0.250 ± 0.010 kg) as common design target,
and performing the optimization based on the other factors. Since each factor has to be maximized, it
was possible to express the performance index, the index for comparison (IC) as:

IC =
1∑n

i=1 pi

n∑
i=1

pi

(
yi − yi max

yi min − yi max

)
(1)
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where pi represents the weighting coefficients (with i = 1 . . . 4 and Σ pi = 1) and yi is the i-th optimization
parameter which can vary between yimin and yimax, representing the minimum and maximum value
assumed by each parameter yi.

2.3. Overall Methodology

The present investigation was also based on the following concepts and phases (Appendix A):

1. Preliminary shape definition when different geometrical shapes were considered, specifically
rectangles, ellipsis and triangles, in terms of their ability to minimize the surface.

2. Manufacturing techniques taken into consideration since the very beginning, identifying two
practical solutions in production and four geometrical options (Figure 2):

- A composite laminate made in a single piece where rectangular holes, with rounded edges
(a), or elliptical ones (b) where shaped through;

- A grid-based structure, made up of a series of intersecting straight (vertical, horizontal
and angular) lines (grid lines), forming a rectangular (c) or triangular (d) texture of beams.

3. Geometric shape (topology) optimization performed by automatic algorithms using screening
and response surface method respect to the most relevant geometric parameters (e.g., axes for
ellipsis, lengths for rectangle, distances between grids (as reported in Table 4)).

4. Score criteria, as flexural and torsional stiffness or first resonance frequency, derived by finite
element analyses (FEA) using commercial codes in static and modal simulations.

5. Valuations performed, at first, respect to a basic unit, dimensionally set to a 500 × 500 mm section
(roughly equivalent to 4 × 4 solar cells).

6. An overall structure for the roof made up by a repetition of this basic unit.
7. The basic unit solution, as here optimized, adopted to produce a larger section, a 2500 × 800 mm

(~2 m2) flat mock-up, to be used for experimental (modal) test and numerical model validation.
8. This design solution also applied to the roof shape in accordance with its real double curvature

and the 3D model (~5200 × 1.600 mm) then analyzed by FEA respect to static and dynamic loads.
9. The roof definite structure manufactured by autoclave composite techniques, installed on the

solar car and finally examined in real operative conditions.

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 2. Shape definition: four geometries were considered: (a) rounded rectangles and (b) ellipses
holes, or (c) rectangular and (d) triangles in quadridirectional grids.

It is noteworthy that, actually, Table 4 reports only a subset of parameters suitable to describe in
their generality the geometric properties of the represented shapes (i.e., rounded rectangles, ellipses,
rectangular and triangles) especially as regards the grid configurations since the possibility to overlap
beams in a large variety of combinations (angles, distance between elements’ recurrences, etc.).
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Table 4. Geometrical parameters for optimization.

Rectangular Hole Elliptical Hole Rectangular Grid Quadridirectional Grid

Width (W) 1st axis (A) 1st Width (a) 1st Width (a)
Height (H) 2nd axis (B) 2nd Width (b) 2nd Width (b)

Fillet radius (r) Angle (α)

2.4. Optimization Space Reducing

However, these options already create a quite large n-dimensional optimization space (with n ≥
10 based on how certain geometric similarities are taken into account) which must be deemed by four
optimization objectives (output), or even five, if the weight is reintroduced in the comparison. Each
point of this n-dimensional space should represent a potential solution of the optimization problem,
that deserves to be investigated (in terms of stiffness, resonances and so on) by three separate numerical
analyses (one modal and two static). At the same time, it is evident it is not possible to reiterate these
calculations for an amplified number of situations. Then, as commonly happens in each optimization
analysis, a way to decrease the size of the solution space was achieved by:

- Decoupling the effects related to the geometric characteristics of the basic shapes (i.e., rectangle,
triangle, etc.) from those related to their recurrence and rearrangement. It was obtained repeating
the optimization procedure acting on different levels. Specifically, in Figure 3 these different scales
of analysis are displayed, showing the basic unit (500 × 500 m), used for geometrical optimization
of shapes (Figure 2), and the mock-up (2500 × 800 mm), used for grid optimization, experiments
and model validation. It should be noted that the figure shows half (front) section of the vehicle
roof (with ~5200 × 1.600 mm as overall dimension);

- Limiting the (full) parametric (and automated) analysis to an optimization only based on the
structural outputs as first; the most promising solutions from this topologic optimization are then
(individually) verified in terms of impacts on the performance outputs.

 
Figure 3. Different scales of analysis: basic unit (500 × 500 m), experimental mock-up (2500 × 800 mm)
and half (front) section of the roof (~5200 × 1.600 mm).
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2.5. Design and Simulation Tools

3D CAD modelling was performed in SolidWorks (by Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay,
France). Ansys Workbench ver. 18.1 platform (by ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, USA) was
used for structural analysis of composites (by an ACP toolkit) and for design optimization (Design
Exploration) by the direct optimization features and the screening and response surface method.

Specifically, in 3D modelling solid parts were suppressed with the scope to manage 3D surfaces.
Discretization was done by shell elements (FE), quadrangular of quadratic order with 8 knots, preferred
for precision. After mesh convergence tests, the maximum size for FE was set at 3 mm (in the case of
basic units), employing 12,000–18,000 FE for meshing the different configurations.

In accordance with reality, the thickness of sandwiches was made variable along the section by
creating cut-off selection rules in ACP and assigning them to the PVC core. The same technique was
adopted to manage edges and intersections. A visual example of effects of expedients used for the
correct discretisation of composite structures is reported in Figure 4 in the case of rectangular grid. The
500 × 500 mm base section, consisting of 4 × 4 squares (representing the solar cell frames) are shown
highlighting differences in thickness and the final mesh with implemented these changes.

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 4. Details in sandwich discretization (in the case of rectangular grid): (a) the 500 × 500 mm
base section; (b) vertical beams over respect to the horizontal ones; (c) sides where the thickness of the
sandwich must decrease; (d) final mesh (also showing the thickness changes).

The so-called single-layered shell method [33], instead of many others (e.g., stacked shell [34]), was
chosen and implemented for discretizing the layout. This simplification quite common in analyzing
composites in the case of large and complex structures, permits to quickly investigate the main
phenomena at the level of macroscale. With a proper conversion in properties, it reduces a multilayered
laminate to an equivalent single layer laminate and use shell elements all along the surface with
integration points (IP) throughout the thickness [33]. Specifically, in the case an IP was set per each of
the seven layers: no additional IP was used to investigate the six interfaces between layers. In such
a way it was possible to drastically limit the number of FE speeding up the simulation focusing the
attention on in-plane phenomena [33–35].

However, this methodological limit has no practical effect on the present study since the roof has
no global structural functions [35]. The vehicle was designed around a lower monocoque and an upper
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structure (Figure 1b). A rigid frame on the composite structure guarantees the fixing and solidity of
the roof which, practically, in addition to its own weight, must only support the solar cells (~ 1.2–1.5
kg/m2).

From the Ansys internal library, material models labelled as “Epoxy Carbon UD (230 GPa)
Prepreg”, “Epoxy Carbon Woven (230 GPa) Prepreg” and “PVC Foam (80 kg m−3)” were chosen for,
T1000, T800 and PVC respectively, but default properties were changed in accordance to Table 1. ACP
toolkit permitted to build exact layouts as shown with Table 2. In the grid configuration, in order to
correctly orient the fibers according to the direction of the single beam, it was necessary to divide the
grid in section subgrouping beams characterized by a same orientation in the fibers.

2.6. Simulation Procedures

Three different simulations were carried out on each configuration under investigation.

2.6.1. Resonance Frequency

The first simulation was a modal analysis and concerned the resonance frequency. It was carried
out in free-free conditions: no constraints or forcing were set. The first six modes are rigid modes,
corresponding to the structure’s six degrees of freedom. Therefore, the seventh mode and frequency
correspond to the first modal shape of interest (Figure 5a).

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5. Numerical evaluation of (a) resonance frequency, (b) flexural and (c) torsional stiffness.

2.6.2. Flexural Stiffness

The second simulation was a static analysis and concerned the flexural stiffness. Load conditions
were set equivalent to a simply supported beam with distributed load. Constraints were assigned to
two opposite external sides of the beam and a force equal to 1 N (to simplify calculations) to upper
face. The model was simplified as a beam considering the complete roof structure, consisting of
various repetitions of it, has a prevalent dimension over the others. The required output is the flexural
displacement (total deformation). Flexural stiffness can be calculated by dividing the force by the
maximum displacement (Figure 5b).

2.6.3. Torsional Stiffness

The third simulation was a static analysis, as the previous one, but concerned torsional stiffness.
As a system, it was considered a cantilever beam with a pure twisting moment applied at the end. A
fixed support was therefore assigned to one side and a torque of 1 N·mm to the opposite side. Torsional
stiffness can be calculated as:

K = T
θ

θ = tan−1
( z1+z2

2b

)
where T is the twisting moment, θ is the rotation, z1 and z2 are the vertical displacements at the two
ends and b is the length of the beam. The rotation θ was determined, in the case, directly using the
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Flexible Rotation Probe function instead of the analytical formula after verified the results by the two
methods were similar (Figure 5c).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Shape Topological Optimisation

In Table 5 a first comparison between geometries at the level of basic unit is reported in terms of
performance index (IC) respect to their main dimensional characteristics (sizes).

Table 5. Effect of changes in geometry (at the level of basic element).

Configuration Laminate Grid

Rectangle Ellipsis Orthogrid Cross
Double

cross
Quadridirection

Hole Size (mm) 94.7 95.0
92.8 95.0
23.7

Grid Width Size Upper grid (mm) 40.7 30.0 30.0 30.0
Lower grid (mm) 23.5 14

 

     

Lowest Frequency (Hz) 84.2 73.6 64.3 88.9 97.3 111.9
Flexural stiffness (N/mm) 209 103 204 137 114 122
Torsional stiffness (N mm/rad) 5247 3193 4391 5170 5319 6623
Element Weight (kg) 0.263 0.263 0.264 0.263 0.265 0.264

Performance Index 0.61 0.10 0.32 0.48 0.53 0.79

Specifically, in the case of laminates dimensions refers to the hole sizes as width (W), height (H)
and fillet radius (r) for a rounded rectangle or 1st and 2nd (A, B) axes for ellipsis.

In the case of the grids, the dimensions refer to the width of beams that make up the structure: an
upper orthogonal (0–90◦) grid, reinforced by a lower diagonal (±45◦) one. A value of 30mm in width
for the upper grid is fixed considering the need to sustain the singular solar cell. Both for laminates
and grids 5.2 mm of thickness is fixed since the predetermined composite layout (Table 2).

In terms of results, it should be noted that, together with the torsional and flexural stiffness, the
first (lowest) natural frequency is also reported in the table. This value represents an indication of how
sensitive the structure is to the effects of vibrations. The maximum displacement respect to the first
natural frequency should be also considered representing the effect of vibrations in terms of intensity
(not sensibility).

By comparing the values of the performance index (IC), it is immediately evident that the best
configurations are, in general, grid configurations (as Figure 2c,d) reinforced by several crosses (IC
≥ 0.48) and, specifically, a quadridirectional configuration (IC = 0.79). Despite this, the option of
manufacturing a laminate in a single body and then lightening it through holes could be taken into
consideration provided the choice of rectangular (IC = 0.61), almost squared (~95 mm vs. 93 mm), and
rather large holes (~8800 mm2) with rounded borders (~24mm). In making these considerations, it
should be also remembered that all these configurations are obtained keeping the same weight (w =
0.264 ± 0.01 kg) as target and, consequently, the same amount of material.

Outcomes from Table 5 also take into count, as a preliminary optimization (improved below), the
way an upper orthogonal grid (orthogrid) can be reinforced by lower transversal crosses leading to
double grid configurations. The most interesting options, between many others under consideration,
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are displayed in Table 6 where at the investigation level of the basic unit, the impact of a crescent
number of crosses is analyzed. The same table also exhibits the effect of changes in cross angles.

Table 6. Effect of changes in the crosses (at the level of basic unit).

Configuration Number of Crosses

1 1 1/3 1 1/3 1 1/2 1 1/2 2 2 4 4

Width Size Upper grid
(mm) 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

Lower grid
(mm) 30 28 28 23.5 23.5 20 20 10.5 10.5

Load Direction x or y x y x y x y x y

     
Lowest Frequency (Hz) 88.9 83.5 83.6 97.3 89.8 84.7 84.9 62.7 63.9
Flexural stiffness (N/mm) 137.1 127.9 121.4 114.0 116.2 169.8 113.9 194.4 115.4
Torsional stiffness (N mm/rad) 5170 4676 4248 5319 4604 4786 4459 3675 3219
Element Weight (kg) 0.263 0.266 0.266 0.265 0.265 0.266 0.266 0.266 0.266

Performance Index 0.68 0.52 0.45 0.75 0.56 0.68 0.47 0.30 0.02

Results, as said, assumed that:

- All beams in each specific grid have the same dimensions (i.e., width and thickness);
- These dimensions can vary (in general) between the upper and lower grids;
- The thickness, however, is fixed by the specific composite layout;
- The width of beams in the upper grid is fixed (with the scope to permit to sustain the solar cells);
- The width of beams in the lower grid is related to their number (since a constant weight).

For each configuration, the table reports stiffness in the cases of application of (flexural or torsional)
loads along X or Y axes. Differences are evident related the geometrical anisotropies of grids respect to
these changes in the axes.

3.2. Grid Topological Optimisation

In Table 7, a second comparison between configurations is reported. It also deals with the best
solutions detected in terms of geometry and shapes at the level of basic units (Table 5) but extends
results on the mock-up case. In particular, the laminate with rectangular holes where compared with
quadridirectional grids in different configurations. Having demonstrated a certain appropriateness
(measured through IC) for a specific configuration at the level of basic unit does not necessarily mean,
in fact, that this rank remains the same on the mock-up. Such a fact immediately emerges from the
table making clear that the laminate with rectangular holes (IC = 0.25) is no longer convenient.

Having also demonstrated the convenience of using, as general design concept, a grid structure
where an upper orthogonal grid (on which the solar panels are laid) are reinforced by a series of diagonal
crosses, a different topological optimization study was carried out with respect to the definition of the
(lower) grid in terms of number of elements and their arrangement.

Without entering in unnecessary details, Table 8 exhibits the impact of diagonal crosses at the
level of mock-up, both as number, distribution and crosses angles.
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Table 7. Effect of changes in grid shape (at the level of mock-up).

Configuration Laminate Quadridirectional Grid

Rectangle Low Medium High

    
Lowest Frequency (Hz) 11.4 12.3 12.9 13.8
Flexural stiffness (N/mm) 7.7 4.4 3.5 3.6
Torsional stiffness (N mm/rad) 1851 1960 2090 2665
Element Weight (kg) 2.090 2.047 2.031 2.028

Performance Index 0.25 0.27 0.38 0.76

Table 8. Effect of changes in grid topology (at the level of mock-up).

Configuration Quadridirectional Grid

Crosses 2 × 1 2 1/3 × 1 1/3 22/3 × 11/3 31/2 × 13/4 4 × 2 51/4 × 21/4 8 × 4

Spacing (mm) 1000 × 1000 875 × 875 750 × 750 625 × 625 500 × 500 375 × 375 250 × 250

Width Size Upper grid
(mm) 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

Lower grid
(mm) 50 42 38 33 30 22 14

 

Lowest Frequency (Hz) 14.5 13.5 14.7 14.0 12.9 15.9 13.8
Flexural stiffness (N/mm) 3.4 4.5 4.3 4.3 3.5 3.7 3.6
Torsional stiffness (N mm/rad) 2587 2252 2379 2358 2090 2156 2665
Element Weight (kg) 2.031 2.031 2.031 2.031 2.031 2.033 2.028

Performance Index 0.49 0.42 0.64 0.50 0.03 0.60 0.46

The beam width in upper grids remains 30 mm (to conveniently host the solar cells), but changes
affect the lower ones (from 14 to 50 mm) according to the condition of weight conservation. Spacing
parameter (in Tables 8 and A2) provides information on the distance between beams on the lower grid:
reducing the distance increases the number of beams (and crosses as reinforce) but, on the other side,
as said, reduce their width saving the total weight. Finally, unlike the first analyses on the geometric
parameters, where an automatic change for (almost) all the parameters was possible, in these further
investigation configurations often involve the development of specific CAD models. Thus, several
actions were done manually.
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3.3. Multi-Objective Optimization Results at a Glace

In line with results from similar investigations (as [36]), it is clear how the grid structures are
preferable to perforated panels. It is also evident that a grid with a denser mesh is better than those
of sparse one with an equivalent weight. However, although the comparisons give unambiguous
indications when only mechanical properties are considered, additional criteria should be included.

In fact, the optimized option as here detected, i.e., quadridirectional grid with crosses every 250
mm, could present (compared to less dense grids) additional challenges in its applicability such as:

- Minor free surface for heat transfer, not permitting an efficient the solar cells cooling;
- Greater complexity in fabrication related to a larger number of basic elements (beams).

These aspects were not including in the optimization since the beginning and are not considered.
A preliminary estimation of the free surface carried out by Ansys with respect to two borderline

grids showed a quite low variability (<10%): using a denser grid does not significantly affect the panels
cooling. It also depends to the fact that, denser grids are necessarily made by tighter beams (since the
precondition of equivalent weight).

Regarding the composite roof construction, with an area of approx. 8.0 m2, its manufacturing can
represent a laborious task. A larger number of beams and crosses, to be made and glued, would be
preferable only when mechanical properties were significantly better: it is not the present case.

Table 9 reports an update in design solutions evaluation, taking into count of additional parameters
and objectives of optimization. In particular, the maximum displacement when the lowest natural
frequency occurs is included: those parameters have to consider in combination for better analyze
the dynamic behavior of the structure. Furthermore, the table also introduces parameters, not strictly
related to mechanical properties, as the area available for heat transfer and an indicator of producibility.
While the exposed area may be directly detected by Ansys functionalities, an empirical index had to be
defined for estimating the producibility, it was done in accordance with information from manufacturer,
making its value proportional to the number of operations necessary to build composite structures.

Table 9. Multi-objective optimization of composite structure.

Configuration Laminate Quadridirectional Grid

Weight Target Best Rectangle Low Medium High

Flexural stiffness (N/mm) 0.25 ← 7.7 7.7 4.4 3.5 3.6
Torsional stiffness (N mm/rad) 0.10 ← 2665 1851 1960 2090 2665
Max displacement (1st
frequency) (mm) 0.10 ↓ 61.6 61.6 63.0 62.6 70.4

Lowest Frequency (Hz) 0.10 ← 13.8 11.4 12.3 12.9 13.8
Heat transfer area (mˆ2) 0.15 ← 1.1 1.07 0.83 0.83 0.85
Producibility 0.30 ↓ 1.0 0.75 0.80 1.00 0.50
Element Weight (kg) — ↓ 2.090 2.090 2.047 2.031 2.028
Performance Index 1.00 0.57 0.50 0.39 0.57 0.37

As a synthesis, a quadridirectional grid with crosses every 500 mm was adopted. In accordance
with previous results, in fact, this structure exhibited good mechanical properties, better than both
perforated sandwich panels (especially regarding the resonance frequency [37]), but also compared
to an orthogonal grid, thanks to the presence of reinforcing beams in the diagonal directions [38].
However, its medium sparse grid does not entail the construction problems that can occur during
production in the case of denser grids.

Finally, since it was noticed that a slight increase in the mass of the angular grid provided positive
benefits to the quadridirectional grids, it was also preliminary checked the effect of minor changes in
the constraint of the minimum width for the orthogonal beams (=30 mm).

The basic unit of 500 mm sides was examined, performing a further optimization in Ansys by
varying the width of the orthogonal beams between 25 mm and 30 mm and diagonal beams between
30 mm and 50 mm. Since the condition of equal total weight, an increase in the mass of one grid,
orthogonal or diagonal, decreases the other. In general terms, the best situation is present when widths
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of both grids are quite similar. A specific optimization can be obtained when the choice of the solar
cells, defined the lower value of width for elements in the upper grid.

3.4. Validation

A modal analysis was used for validating the FE model by experiments.
The mesh consisted of 56163 shell elements and allowed to identify the first 20 modes of the

structure (of which, six are rigid modes). Deformations along main directions and Cartesian axes
were also evaluated. On the other side, a modal test was also carried out both with accelerometers (as
in [39–41]) and Bragg grating fibers (FGB) sensor (as done in [42]). Figure 6 and Table 10 summarize
this comparison for a range lower than 100 Hz, equivalent to the five lowest natural frequencies. A
good accuracy is clear with a 7.3% average deviation between predictions and experiments. Besides, a
constant underestimation is also evident which suggests a refining in the FE model discretization.

Figure 6. Modal analysis with results from (a) experiment and (b) simulation.
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Table 10. Comparing the results from modal analysis in terms of natural frequencies.

Mode
Frequency (Hz)

Difference (%)
Measure Simulation

I 16.7 15.26 −8.6%
II 20.1 18.69 −7.0%
III 42.6 40.13 −5.8%
IV 46.5 41.67 −10.4%
V 68.6 65.40 −4.7%

3.5. Results Implementation

The same design approach was used to finalize the roof design. The 3D geometry of the roof was
filled by structural modules with design parameters based on the previous optimization. Specifically, a
quadridirectional grid with a medium density of beam element was used as valid compromise between
the different targets. It was characterized by an orthogonal grid on the top and a lower diagonal grid
on the bottom with, respectively, 300 mm and 200 mm widths. This design pattern was replicated
along the roof dimension and shape, partitioned in front and back sections (Table 11).

Table 11. Overall geometrical dimensions for roof sections.

Section Dimensions [m] Surface [m2]

Front 1.714 × 2.344 × 0.142 4.567
Back 1.540 × 2.056 × 0.510 3.522

Total 1.714 × 2.344 × 0.510 8.089

The dynamic behavior of these parts was examined by a further modal analysis considering
unloaded bodies (as previously) but constrains as in real case. First frequencies were 21 and 12 Hz
with total displacements of 42 and 69 mm for, respectively, front and back sections (Figure 7)

  
(a) (b) 

21.4 Hz 12.3 Hz 

Figure 7. Numerical modal analysis of (a) front, (b) back section of the roof.

Then, the composite structure was manufactured using manual layout and autoclave molding
and hot gluing with two-component for part assembly. The solar cells, E60 bin Me1 by Sunpower,
were directly laminated on the panel with ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) films. Flexible layers on both
surfaces (front and back) for a total of five layers (including 2 EVAs), for a 1.5 mm of overall thickness,
were overlapped and cured in autoclave. In particular, solar cells were positioned with the scope to
maximize the energy yield of vehicle-integrated photovoltaics (VIPV) [43].

Lastly, the solar roof was installed and finalized with other vehicle components. Figure 8 shows
several imagines from the solar vehicle at the end of the present investigation. Functional tests were
performed running over 800km on roads open to traffic. No complications emerged related during this
first trial in terms of structural design of the roof which appeared stable and functional.
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Figure 8. Solar roof manufacturing and installation on the solar vehicle.

3.6. Further Considerations and Novelty

Following the use of a multi-objective optimization in this design action, several general
considerations can be introduced. As first, it is essential to note how the outcomes strongly depends
on the weight assigned to the objectives: even minor changes in their values can lead to very different
design indications. Thus, it would be relevant to find criteria for an empirical definition of these
parameters. By an analysis simply based on mechanical aspects (e.g., Eigen value optimization),
it is quite hard, in fact, to detect very uncommon design solutions or issues respect what already
available as technical know-how such as, for instance, the superiority of reticular structures. Moreover,
when further objectives are introduced in optimization, but always of the same type (such as, e.g.,
the minimization of an area keeping weight or stiffness unchanged), results do not change. Reticular
structures seem the best solutions, especially when characterized by a certain geometrical complexity.
However, as soon as a goal not strictly related to the ‘structural engineering’ is introduced, optimal
solutions start to evolve along unpredicted directions.

For instance, a sandwich panel, made in composite by a single stratification that also considers
the lighting holes, can be much simpler in terms of producibility respect to a composite grid. Then,
when an additional parameter related to the producibility is introduced in the evaluation, moving the
analysis from a ‘topologic’ to ‘multi-object’ approach, this perforated panel significantly increases its
ranking respect to grid solutions. Similarly, lower density grids start to be more attractive.

However, without the possibility of objectively validating the weight of each objective, a deeper
level of analysis risks to be inconsistent respect to the real applicability of results, which represents the
essence and novelty of the present investigation. In fact, this study was intended to be a first attempt
in the contest of solar vehicles to move from redesign action based, as tradition, on a trial and error
approach toward a multi-step and -objective one method. To the knowledge of the authors, in fact,
no other design studies are available dealing with the multi-objective optimization in an automotive
context that involve fiber-reinforced sandwich structures of such large size and geometrical complexity.

4. Conclusions

The application of a multi-objective approach to the complete design process of an actual composite
structure was shown. Specifically, a photovoltaic roof for solar vehicles was designed following a
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multi-objective approach in the way to balance divergence structural criteria, as static stiffness and
dynamic response, with additional functional targets. Heat transmission and energy efficiency were
also considered.

As first, several alternative shapes (circles, squares, triangles) were compared as pattern. Then, for
selected shapes, the optimization was carried out respect to their main parameters (e.g., lengths, angles)
searching the optimal points inside Ansys FEA software. A performance index was properly defined
to represent the best compromise and a large number of configurations were compared. This index
combined aspects as flexural stiffness, torsional stiffness, resonance frequency and heat transfer surface
by the definition of weight parameters for each target. To simplify the study, a multistage approach
was preferred. As first, a 500 × 500 mm section, equivalent to 4 × 4 solar cells, was adopted as base for
an initial comparison between fundamental shapes (e.g., triangle, rectangle, ellipses). A total of 49
designs, each one characterized by a specific combination of shape and geometrical parameters (as
widths, angles) were considered and compared, limiting the input for the next stage to few (4) optimal
options. Hence, this base unit was used as design modulus to build a larger geometry (2500 × 800 mm)
able to better predict and compare the structural behavior in a case study closer to reality. This second
step of optimization, performed by 51 designs, permitted to recognize the quadridirectional grid as the
best solution and to define proper combinations of geometrical parameters.

The FE model was validated comparing results from simulations and experiment respect to a
modal analysis: a good accuracy with a 7% deviation in predicting the lowest natural frequencies was
detected. The structure design, as here optimized thanks to a quadridirectional grid, was applied to the
case of the real roof, characterized by larger dimensions (~5200 × 1.600 mm) and a double curvature
geometry. A FE modal analysis of the roof, done in accordance with real loads and constrains, was
carried out to determine the lower frequencies (higher than 12 Hz) and modes.

The composite structure was produced using autoclave technology; solar cells were also direct
laminated on it. The solar panels, with an overall thickness lower than 5.2 mm, were installed on the
vehicle and functionally tested on the road with valid results.
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Appendix A

This section contains details on the optimization procedure and parameters. The optimization
was based on a three-step process where, as first, a selection of shapes was compared and optimized
by 49 designs on a basic unit (500 × 500) (Tables 5 and 6 and Table A1), then, the comparison between
geometries was improved by 51 designs at a level of mock-up (2500 × 800) (Tables 7 and 8 and Table A2),
finally, the most promising solutions were evaluated in terms of multi-objective targets (Table 9).
During the optimization, parameters were considered as fixed or modified inside the procedure.
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Table A1. Preliminary (hole) shape optimization on basic unit.

Basic Unit Parameter Unit Range Type

Overall
Dimension mm 500 × 500 Fixed

Thickness mm 5.2 Fixed
Holes distance mm 125 Fixed

Hole Shape Parameter Unit Range Type Simulations

Rectangular
Width (W) mm 50–95 Modified 15
Height (H) mm 50–95 Modified

Fillet radius (r) mm 1–24 Modified (Table 5)

Elliptical
1st axis (A) mm 125 Fixed 9
2nd axis (B) mm 50–95 Modified (Table 5)

Rectangular grid 1st Width (a) mm 30–50 Modified 5

Quadridirectional 1st Width (a) mm 30–40 Modified 11
Grid 2nd Width (b) mm 14, 23.5, 25–30 Modified

Crosses 1, 1 1/2 Modified
Spacing Mm 250, 500 Modified (Tables 5 and 6)

Quadridirectional 1st Width (a) mm 30 Fixed 9
Grid 2nd Width (b) mm 10.5, 20, 23.5, 28, 30 Modified

Number of
crosses 1, 1 1/3, 1 1/2, 2, 4 Modified (Tables 5 and 6)

Table A2. Grid optimization on the mock-up.

Mock-up Parameter Unit Range Type

Overall
Dimension mm 2500 × 800 Fixed

Thickness mm 5.2 Fixed
Holes distance mm 125 Fixed

Hole Shape Parameter Unit Range Type Simulations

Laminate Width (W) mm 95 Fixed 1
Rectangle Height (H) mm 93 Fixed

Fillet radius (r) mm 23.5 Fixed (Tables 7 and 8)

Quadridirectional 1st Width (a) mm 30 Fixed 3
grid 2nd Width (b) mm 14, 23.5, 30 Modified

Crosses
Number – 1, 1 1/2 Modified

Spacing mm 250, 500 Modified (Tables 7 and 8)

Quadridirectional 1st Width (a) mm 30–35 Modified 47
grid 2nd Width (b) mm 14, 22–52.5 Modified

Spacing mm 250, 375, 500, 625, 750,
875, 1000 Modified (Table 8)
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